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SUMMARY

In this thesis the problem of system identification is considered as a problem of

deterministic approximate modelling on the basis of measurement data. In relation

with classical methods of system identification, the approach presented shows two

important aspects:

- the models obtained are accepted to be only an approximation of the dy

namical process, underlying the data; and

- in the methodology of constructing models from the available time series,

no use is made of any statistical assumptions on the data.

As a consequence of this approach, system identification methods are required to

yield models that are well-defined, in the sense that the obtained models proceed

from the available data sequence and from specified users' choices, and not from

implicit (statistical) and hardly verifiable assumptions on the data and the under

lying process.

Based on system theoretic concepts that recently have been introduced in the

literature, a framework is presented in which the identification problem as consid

ered above, can be formulated properly. In this framework the different compo

nents of an identification method: model set .it, parametrization M, and identifica

tion criterion J, are defined in a fundamental and natural way.

The model set .it contains all models among which one is looking for "best" or

"optimal" models for the given time series; based on this time series, the identifi

cation criterion selects optimal models from this model set; the parametrization

represents the models in the model set with (real valued) parameters in order to

simplify the selection procedure mentioned above.

In this thesis the question is discussed which requirements have to be laid upon

these three concepts in order to arrive at optimal models that are well-defined.

Models for identification are defined in terms of behaviours, i.e. spaces of admis

sible signal trajectories. This notion of model behaviour appears to present a uni

fying approach to all existing definitions of linear, time-invariant and finite-di

mensional systems, such as transfer functions, state space representations and

difference equations. It gives the opportunity to clearly distinguish model sets from

parametrizations, and to clearly distinguish the problems of identification and

parametrization.

In the identification framework presented, models are used that contain three
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types of external signals: inputs, outputs and residuals. The residual signals are

artificially added to the (residual-based) models, in order to represent the model

ling errors, and to act as a measuring tool for evaluation of the "measure of fit"

between a model and a given time series.

The common identification methods are characterized within this framework, with

special attention being paid to the types of residual signals that are considered

(prediction error, output error and equation error type of residuals). The specific

users' choices that underlie these methods are investigated. It is shown that for the

popular class of equation error identification methods, the results of identification

can become rather arbitrary, being influenced by accidental situations, instead of

by well-defined users' choices. This phenomenon is due to the fact that the aspects

of identification and parametrization have not properly been adjusted to each

other.

An introduction to the identification problem as considered in this thesis, is given

in chapter one.

In chapter two the framework is presented for formulating the problem of system

identification on the basis of residuals. Notions generally used, such as model set,

parametrization, identification criterion and identifiability, are reconsidered and

clearly defined. An important notion of discriminability of model sets is intro

duced.

In chapter three, the common identification methods are characterized within the

framework presented. The aspect of model complexity is discussed, leading to a

theory on the order and structure indices of muItivariable systems. By exploiting

the advantages of polynomial matrices in two indeterminates, this theory unifies

the current theories for models represented in either forward or backward differ

ence equations.

Chapter four shows an elaboration on the problem of constructing identifiable

parametrizations for a least squares-based identification criterion. It is shown that

the identifiability of parametrizations has to be considered in relation to the iden

tification criterion applied, in order to arrive at well-defined optimal models.

In chapters five and six some additional remarks are collected with respect to the

identification methods considered, and the conclusions are summarized.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION - A DEVELOPING FIELD OF RESEARCH

The problem of system identification can be described as the problem of creating

(mathematical) models of dynamical processes on the basis of measurement data of

the processes. Since the urge of creating (simple) models for phenomena that one

meets in real life is present in many areas of science, the kind of processes to be

considered can be varying over a large range of specific applications. Restricting.

attention to mathematical models, Le. models that present mathematical relations

between the signals involved, it can be stated that the application of these kind of

models is widespread in science and technology, varying from the fields of physics,

mechanics, and control engineering to the areas of econometrics and social sciences.

Focussing on the application of mathematical models in technical surroundings, the

following goals for models to be constructed can be recognized:

- to gain knowledge of the underlying process for purpose of diagnosis or

detection;

- to predict future behaviour of the process;

- to simulate the process for purpose of planning, optimization, training of

operators etc;

- to design automatic control systems for the process in an off-line or on-line

procedure (adaptive control).

For creating models of physical phenomena several ways can be followed. In very

many situations fruitful use can be made of physical laws that are supposed to

underlie the process to be modelled, in order to arrive at a theoretical model of the

process at hand. However one might not be satisfied with using these kinds of

theoretical models only, e.g.

- when there is a lack of theoretical knowledge, e.g. in econometric problems

where one is trying to find relations between economic variables;

- when the process is too complex and the corresponding theoretical models

would become too complicated to be manageable;

- when there is a need for verification of the theoretical models;

- when the essential properties of the process are varying in time in an unde-

fined way;

In these situations, modelling on the basis of measurement data of the process

variables should be an additional tool for arriving at reliable models.
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Every procedure for identification of a process on the basis of measurement data

contains a specific set of components, no matter what type of process is being

considered. The following items are fundamental for the problem of system identi

fication (see also Ljung, 1987, for a similar but slightly different formulation).

a. Data collection.

One has to deal with the question how to obtain measurement data that is best

suited for identification purposes.

b. Choice of a model set.

One has to determine what kind of models are going to be considered, and

what kind of restrictions are going to be made: linearity, time-invariance,

which signals are going to be considered as input and output variables, size of

the models in terms of model order, etc.

c. Choice of a parametrization.

The models have to be represented by a set of parameters that constitute a

compact description of the different models, and that facilitate search proce

dures over the models in the model set.

d. Choice of the identification method and the identification algorithm.

How to arrive at models determined on the basis of the measurement data and

the previous choices. We will briefly refer to this item as the identification

criterion.

e. Validation.

Evaluation of the model(s) finally obtained in order to determine if it is suited

for the application that one had in mind for the model. If this evaluation turns

out to be negative, one has to reconsider the previous stages a. through d.

Note that the various choices in the items mentioned above can influence each

other. In all these steps a. through e. one should take into account that the experi

menter might have a priori knowledge on the process, from which he should benefit

when considering the choices described above. Apart from this, the experimenter

might impose additional restrictions at the several stages, having in mind the kind

of application that the model is being created for; e.g. restrictions on the complexi

ty of the models in order to obtain models that are manageable.

The different stages in an identification procedure are schematically depicted in

figure 1.1, which resembles a similar picture in Ljung (1987).
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Start
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a priori knowledge
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I I

optimal model(s)

validation

Not OK

FIGURE 1.1 Schematic representation of an identification procedure

Despite these fixed stages in every system identification procedure, there are hard

ly any proper objective criteria for making specific choices in most situations listed

above. Consequently system identification very often comes down to finding an

ad-hoc solution to the problem at hand, using a lot of "engineering insight".

Although the field of system identification already has been explored for a number

of decades, and in spite of the fact that at the moment software for system identi

fication becomes available on a commercial basis (like e.g. the identification
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toolbox in MATLAB1), it is the opinion of the author that applying system

identification techniques still seems to be an art rather than a science. Especially

in the case of multivariable (multiple input multiple output) processes, the

problems that arise when applying identification methods are numerous, and

objective criteria for making proper decisions at the different stages in the

identification procedure are lacking.

For this moment we will return to the basic formulation of the system identifica

tion problem and we will illustrate the philosophy based on which current methods

of system identification have been developed, see e.g. Astrom and Eykhoff (1971),

Eykhoff (1974), Goodwin and Payne (1977), and Ljung (1987).

Let us consider a multivariable system having inputs u and outputs y, as schemat

ically denoted in figure 1.2.

measurement data

FIGURE 1.2 Dynamical system S with inputs u and outputs y

A model for this process can be considered as a set of equations that impose re

strictions on the signals u and y, e.g.

Aoy(t)+A
1
y(t-1)+ . +Any(t-n) = Bou(t)+B

1
u(t-1)+ . +Bmu(t-m) (1.1)

for all t=O,1,2, .. , and the real matrices AO,.,An,BO,.,Bm.of proper dimensions.

Now considering the model, as represented by this set of equations, and consider

ing a sequence of measured data {y(t),u(t)}t=O,.,N' there are two situations possi-

ble:

1. the model is true, i.e. the set of equations (1.1) is satisfied for the measured

data {y(t),u(t)}t=O,.,N; or

2. the model is false, i.e. the set of equations (1.1) is not satisfied.

One can imagine that the formulation of an identification problem in this way is

not very practical. Measurements that have been taken from the process will in

general not satisfy the set of equations (1.1) exactly, due to all kinds of distur-

lMATLAB is a trademark of The Mathworks Inc.
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bances. As a general philosophy to get out of this impasse, statistics has been

employed in the following way.

If equation (1.1) is formulated with an error term e(t), according to:

Aoy(t)+A
1
y(t-1)+ . +Any(t-n) = Bou(t)+B

1
u(t-1)+ . +Bmu(t-m)+e(t) (1.1)

and we assume that this error term e(t) has specific statistical properties, then the

question whether a model is true or false, changes into a situation that a model is

true with a certain probability, at least if we consider a finite observation interval.

This probability can be optimized and an estimated model can be obtained.

Note that in this situation the addition of statistical assumptions creates the possi

bility to solve the problem.

In this philosophy of adding statistical assumptions it is incorporated that one is

trying to find exact representations of the process that underlies the measured

data, assuming that one indeed is able to describe this process exactly with a

model of restricted complexity.

One of the first questions that should be asked in this situation, is the question of

robustness: what happens if the assumptions on which the identification method is

based, are not completely satisfied?

In order to illustrate possible consequences of such a situation, the following simu

lation example is presented.

Example 1.1

Consider a discrete-time dynamical system (8) with one input u and two outputs

Yt and Y2, defined by the following set of difference equations:

Y1(t+2)-2.7Yt(t+1)+2.12Yt(t )-U.16Y2(t) = -U.7u(t+1)+1.49u(t)

2.0Y1(t)-4.6Y1(t)+Y2(t+l) = -2.2u(t)

(1.2a)

(1.2b)

for all tel.

The corresponding transfer function Hyu(z) has poles inz=0.9 and z=0.9±0.lj. The

system is simulated with a unit variance white noise as input u(t), and the result

ing output y(t) is disturbed with a noise term e(t), according to:

y(t) = y(t) + W) (1.3)

with e(t) an uncorrelated white noise signal with unit variance, that is not corre

lated with the input signal u(t). The signal to noise ratios on the outputs Y1 ,h

are about 50 dB. The measurement data {u(t),y(t)}t=O,.,oo is considered as a basis
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for an identification procedure.

For purpose of identification the two equations (1.2) are extended with equation

error signals ei(t) and e2(t) and an estimated model is determined through the

least squares identification method, by minimizing the expression

N-l
Lim ~ ~ [ei(t? + e2(t?J
N->oo t =0

over all models in the model set, parametrized by:

(1.4)

n(H2)-aiYi(HI )-a2Yi(t )-a3Y2(t) = biu(H1)+b2U(t )+ei(t) (1.5a)

-a4Yi(t)-a5Yi(t)+Y2(Hl) = b3u(t)+e2(t) (1.5b)

for all tE7l., and all parameters ai,.,a5,bi,. ,b3EIR.

This least squares method implicitly assumes that the residual terms are stochastic

and uncorrelated white noise sequences, while in this example the data sequence

refers to the situation that the outputs y(t) and not the equations (1.2) have been

disturbed by white noise. This noise contribution, leading to a signal to noise

ration of 50 dB, shows that there is a very slight deviation from the assumptions

implicitly incorporated in the method.

_. '-----'--'--'--"--"--"--"--"--.L.-.L.-.L.-.L.--'-----'-----'------'-----'------'------'-----~

.a .... .. eo .oa

FIGURE 1.3 Markov parameters of the transfer function H (z) of the original
YiU

process (8) (--), and of the estimated model (-x-).
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In order to evaluate the estimated model, and to compare it with the original

system, figure 1.3 shows the Markov parameters, Le. the multivariable impulse

response, of the transfer function between the input u and the first output signal

Yt.
The poles of the transfer function Hyu(z) of the estimated model are positioned at

z=0.922 and z=0.885±0.l1j. The results show that due to the very small noise

terms on the simulated output signals, the asymptotic model deviates remarkably

from the original process. 0

Identification methods might be very sensitive with respect to the assumptions

underlying the methods. From a methodological point of view this situation is not

satisfactory. One can seriously dispute the validity of an identification method

that is considered to generate a correct model, if a very small disturbance of the

data (in example 1.1 a signal to noise ration of 50 dB) leads to essentially different

models. The presence of these statistical assumptions in the fundamental formula

tion of the identification problem, has brought a number of authors to express

their opinion on the state of the art quite strongly, as illustrated in the following

quotations:

"The subject is so underdeveloped at present that it is not possible to say very

much about the identification of dynamical systems", (Kalman, 1982);

and

"Notwithstanding the fact that identification theory and time series analysis

have produced some very useful algorithms and important applications, it can

be stated that there is a need to put a clear and rational foundation under the

problem of obtaining models from time series. It is very much of an area where

some of the first principles still need to be sorted out. In particular one should

start by formalizing what is meant by an optimal (approximate) model"

(Willems, 1986a).

There is a second reason for rejecting a statistical framework as a basic philosophy

for solving an identification problem. In the course of years the conviction has

been growing that processes to be modelled are in general far too complex to be

modelled exactly by linear, time-invariant and finite dimensional models. On the

other hand, the resulting models have to be relatively simple, in order to be appli

cable in a manageable way, e.g. in control system design. Consequently the model

ling errors that we have to deal with, will not be caused mainly by random effects
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like measurement noise, but will rather be due to the fact that our models are not

complex enough.

Consequently, in this thesis the opinion of Willems (1986b) will be supported,

stating that although there may be many situations in which a statistical frame

work indeed is a suitable one, it has many fundamental drawbacks as a general

philosophy.

As an alternative approach the problem of system identification will be considered

as a problem of deterministic approximation, in which the model(s) finally obtain

ed, should be an optimal approximation of the process at hand, in a prespecified

and well-defined sense.

During the identification procedure, the experimenter might contribute with reli

able a priori knowledge on the process or with specific restrictions on the models

to be obtained, and as such the introduction of statistical information on the pro

cess signals should also be considered: as possible additional information, but not

as a basic philosophy for solving the identification problem.

When we position the identification problem in a nonstatistical context, consider

ing it to be a problem of approximation, a completely different situation arises. In

this situation explicit users' choices have to replace the implicit statistical assump

tions discussed before. The consequences of these users' choices have to be investi

gated profoundly, in order to come up with criteria on the basis of which appropri

ate decisions can be made. As an example of a users' choice, note that the choice

of different regressands in the linear regression models of example 1.1 (instead of

the chose regressands Yl(t+l) in eq. (1.5a) and Y2(t+l) in eq. (1.5b)) definitely

will lead to different models obtained from the identification method. In a statisti

cal framework this is not recognized, since in the case of white equation error

residuals the models obtained are invariant for a change of regressands.

Consequently, in order to arrive at well-defined optimal models, it has to be clari

fied which users' choices have to be made, and which users' choices influence the

models to be 'Obtained.

A general trend into the direction of considering approximate models instead of

exact models, can also be found in the literature, however still mainly directed

towards models that originate from statistical considerations. In the late seventies

one started with considering properties of prediction error estimation schemes in

situations that the system was not within the model set chosen, see e.g. Ljung

(1978), Anderson, Moore and Hawkes (1978), Ljung and Van Overbeek (1978), and
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Ljung and Caines (1979). Accepting the fact that models are approximative, it

becomes an important question to analyse in which sense this approximation takes

place in the different identification methods. In the frequency domain, an analysis

on the properties of approximate prediction error models has been presented in

Ljung (1985), Wahlberg and Ljung (1986) and Wahlberg (1987). In the time do

main, results are obtained for approximate equation error models, by Mullis and

Roberts (1976), Inouye (1983), Swaanenburg et.al. (1985) and Van den Hof and

Janssen (1986,1987).

Since different identification methods show different approximation properties, a

relevant question now also becomes:

Are there any relations between identification methods and specific model

applications, such as prediction, simulation, control etc.?

A first analysis of this question has led to some results on the comparison between

equation error and output error identification methods, see e.g. Gevers and Bastin

(1982), Damen et al. (1985), (1986) and Tomita et al. (1986).

Referring to this relation between intended model application and identification

methods, one of the future challenges in the field of system identification will be to

formulate identification methods that explicitly incorporate the intended model

application (e.g. control system design), and that are directed towards yielding

models that are best suited for this specific application.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The core of the identification problem, as it will be considered in this thesis, can

be visualized in figure 1.4.

Process DATA ,I Model
I

FIGURE 1.4 From process to model; the core of the identification problem.

In this thesis we will direct our attention to the second part of this figure: the

construction of a model out of measurement data. Note that the first step, from

process to data, is a step that we do not have complete knowledge of, since the

data generating process is unknown. The second step, however, is a well-defined
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step that allows a formal treatment without having a priori knowledge available.

Restricting ourselves to this second step from data to model, the main parts of an

identification procedure, as formulated in the previous section, now have been

reduced to the following three choices:

1. the choice of a model set

2. the choice of a parametrization

3. the choice of an identification criterion

The central theme of this thesis can now be formulated as follows:

Given a set of measurement data of the input and output variables of a multi

variable dynamical system, construct a (set of) model(s) that in a well-defined

sense optimally approximate(s) the available data sequence.

The expression "well-defined sense" should be interpreted in such a way that the

models finally obtained from the identification procedure, should be based on the

available data itself and on explicit users' choices, and not on implicit assumptions

on the data and on the underlying process that are incorporated in the identifica

tion methods.

The basic choices 1-3 as mentioned above will be formalized by three notions: the

model set .it, the parametrization Mand the identification criterion J.

As a derivative of the central theme, the following twofold problem statement can

be given:

1) What are the requirements that have to be impQsed on the different steps

(.Jt,M,J) in an identification procedure, in order to obtain models that are a

well-defined approximation of the available data sequence?

and

2) What are the consequences for these different steps (.Jt,M,J) in existing

identification methods, when they are considered as methods for obtaining

approximate models?

When elaborating on these questions, the following starting points will be taken

into account.

- The system identification problem will be considered as a problem of determin

istic approximation.

- The three basic choices: model set .Jt, parametrization M and identification
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criterion J, will be formalized in order to clearly characterize the different

identification methods.

- The problem of parametrization will be incorporated in the problem of identifi

cation.

- For the existing identification methods, it has to be clarified which specific

choices underlie these methods.

- It will be required to reformulate and to reconsider identification methods as

procedures for deterministic approximate modelling.

In dealing with these aspects, the following restrictions will be made:

- Only models will be considered that are linear, time-invariant and finite di

mensional, that are parametrized and that are represented in discrete time.

No recursive identification schemes will be considered, since we are primarily

interested in the fundamental aspects of identification, rather than algorithmic

aspects.

An a priori distinction will be made between input and output variables within

the models.

The question how to use a priori knowledge of the data generating process in

the identification procedure will not explicitly be dealt with. However it has to

be stressed that a priori knowledge and the intended model application are

important aspects that should manifest itself in the different choices that have

to be made (.At,M,J). We will not primarily be concerned with the problem

how to translate the intended model application into a suitable form for incor

porating in the identification methods.

Summarizing this section, the work presented in this thesis will not give a comp

lete answer to the identification problem (if ever possible). It will not be a manual

with practical tips, nor a practical comparison of different identification methods.

It will be an analysis that is intended to offer a better foundation under the sys

tem identification problem (in the opinion of the author), and that should offer an

opportunity for a further development into a direction where specific goals of the

obtained models can be incorporated in well-defined identification methods.

1.3 ELABORATION, JUSTIFICATION AND OVERVIEW OF CONTENTS

In order to discuss the construction of models in a fundamental way, there is a

need of having a proper definition of the notion of model, and, even more general,
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a need of having a proper definition of a dynamical system. Linear time-invariant

and finite dimensional dynamical systems are commonly defined in terms of trans

fer functions, state space representations or difference equations, all having their

own specific properties. However, all these definitions have one thing in common:

they impose restrictions on the external signals of the dynamical system. In a

dynamical system with inputs and outputs, not all pairs of input and output sig

nals are admissible, but only those signals that are related through the laws of the

dynamical system.

In the recent system theoretic work of Willems (1986a),(1988) this notion has been

formalized and a dynamical system correspondingly is defined in terms of its be

haviour, i.e. the set of admissible signal trajectories. This fundamental concept has

been adopted in this thesis.

Despite the threshold that always has to be taken when entering a new formalism,

the idea of describing dynamical systems on a level of signals has a number of

important advantages.

* One unique definition of a dynamical system results, in which all current defi

nitions, as mentioned above, are specific representations.

* A clear distinction is introduced between a dynamical system and its represen

tation in terms of real coefficients, parameters, etc.

* The behaviour creates a joint aspect of different representations, giving the

opportunity to clarify the relations and transformations between the different

representations (like e.g. difference equations in the forward or backward shift

operator).

Especially in view of the identification problem, the following remarks can be

made with respect to this signal-based concept of a dynamical system:

* A description of a dynamical system in terms of admissible signals gives a good

connection with the identification problem, in which signals are the starting

point.

* An important distinction is created between a set of dynamical systems (a set

of models) and its representation (parametrization). This enables us to state

clearly the relation and the distinction between the problems of parametriza

tion and identification.

* There is a proper treatment of initial conditions which is beneficial for consi

dering modelling problems of data sequences over a finite time ihterval.

* The abstract formulation of a dynamical system gives the opportunity to gener-
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alize the current identification methods.
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Based on this signal-based concept of a dynamical system, a framework will be

constructed for the formulation of the identification problem. Within this frame

work the basic choices of model set (vft), parametrization (1\1:) and identification

criterion (J) will be defined, and their mutual relations and distinctions will be

stated clearly. The purpose of the identification criterion is to select, given an

available data sequence, that (those) model(s) out of the model set, that can be

considered to be optimal for the available data sequence. Consequently the optimal

models obtained are dependent on the specific model set and the identification

criterion chosen. The parametrization takes care of a (unique) representation of the

elements of the model set in terms of parameters; this is a problem of representa

tion and consequently the parametrization itself should not influence the optimal

models obtained.

Through the notion of a residual signal, as a natural extension of the signal-based

concept of a dynamical system, a residual-based approach to the identification

problem will be presented. This fictitious residual signal will be incorporated in the

model descriptions in order to deal with the deviations between a measured data

sequence and a data sequence that is admissible by a finite dimensional model.

The way in which residuals enter the model descriptions, represent the locations

within the model where the above mentioned deviations are discounted, and can be

considered as a design variable for the experimenter.

The framework presented is very general and encompasses most existing identifica

tion techniques. Because of the clear conceptual separation of the identification

and the parametrization problem, not only their mutual difference but also their

relation are clarified. This evolves to the situation that the identifiability of a

parametrization has to be reconsidered and has to be related to the identification

criterion applied. A motivation for this relation can be found in the statement that

a parametrization can only be identifiable if the corresponding models in the model

set can be discriminated from each other by the identification criterion. The situa

tion that results is depicted in figure 1.5, showing that a parametrization M is

strictly identifiable by the identification criterion J if the corresponding model set

~is discriminable by J and the parametrization itself is bijective (see chapters 2

and 4 for the proper definitions).
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(1) vi{ is discriminable by J

(2) M is bijective

Chapter 1

} =0 M is strictly Identifiable by J

FIGURE 1.5 Necessary conditions for a parametrization M to be strictly identifi

able by the identification criterion J.

For some identification methods (output error, prediction error methods), it will

appear that condition (1) is relatively simple to satisfy and attention has to be

devoted to condition (2), whereas in other methods (equation error methods) this

will be the other way around.

With respect to this criterion-based approach to the identifiability problem, the

philosophy presented in this thesis will be a further elaboration on earlier work as

presented in Van den Hof (1987), (1988), (1989); some results will be closely relat

ed to corresponding results in Janssen (1988a).

In chapter two the basic concepts and definitions are introduced that will be used

throughout this thesis. A basic methodology for dealing with an identification

problem will be presented by using input-output-residual models. Commonly used

notions, such as model set, identification criterion, parametrization and identifi

ability are reconsidered and clearly defined. A new notion of discriminability of

models sets is introduced.

In chapter three the common identification methods are characterized within the

presented framework, both with respect to the applied model sets, parametriza

tions, as well as with respect to the identification criteria. Model sets are classified

in terms of properties of the corresponding residual signals; output error, predic

tion error and equation error type models are defined independent of any parame

trization.

Chapter four shows an elaboration on the problem of constructing identifiable

parametrizations for the standard least squares identification criterion. To this end

the discriminability of model sets is analysed and sufficient conditions for discrimi

nability are derived. It will be shown that different model sets (with different

residual type models) have to be treated in an essentially different way when con

sidering the identifiability question. Special attention is devoted to model sets of

models with a fixed model order.

In chapter five some additional remarks are collected with respect to the consider

ed identification methods, while conclusions are summarized in chapter six.
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2. BASIC CONCEPTS

2.1 lNTRODUCTION

In this chapter an overview will be given of the basic concepts to be used through

out this thesis. As motivated in the first chapter, a number of concepts will be

adopted from Willems (1986a), especially those that refer to dynamical systems as

collections of signal trajectories, being in accordance with the systems' equations.

These basic definitions will be presented quite briefly in section 2.2; for a more

extensive and philosophical treatment one is referred to Willems (1986a), (1988).

Additionally the concept of input-output-residual model is introduced, to be used

throughout this thesis as a central notion in dealing with identification problems.

In section 2.3 a specific approach is formulated to attack the problem of modelling

input-output data on the basis of residuals, positioning this problem in a context

that appears to be very natural. The central aspects in this approach, the model

set considered and the identification criterion, are defined in a general way, leaving

the possibility for many different types of specification.

In section 2.4 the parametrization of model sets is considered, in relation with

identifiability properties.

2.2 DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS AND INPUT-oUTPUT-RESIDUAL MODELS

First we will define the notion of a dynamical system.

Definition 2.2.1. Dynamical system 8 (Willems, 1986a,1988).

A dynamical system 8 is defined as a triple: 8 = (T, W,B) , with 1t1R the time set,
W the signal set, Le. the space in which the variables that are related to the sys

tem take on their values, and Be wT the behaviour of the system, Le. the space of

all signal trajectories w: T-+ W that are compatible with the system. 0

The behaviour B of a dynamical system 8 will generally be denoted by B(8).
In this thesis we will be dealing with discrete time system representations that are

restricted to be linear, time-invariant and finite dimensional. The consequences of

these restrictions are formulated in the following definition.
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Definition 2.2.2. Set E of linear, time-invariant, finite dimensional systems on

7/.; (Willems, 1986a).

The set E of all linear, time-invariant, finite dimensional systems on 7/. is defined

by all dynamical systems S=( T, W,B) that satisfy T=7/., W is a vector space, and B
is a linear subspace of WT that is closed in the topology of pointwise convergence,

and that satisfies the shift-invariance property:

w E B(S) {=} crw E B(8) {=} (r1w E B(S) with the shift operators (l, (l'1 defined

by: (crw)(t)=w(t+l), tE7/. and (l'1w)(t)=w(t-l), tE7/.. 0

The choice for describing the systems on a time set 7/., instead of e.g.7/.+' is moti

vated by the fact that it coincides with a symmetrical treatment of the shift oper

ators (l, (l'1. A choice T=7/.+ would lead to a shift-invarjance requirement on B,

reflected only by the relation wEB::} crwEB, since (l'1 can not be defined properly on

7/.+. This would cause an unbalanced treatment of the two shift operators. Under

the additional assumption (lB=B, the two cases 7/. and 7/.+ coincide.

The signal set W will generally be chosen to be IRq, with q the number of variables

related to the system (inputs, outputs and possibly residuals).

Restrictions of signal variables and behaviours to time sets 7/. or 7/. will be denot+ -
ed by w+, Wand w-, IT.

This concept of a linear, time-invariant finite dimensional system encompasses

various definitions used in the literature such as the transfer function approach,

representations with difference equations and the well known state space represen

tation.

It can be shown (Willems, 1986a) that for every SEE the corresponding behaviour,

denoted by B(S), can be represented by:

B(S):={WEwlll T(l,(l'1)w=O, TElRg
x
q[Z,z'1]}, (2.2.1)

with IRg
x
q[z,z'1] the ring of gxq polynomial matrices in the two indeterminates Z

and Z'1. The polynomial matrix T(z,z'1) acts as an operator that maps (lRql into

(lRgl For applying (polynomial) matrix operations on w, as in equation (2.2.1),

the ith column of the matrix is supposed to operate on the ith component of w, Le.

w is interpreted as a column vector. Any system SEE can be represented as the

kernel of a polynomial matrix in the shift operators (l and (l'1. The behaviour B(S)

will be said to be induced by the polynomial matrix T(z,z'1). This representation

of B(S) will be used as a basic system representation throughout this thesis.
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Example 2.2.3.

Consider a dynamical system 8 described by a polynomial representation:

y(t) + aty(t-1) + a2y(t-2) = -bou(t) - btu(t-1) - b2u(t-2) (2.2.2)

and at,a2,bo,bt,b2 E lit With y(t)EIR, U(t)EIR it follows that W= Yx U, Y= U=IR;

y,u EIR71. and w(t) = (y(t),u(t)) E 1R2
, leading to w E (1R2l.

The behaviour B(8) ( (1R2)71. contains those trajectories w=(y,u) that satisfy the

equation (2.2.2i for all t E "0.; this can be written as:
B(8):={wE (1R2

) I T( u,u-t)w=O, with T(u,u-t)=[1+atU-t+a2u-21 bo+btu-t+b2u-2]}. 0

Note that the system 8 in this example 2.2.3 even has a number of specific proper

ties that are not required in the previously given definitions. E.g. there is a causal

relationship if we consider u to be an input and y to be an output; and given u(t),

tET, on an interval T = [tt,oo), then y(t) on T is uniquely specified by u(t) on T

and a finite number of (initial) conditions. This latter effect is due to the fact that

the system's variables are split up in inputs and outputs. We will first take a look

at these specific properties of a dynamical system.

When considering the system's variables as inputs and outputs, (causes and ef

fects), a special structure is laid upon the dynamical system, referring to the intu

itive appeal that is connected to these notions. The character of an input signal is

that it can be chosen freely, it is not bound by the system; the character of an

output signal is that it is caused by the input, the system dynamics, and possibly

a finite number of (initial) conditions. These notions can be formalized as follows.

Definition 2.2.4. Free variables (Willems, 1986a).

For any system SE~ with signal set W
1
xW

2
and corresponding variables (Wt,W2),

the variables Wt are called free if B (8) = ~l' with
Wt

BWt(S):={WtE~1 3W2E~, (Wt,W2)EB(8)}. 0

Free variables are not restricted by the dynamical system.

Definition 2.2.5. Processing (Willems, 1988).

For any system 8E~ with signal set Wt X W2 and corresponding variables (Wt,W2),

the expression W2 processes Wt is defined as:
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o

From this definition it follows that the expression "an output variable processes an

input variable" means that once the input is specified, the output behaviour is

finite dimensional, i.e. the output signal is specified by a finite number of initial

conditions (see also example 2.2.9)

Definition 2.2.6. Input-output system (Willems, 1988).

A dynamical system 8=( T, W,8)EE is called an input-output system 8EE ifp,rn

W= Yx U, with Y=IRP, U=lRrn, while u is free and y processes u. 0

For polynomial representations it follows that the behaviour of any input-output

system can be written as:

8(8) = {WE Wil w=(y,u), P( O",O"'I)y - Q( O",O"'I)U = 0 with PElRpxP[Z,Z'I],

QEIRPxrn[z,z'l], detlR(zt:fO, with p, m the number of outputs,

inputs of the system}. (2.2.3)

detlR(z)P is the determinant of P over the field lR(z) of rational functions, which

means that the determinant is considered as a rational function itself.

The requirement that y processes u, is reflected by the property that P(z,z'1) is

invertible as a rational matrix.

The rational function H(z)=P(Z,Z'I)-IQ(z,Z'I) is the transfer function of the input

output system.

For two dynamical input-output systems 8
1
, 82 induced by (P I,Ql) and (P2,Q2)

as in equation (2.2.3), it can be shown that the two behaviours 8(8
1
),8(82) are

equal if and only if there exists a polynomial matrix U such that

[P1(z,z'I)I-Ql (Z,Z'I)] = U(Z,Z'I)[P2(z,Z'I)I-Q2(z,Z'I)], and UEIRPXP[Z,Z'I] unimodular

over the ring IR[Z,Z'I], i.e. having an inverse that is again polynomial in the indeter

minates z and z'l.

In order to deal with the well known concept of causality we have to define:

Definition 2.2.7. Non-anticipation (Willems, 1988).

For any system 8EE with signal set Wlx W2 and corresponding variables (Wl,W2), it

is defined that W2 does not anticipate WI if
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((W1',W2')EB(8), W1"EBw/8) and W1'(t)=W1"(t) for t~O} =:::}

{3W2" such that (W1",W2")EB(8) and W2"(t)=W2'(t) for t~O}. 0

An input-output system will be called causal, if the output y does not anticipate

the input u. In terms of the polynomial representation (2.2.3) an input-<>utput

system will be causal if and only if its transfer function H(z) is proper, which

means that Lim H(z) exists.
z-i(x)

We will need some other basic concepts related to general dynamical systems 8E~.

In "classical" system theory the concept of controllability is related to the state

space representation of a dynamical system. In this signal based framework it can

be formulated as a property of the external behaviour of the system:

Definition 2.2.8. Controllable dynamical system. (Willems, 1988).

A dynamical system 8E~ is controllable iffor all W1-EB""(8), W2+EB'"(8) there exists

a tE71+ and a w:71n[O,t)-> Wsuch that W1- II w II (7-tw2+ E B(8). 0
o t

The notation II denotes a concatenation of signals: (W1 II W2)(t):= W1(t) for t<O,
o

and W2(t) for t~O. In a controllable system any two admissible trajectories wi, W2

can be concatenated into a new admissible trajectory by insertion of a finite time

trajectory w. It means that the behaviour at any time instant is not dependent on

the behaviour at time instant +00 or -00. This notion of controllability is stronger

than the well-known "pointwise state controllability to the origin", connected to

state space systems (see e.g. Kailath, 1980). Definition 2.2.8 is stated in an input

output setting, and it actually requires both "pointwise state controllability to the

origin" and "pointwise state controllability from the origin" (reachability); it is

similar to the controllability of an input-<>utput relation as presented in Blomberg

and Ylinen (1983).

For any input-<>utput system 8, generated by polynomial matrices P(Z,Z-l) and

Q(z,z-1) as in (2.2.3), the system 8 is controllable if and only if (P(Z,Z-l), Q(z,Z-1))

are left coprime with respect to lR[z,z-1]j this means that every left common factor

in (P(Z,z-1),Q(z,z-1)) is unimodular over the ring lR[z,z-l]. It can be shown (Wil

lems, 1988) that for two controllable input-<>utput systems to be equal (having the

same behaviour) it suffices that their transfer functions are equal.
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Example 2.2.9.

Consider a dynamical system SE~ll with Y, U = IR (single input, single output),,
with a behaviour 8(S) defined by:

The variable u is free (8u(S)=IR71). If we take one specific uE rJ. the output y then

is restricted by the polynomial equation. By choosing a value for one time instant

of y (e.g. y(O)), the variable y is completely determined by the equations:

y(t+l)+aty(t)=bou(t+1)+btu(t), for all tE71.

Consequently y processes u. Note that in this example it can be deduced by simi

lar reasoning that y is free, since By(S)=IR71, and that u processes y.

For evaluation of controllability consider any signal Wl+E8(S)I 71n [1,oo)' The signal

wl+ is completely determined by a choice for ul+ and y(l). Similarly consider

any signal w-E8(S) l71n(-00,-1]' which is completely determined by a choice for u-

and y(-l). Any value of w(O) = (y(O),u(O)) such that w- /\ w(O) /\ wl+ E 8(S)
o t

has to fulfil: y(O) - bou(O) = btu(-1) - atY(-1), and

-atY(O) + btu(O) = -bou(l) + y(l).

There exists a solution for w(O) in this set of equations if and only if the determi-

nant of the matrix [~at-~~] is unequal 0, which means that bt-atbo f. O. This is

exactly the condition that (z+at) and (boz+bt) should have no common factors

(are left coprime). It can simply be verified that if there does not exist a proper

w(O) for the interval [0,1), extension of the interval to [O,tt) with tt>1 will not

lead to any solutions. 0

We will now proceed with our presentation of basic concepts related to dynamical

systems, with the following definitions.

Definition 2.2.10. Autonomous dynamical system (Willems, 1986a).

A dynamical system SE~ is called autonomous if there exists a linear map

f:S-(S)->S+(S) such that for all wE wi:
{w=w- /\ w+ E8(S)} ~ {w+=f(wj}. 0

o

In all trajectories of the behaviour of an autonomous system, the future is implied

by the past. Consequently the system does not have any free variables, and the
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behaviour B(S) is a finite dimensional subspace of #.

In terms of a polynomial representation of B(S), as in equation (2.2.1), autonomy

of S is equivalent with the existence of a square matrix T(Z,Z-l) with

detlR(z)T(z,z-l)i:O, representing the behaviour by B(S)=={WE#j T(I1,I1-1)w==O}.

Definition 2.2.11. Controllable part of a dynamical system; Sc.

The controllable part Sc of a dynamical system SE~ with S==(7l, W,B) is defined by

Sc:=(7l, W,Bc(S)) with

Bc(S):={WIEB(S) I 3 W-El)(S) and ttE7l_, w-(t)==O for t~tt, and (w- ~ wl)EB(S)} 0

The controllable part of a behaviour Bconsists of all trajectories that can be

reached from zero. It can be shown that Sc again constitutes a dynamical system

ScE~, acting as the largest controllable subsystem of SE~. Evidently S is control

lable if and only if Sc==S.

For a general input-output system SE~ , this controllable subsystem Sc is com-
p,m

pletely determined by the transfer function H(z) of S.

Definition 2.2.12. Observability of signals (Willems, 1988).

For any system SE~ with signal set Wl x W2 and corresponding variables (Wl,W2), it

is defined that 1112 is observable from wt if there exists a map F: B ~B such
WI W2

that {(Wl,W2)EB(S) {:::} w2=Fwt}. 0

The definition of observability shows that W2 is completely specified once WI is

known. For input-output systems induced by polynomial matrices P(z,z-I) and

Q(z,Z-I) as in eq. (2.2.3), the output variable will be observable from the input

variable if and only if P(z,Z-l) is unimodular with respect to lR[z,Z-I].

For input-output systems we will be interested in specifying a restricted part of

the total behaviour of a system. When applying an input signal u to a system

SE~ , we are interested in describing the corresponding output signal as a sum:
p,m

y = Yl + Y2, where Yl is that part of the output that is directly caused by the

input, and Y2 is an autonomous part of the output signal, not caused by the input

but due to -what can be called- initial conditions of the system. In view of such a

decomposition we define:
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Definition 2.2.13. Initial zero part of a behaviour; Bo(S).
Let S be a dynamical system Se~. The initial zero part of the behaviour B(8) is

defined by: Bo(8):= {weB(S) I 3tte7l, w(t)=O for t<tt}. 0

In general Bo will not be the behaviour of a system within ~, since it will generally

not be closed. However it has to be noted that the closure of Bo is equal to Be,
("BO = Be C B) and consequently Bo specifies Be uniquely. The most important prop

erty of trajectories weBo, is reflected in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.2.14.

Let 8 be a dynamical system 8e~ with variables (y,u) such that y processes u.

Then {(yt,ut)eBo, (Y2,u2)eBo and Ut=U2} ~ Yt=Y2. 0

For any "input signal" u there exists a unique "output signal" y such that

(y,u)eBo. Consequently it follows that within Bo the signal y is observable from the

signal u.

Remark 2.2.15.

The unique signal y can be constructed by applying a Laurent series expansion

around Z=oo to the transfer function H(z) of the dynamical system:

H(z) = ~ M(k) z-k, for some te7l,
k=t

00

and the signal y results from y(k) = ~ M(i) u(k-i); ke7l.
i=t

The matrices {M(k), k=t, .. ,oo} are called the Markov parameters of the transfer

function H(z).

Note that there is a second way to construct a subset of Be within which y is ob

servable from u. In this alternative form the signals w are restricted to w(t)=O for

t>tt (end zero part), and the corresponding construction of y for a given u is via a

Laurent expansion of the transfer function around z=O. Since we will generally be

interested in causal processes, the choice for Bo as defined above is the most natu-

ralone. 0

Until now signals and behaviours have been considered on the time set 7l. In many

situations we will have to deal with signals that are only available on a restricted

time interval. To this end we will use the time set T
N

=7ln[O,N-J.], with NeIN, and

restrictions of trajectories and behaviours to this set will be denoted by wN
, aN etc.

The same philosophy that has led to the introduction of the initial zero part of a
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behaviour can now be applied to the behaviour on the interval TN: decomposition

of trajectories (l,UN)EF' into a part in which l is uniquely implied by uN, and a

second part in which l is independent from uN.

Proposition 2.2.16.

Consider a dynamical system SE~ with variables (y,u) such that y processes u.

For the given time set TN there exists a direct sum decomposition of the behaviour

F'(S) = 8(S) IT' given by:
N

F'(S) = F'b (S) Ell dI "t (S) (2.2.4)o s,y 1m ,y

with F'b (S):= {WNEF' I 3 Wl,W2E~, Wl=(Yl,Ut), W2=(Y2,U2), Ut=U2=0, ando s,y

(Wt A wNA W2) E 8o}, (2.2.5)
o N

and dI 't (S):= {WNE8NI wN=(l,uN), uN=O}. (2.2.6) 0
1m ,y

Proof. By inspection it follows that {WNEF'b (S) A wNEdI 't (S)} ~ wN=O. For a
o s,y 1m ,y

given wNEF'(S) the corresponding element w~EF'b (S) is unique because of the
o s,y

fact that y processes u. This proves the result. 0

Example 2.2.17.

Consider the dynamical input-output system S as in example 2.2.9 with W= Yx U=

1R2, and 8:= {WE(1R
2ll w=(y,u), (o+at)y - (boo+bt)u = 0, at,bo,b1EIR\{0}}.

The direct sum decomposition of proposition 2.2.16 can now be specified according

to: F'b (S):= {WNE(1R2)TN1 wN=(l,uN), y(O)=bou(O), and
o s,y

y(t )+aty(t-1 )=bou(t)+blU(t-1); 1$t$N-1};
T

.B7nit,y(S) := {WNE(1R2) N1 wN=(l,uN), uN=O, y(t)+aly(t-1)=O; 1$t$N-1};

Note that for any wNEF' there exists a unique decomposition wN=w~ + w~, with

N..N () N ..N . N TNW1ELr b S and W2ED, "t (S). On the other hand, for any given u EU thereo s,y InJ ,y

exists a unique l such that (l,UN)EF'b (S).
o s,y

In Figure 2.1 a schematic representation of this decomposition is shown. 0

Note that the decomposition described above is not restricted to systems with a

proper transfer function. Also non-eausal input-output systems can be handled
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without any problem.
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FIGURE 2.1. Schematic representation of aN = aN
b

(f) B~'t with (l,UN)EBN,
o s,y 1m ,y

Another way of formulating the result of proposition 2.2.16, is to write it in a

form that stresses the decomposition of the signal y for a given signal u:

Y'(uN,S) = I
b

(uN,S) (f):t 't(S) for any UNEU
TN

; (2.2.7)
o s 1m

with

(2.2.8)

(2.2.9)

(2.2.10)

As a consequence of propositions 2.2.14 and 2.2.16 the trajectory space I b (uN,S)
o s

contains exactly one element. The trajectory space:t 't(S) contains those trajecto-
1m

ries l that are generated by elements of the signal u outside the interval TN' and

the trajectories that are not generated by any signal u at all (autonomous behav

iour of y).

Corresponding to remark 2.2.15 the signallE/b (uN,S) is determined by
o s

k .
y(k) = 1; M(i) u(k-i), kETN, with M(i) the Markov parameters of the corre-

i=k-N+l

sponding transfer function.

After discussing the main concepts with respect to dynamical systems that will be

used throughout this thesis, our attention will now be directed towards residual

models.
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Although the words "system" and "model" intuitively refer to different phenome

na, their meaning in mathematical terms is, in fact, not essentially different. They

both refer to mathematical relations between signals (variables). In our context we

will use the word "system" in general to refer to (physical) processes to be mod

elled, or to formal dynamical systems as defined in the previous part of this sec

tion. The expression "model" will be used for the mathematical representation that

is supposed to describe the essential characteristics of a (physical) process. In other

words: a model will be a dynamical system to be used in modelling procedures. We

will be using models that are linear, time-invariant and finite dimensional, that

describe relations between three kinds of model variables: inputs (u), outputs (y)

and residuals (e).

Definition 2.2.18. Input-output-residual (i/o/r)-model M .
p,m,r

An input-output-residual model or (i/o/r)-model M is defined as a linear
p,ffi,r

time-invariant finite dimensional dynamical system on 71., with W = Yx UxE, Y =

IRP, U = IRm
, and E = 1Rr, where u and e are free and y processes (u,e). 0

The signals yE ytL, uE rJ, eEFJl will be denoted as output, input and residual.

As defined above we will always consider signals w that are defined as w: 71.-+ W, or

wE wl. Any such element w will be written as w = (y,u,e) or as w = (v,e) with

vE Vi, V= Yx U, and v=(y,u). The variables v will be the variables that can be

measured, while residuals e in fact are artificially added to the model description

to deal with modelling errors or external (stochastic) influences on the measure-

ment data. The behaviour of an (i/o/r)-model M will be denoted by
p,m,r

8(M ). If there is no risk of misinterpreting, the indices p,m,r, will be omitted.p,m,r

The set of all (i/o/r)-models will be denoted by E or E.
p,m,r

Definition 2.2.19. Set of (i/o/r)-models vK .
p,m,r

A set of (i/o/r)-models vK is any collection of (i/o/r)-models
p,m,r

{M(Q) E E , a E I,j with I an index set.
p,_,r p,m,r u a

If the subscripts are clear from the context, vK will be written as .At.
p,m,r

Remark 2.2.20.

Let vK be a set of (i/o/r)-models. It follows from definition 2.2.18 that twop,m,r

o
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models Ml, M2 E .Jt will be equal (Mt=M2) if and only if their behaviours are
p,m,r

equal: B(Mt) = B(M2) 0

Remark 2.2.21.

An (i/o/r)-model is a special form of a dynamical system with auxiliary variables,

as defined in Willems (1986a). It can be interpreted in different ways:

1. In terms of linear input-output systems with disturbances, an (i/o/r)-model

can be viewed as a dynamical system with input signals u, disturbance inputs e

and output signals y. In view of this interpretation it is a natural condition to

require that y processes (u,e).

2. In terms of dynamical models used for identification it is much more appropri

ate to consider an (i/o/r)-model as a model with as inputs the measured data

consisting of u and y, and as output the residual e. A corresponding additional

restriction on the system variables that supports this interpretation is the

condition that e processes (y,u), while y and u are free.

The residual signals will play an important role in the modelling procedures that

are going to be treated. They reflect the error terms that are required to incorpo

rate in a measured data sequence, for creating a signal trajectory that is admissible

for a model in the model set.

The models that are applied in this thesis will generally be required to satisfy both

interpretations - and the corresponding restrictions - as mentioned above. This

leads to the following special type of (i/o/r)-model.

Definition 2.2.22. Input-output-processing residual (i/o/pr)-model M .
p,m

An input-output-processing residual model or (i/o/pr)-model M is defined as
p,m

an {i/o/r)-model M E E for which holds that e processes (y,u) and y and u
p,m p,m,p

are free. 0

Note that the fact that e processes (y,u) implies that the number of residuals has

to be equal to the number of output signals (r=p). The set of all (i/o/pr)-models

M will be denoted by E or t.
p,m p,m

A further specification of (i/o/pr)-model sets follows in chapter 3.

An important concept for evaluation of admissible residual signals is reflected in

the following definition.
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(2.2.15)

(2.2.16) 0

Definition 2.2.23. Set of admissible residual signals for given v; t'(v,M).

The set of admissible residual signals of an (i/o/r)-model M for a given measure

ment data sequence v is defined as:

t'(v,M):={eEill (v,e)EB(M)}, (2.2.11)

Le. those residuals e that for a given v are part of the model behaviour. 0

T
For (i/o/pr)-models the set t'N(vN,M) can uniquely be decomposed for any vNE V N

in accordance with proposition 2.2.16 and equations (2.2.8)-(2.2.10):

t'N(vN,M) = t'N
b

(vN,M) Ell t'~ 't(M) (2.2.12)° s 1m

with the observable part

t'N
b

(vN,M) = {eNEE
TN

I 3Wi,W2E wl, wt=(vl,et), W2=(v2,e2), Vi=V2=0,
° s

Wi II (vN,eN) II W2 E Bo(M)} (2.2,13)
o N

containing exactly one element, and the initial part:
T

t'~ 't(M) = {eNEE NI (O,eN) E ~(M)} (2.2.14)
1m

independent of the measured signals v.

For the purpose of modelling on the basis of data, we will deal with (i/o/r)-models

in this thesis. Nevertheless our main interest is still the relation between the mea

sured external signals y and u of the process to be modelled. For this reason the

i/o-part of an (i/o/r)-model will also be specified.

Definition 2.2.24. i/o-part of (i/o/r)-model; Mio
.

Let M be an (i/o/r)-model, MEE, with M = (7l, Yx UxE,B(M)). The i/o-part of M,

denoted by Mio is defined by:

M
io

:= (7l, Yx U,d°(M))
with B'°(M) := {vEv'l1 (v,e)EB(M), e=O}.

For evaluation of the i/o-part of a (i/o/r)-model, the residual component in the

model is simply discarded.

As a final item in this section some equivalence relations between models will be

presented for ease of reference in the rest of this thesis.

Definition 2.2.25. Model equivalences.

Consider two models MI , M2 E E; the following equivalences are defined:

a. MI N M2 := B(M
I
) = B(M

2
) behaviour--equivalencej
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:= dO(M
1
) = dO(M2)

:= Bc(M~O) = Bc(M;O)

Chapter 2

controllable behaviour-

(transfer-) equivalence;

i/o behaviour-equivalence;

i/o controllable behaviour-

(transfer-)equivalence; 0

The equivalence relations defined above can be written in the following diagram,

showing the interrelationships:

(a) Ml N M2

.~

(c) Ml": M2
10

FIGURE 2.2 Relationships between model equivalences.

By definition behaviour-equivalence is represented by model equality. Controllable

behaviour equivalences (b) and (d) are called transfer equivalences because for

input-output systems they refer to equality of the transfer functions involved.

These different equivalence relations will be further specified in section 2.4 when

considering polynomial matrix representations.

2.3 MODELLING OF DATA ON THE BASIS OF RESIDUALS

After having stated the basic definitions of dynamical systems and models we will

now come to a part that is more directly related to the problem of system identifi

cation. As discussed in the introductory chapter 1, we will distinguish two central

aspects in the problem of modelling input-output data.

1. The set of models .it c f; that is considered; i.e. the set of all models among

which (a) best model(s) is (are) searched for, given the measured data, and

2. an identification criterion that selects "best" or "optimal" models from the set

of models.

In section 2.2 the models have been presented that will be used; more about these

models and their parametrizations will be said in section 2.4. In this section we

will direct our main attention to the identification criterion.
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First we will give a general definition of an identification criterion and discuss its

implications in relation to the usual approaches presented in the literature. A few

properties of interactions between model sets and identification criteria will be

discussed. Subsequently our attention will be directed towards identification crite

ria that are based on a criterion function and, more specifically, based on a residu

al function.

Let there be given a data sequence: V
N:= vlT ' with TN:=71n[O,N-1], and any set

N

of models vK. An identification criterion will be defined as follows.

Definition 2.3.1. Identification criterion IN.

An identification criterion on a model set vIt c t over a time set TN=71n[O,N-1] is

defined as an operator IN: yTN
x 2v1t ----; 2 v1t such that IN(vN,.At) c .At for all

.Atc vIt and vNEyTN, where 2vIt is the set of all subsets of vK.

Definition 2.3.2. Optimal model.
T •

For a given data sequence VNE Y N, a model M E vIt is called an optimal model

within vltwith respect to IN if ME IN(vN,...t).

o

o

Actually the identification criterion is defined as a selection rule. Given the data

and a model set, the criterion J selects one or more optimal models from the

model set. If J is defined on a model set vIt, then the definition states that it is

also defined on any subset of vIt.

This definition is more general than usually presented in the literature. It allows a

unifying approach to a number of well known system identification methods, and

moreover it offers the possibility to incorporate extensions to them. As well known

system identification methods we mention:

* Identification by criterion function minimization, e.g. prediction error methods,

equation error methods, maximum likelihood methods etc., where the identifi

cation criterion is specified as an operation of minimizing a functional of resid

uals by varying parameter values; some of these methods will be treated in

chapter 3. For a general overview see Ljung (1987).

* Identification by correlation techniques, e.g. instrumental variable methods,

where the identification criterion acts as an operation of solving a set of equa

tions containing data, instrumental variables and parameters; see Soderstrom

and Stoica (1983) and Ljung (1987).
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(2.3.4)

(2.3.2)

(2.3.1)

These two classes of identification methods, actually brought forward by a statisti

cal approach to the system identification problem, aim at finding a unique model

of the process data, Le. a unique estimate of the process at hand. Definition 2.3.1

of an identification criterion encompasses both function minimization techniques as

well as correlation techniques, and a general formulation for these two different

types can be given:

* Identification by function minimization:
N( N ~ . N NJ V ,,/1,,) = arg ml n f (v ,M),

ME.At

== {ME.At1 fN(vN,M) ~ fN(vN,M) for all ME.1t}
T

with fN a criterion function fN: V N x .At --l IRU{oo}

* Identification by correlation techniques:
"NN NNN"ME J (v ,vi) ¢::} g (v ,( ,M) = 0 (2.3.3)

T
with (NEZ Nbeing (external) signals used for correlation (e.g. instru-

mental variables) with signal set Z, and gN an operator
N TN TN' V

g : V x Z x.At --l (IRU{oo}) , and vE71+ n[l,oo).

Note that the correlation technique also can be formulated as a function minimiza

tion technique by considering the operator gN as a collection of v functions, and
v

taking the criterion function to be minimized equal to fN= E (g~)2. The models
i=l 1

minimizing fN then will only be accepted if the corresponding function value is O.

Our definition gives the possibility to explicitly formulate identification methods

that allow nonunique identified models; an identification criterion could be chosen

that explicitly generates a set of models as identificatioJ? result e.g.:

" N N N N "ME J (v ,vi) ¢::} f (v ,M) ~ a
with fN as in eq.(2.3.2) and aEIR a prespecified fixed value.

(2.3.5)

One could think of fN as being a measure of misfit for a model M given a data

sequence vN, and a as being a maximum tolerated value of this misfit, e.g. chosen

based on the required accuracy of the model in view of its intended application. In

this thesis, however, we will not elaborate on identification criteria like (2.3.5).

A second main characteristic of definition (2.3.1) is that it does not make use of

parameters. This is in contrast with the usual approach where an identification

criterion (identification method) is formulated as a parameter estimation method,
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in terms of a mapping:
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N •
v -+ ON E DJl

with vNthe available input-output data and ON a parameter value in a parameter

space DJl (see e.g. Ljung,1987). The abstract definition of a model (definition

2.2.18) offers the possibility to formulate an identification criterion regardless of

any parametrization of models. Models are treated as models and not as sets of

parameters. This - probably somewhat artificially looking - difference is an essen

tial step in clearly relating and distinguishing the problems of modelling of data on

the one hand and (uniquely) parametrizing a set of models on the other hand.

Since an identification criterion IN operates on a model set .At, certain properties

can be formulated with respect to the relation between these two notions. A num

ber of criterion based model properties will be listed now, that are of interest for a

proper analysis of identification methods.

Definition 2.3.3. Completely selectable model set.

A model set .At is called completely selectable by an identification criterion IN,
T

defined on .At, if for all ME.At there exists a data sequence VNE V N such that

MEJN(vN,~. 0

A model set that is completely selectable by IN does not contain models that can

never become optimal for the identification criterion IN. The corresponding identi

fication criterion will be called completely selecting .At. As a consequence a model

set .At that is complete selectable by IN satisfies:

U T IN(vN,~ = .At (2.3.6)
VNEV N

It will be illustrated later on that the complete selectability of model sets will not

pose any restrictions on the model sets and identification criteria that will be

applied in this thesis.

As an analogy to the complete selectability property of models, we define the set

of data sequences that are able to select optimal models within a model set.

Definition 2.3.4. Set of selecting data sequences:

Let .At be a model set and IN an identification criterion defined on .At.

Then the set of selecting data sequences for .At and IN is defined by
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TN N TN N N
VJ vi:= {v EV I J (v ,.At):f 0}.,
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(2.3.7)0

T
It is a desirable property property of IN and vi, that V N is a "large" set· in

J, vi '
other words, the identification criterion should come up with a solution in terms of

optimal models for many possible data sequences. It should e.g. not be true that
T

VJ~ vi generically is empty for a data sequence v+ in (lcxy+m.

A property of a model set and an identification criterion that is more restrictive

than complete selectability, is the property of discriminability.

Definition 2.3.5. Discriminable model set.

A model set vi is called discriminable by an identification criterion IN, defined on
T

vi, if for all MEvI(there exists a data sequence VNEV Nsuch that IN(vN,.At)={M}.o

If vi( is discriminable by IN, then IN is called discriminating on .At.

An identification criterion that is discriminating on a model set can distinguish

between the different models in this set, in the sense that every model in vi( can be

isolated by the identification criterion from the rest of the set. This concept of

discriminability will appear to playa major role in the evaluation of identification

methods and of the identifiability of parametrizations. A specific situation of lack

of discriminability is formalized in the following definition.

Definition 2.3.6. Criterion based model equivalence.

Let vi be a model set that is completely selectable by an identification criterion
N

IN. Two models Mt,M2E vi are called IN-equivalent on .At, denoted Ml ~ M2 if for

T
all VNE V N Ml E IN(vN,.At) {=} M2 E IN(vN,.At). 0

This definition states that if one of two IN-equivalent models is optimal within vi,

then automatically the other model is optimal too. The identification criterion IN

can not distinguish between IN-equivalent models, irrespective of the data se

quence vN. Since the relation in definition 2.3.6 is reflexive, symmetric and transi

tive it is an equivalence relation on vi (MacLane and Birkhoff, 1967).

By definition it follows that a model set that contains distinct models that are

IN-equivalent, can never be discriminable with respect to IN. The converse, how

ever, need not be true; absence of IN-equivalent models in a model set does not

necessarily lead to a discriminable model set. An example clarifying this phenome-
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non is presented later on in example (2.4.15).
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Proposition 2.3.7.

Let vKbe a model set that is discriminable by an identification criterion IN. Then

for two models M1, M2 E ,;f;

IN
MI :At M2 {::::} MI = M2 0

Proof. By definition. 0

Note that the notions of discriminating identification criteria and criterion based

model equivalence as presented in definitions 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 are dependent on the

model set on which the identification criterion is applied. If IN is discriminating on

vKthen it is not necessarily discriminating on a subset vK1CvK, and if two models

Mt, M2 E vii C vK, are IN-equivalent on vK, then they are not necessarily IN-equiv

alent on the subset vii. This is due to the fact that the selection procedure IN can

be essentially dependent on the (elements of the) model set on which the identifi

cation criterion is applied.

Definition 2.3.8. Regularly partitionable model set.

A model set vK is called regularly partitionable for an identification criterion IN,
T

defined on .At, iffor all viiCvK and vNEV N:

{IN(vN,~nvKI f 0} implies IN(vN,vK1) = IN(vN,~ n vK1 (2.3.8)0

The interpretation of this definition is the following. If a model M is selected as

optimal within a certain model set .At, then it is also selected as optimal within

any subset vii of vK that contains M. Moreover all models that are selected as

optimal within this vii, containing a part of IN(vN,~, are also optimal within .it.

If a model set vKis regularly partitionable for IN, then the optimal models within

IN(vN,~ can be determined by evaluating only subsets of vK. This is reflected in

the following proposition.

Proposition 2.3.9.

Let vK be a model set that is regularly partitionable for IN, and let vK = u .it..
. I
I

(2.3.9)0
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Proof. Let vKbe written as vK= .JI l )u.JI2) with .JIl) = ~JN(vN,.jtJ It follows
I

from definition 2.3.8 that IN(vN,.Jt) c .JIl). Consequently IN(vN,.Jt)n.JIl) =
N( N ill . N( N ill N N ./1) N( N N( N ))J V 'O/"'/l leadIng to J v ,0/"') = J (v ,.AC' ) = J v ,UJ v,.At. .

. I
I

o

Model sets that are regularly partitionable for IN, have certain regularity proper

ties that are not restrictive if we consider model sets and identification criteria

that are cornmon in dynamic system identification. Since model sets and identifica

tion criteria are defined in a very general setting, the property of being regularly

partitionable is required to restrict to specific choices of these two phenomena. The

regularity properties actually are motivated by the consideration that the selection

of optimal models in a model set should be based on properties of the elements in

the set, and not on properties of the set itself. If the selection of optimal models in

a set is only dependent on the elements in the set, then the set of selected optimal

models can be obtained as formulated in equation 2.3.9. If the question whether

ME vK is optimal, is only dependent on M itself and not on vK, then equation 2.3.9
. N( N ill N( N )can be wntten as J v ,0/"') = UJ v,.At..

. I
I

As formulated in the following proposition, regular partitionability of model sets

leads to some specific properties for the notions of criterion based model equiva

lence and discriminability.

Proposition 2.3.10.

Let vK be a model set that is completely selectable and regularly partitionable for

an identification criterion IN, defined on vK, and let vKI. c vK.

Then for any two models Ml, M2 E vKI:
J N J N

MI .Atl M2 =} M1 .At M2. (2.3.10)

T TN
If VJ ~ vK1 C VJ , vK then also

IN IN
MI .At M2 =} M1 .Atl M2 (2.3.11)0

N
Proof. Eq. (2.3.10) follows from eq. (2.3.8) by considering that M1 5tt M2 is

T
represented by the condition {M1EJN(vN,.Jt) ¢:::} M2EJN(vN,.Jt)} for all VNE V

J
~ vKI' If

N
MI 5tt M2, then only conclusions can be drawn for the properties of M1, M2 on .A4
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T
for data sequences VNE V/ .At' and nothing can be said about Mt, M2 for,

T
vN¢V

J
~.At" With the assumption mentioned in the proposition, eq. (2.3.11) follows

from eq. (2.3.8). 0

Proposition 2.3.11.

Let .At' be a model set that is regularly partitionable for an identification criterion

IN, defined on .it, and let .JtI ( .At.

If .At'is discriminable by IN, then .JtI is also discriminable by IN. 0

Proof. By applying definitions 2.3.5 and 2.3.8. 0

The model sets and identification criteria that are dealt with in this thesis, will be

restricted to satisfy the properties of complete selectability and regular partitiona

bility.

The concepts that have been introduced in this section will be illustrated in the

following section (see e.g. examples 2.4.13, 2.4.15 and 2.4.19), after a presentation

has been given of the parametrization problem. The implications of the presented

propositions then also will be clarified.

Next we focus on the role of a criterion function fN.

Many identification criteria evaluate the "performance" of a model for a given

data sequence by a criterion function
N TN

f : V x.At -+ IRU{oo} (2.3.12)

and two general examples have already been given in (2.3.1)-(2.3.4). Such a crite

rion function fN can act as a measure of fit, a measure of credibility, likelihood

etc., dependent on the context in which it is formulated and dependent on the

specific choice of fN.

We will consider a criterion function fN as in (2.3.12). With slight abuse of nota

tion, (2.3.12) will be interpreted in such a way that fN is allowed to be dependent

on external variables, such as correlation signals or instrumental variables (as in

(2.3.4», filters that are applied to the data, weighting factors, etc. These external

variables in fN are considered to be implicitly incorporated in rN, leaving the argu

ments vN and M as the essential ones that are common for all kinds of choices of
fN.
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In the next definition we will formalize the role of a criterion function.

Cha.pter 2

Definition 2.3.12. Identification criterion based on a criterion function.

An identification criterion IN, defined on a model set vft, is said to be based on a
T

criterion function fN: V Nx vft -+ IRU{oo}, if for all Ml, M2 E vft:

o

This definition states that models within vft with respect to their optimality are

evaluated only on the basis of the corresponding criterion function values.

We can think of -£traightforward- examples of identification criteria, based on

criterion functions, as:

IN(vN,~ = arg mi n fN(vN,M), or (2.3.13)
MEvft

IN(vN,~ = arg max fN(vN,M), (2.3.14)
MEvft

referring to e.g. least squares methods, prediction error methods (2.3.13), and

maximum likelihood methods (2.3.14).

In choosing specific forms of criterion functions fN, the residual signals eN can act

as an intermediate between data (vN) and model (M) on one side, and the function

value fN(vN,M) on the other. In other words: criterion functions fN can be chosen to

measure characteristics of residuals. A residual that is compatible with the measur

ed data and the model (i.e. eNE£N(vN,M)) will be interpreted as an error signal, on

the basis of which the value of the criterion function fN is determined. Actually

this is the reason for adding a residual signal to the model description. As a conse

quence, the notion of (i/o/r)-model, as defined in the previous section, incorpo

rates the property of generating residuals that are admissible by a model, given the

measurement data vN; in these terms a model actually has the function of generat

ing residuals. The choice fora specific type of residual signal that one would like

to act as an intermediate for the criterion function fN, can be made by considering

specific model sets vft. In chapter three more will be said about the different types

of residuals that can be chosen.

Next we formalize the notion of identification on the basis of residuals.
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Definition 2.3.13. Identification criterion based on a residual function.

An identification criterion IN(vN,M) is said to be based on a residual function t if

IN(vN,M) is based on a criterion function fN(vN,M) for which holds that for all vN,

M there exists a residual eNE£N(vN,M) such that fN(vN,M) := t(eN), with t a
T

residual function t: E N ---+ IRU{oo}. 0

Identification criteria that are based on residual functions take residual signals

that are compatible with the data for a model M, as "measures of fit" between the

data and the model; these residuals are contained in [N(vN,M).

In general these admissible residual signals will not be uniquely defined, and conse

quently an extra relation between fN and t is required to guarantee that fN is a

mapping (Le. its function value is uniquely defined). A solution to this problem is

to consider only a subset rN(vN,M) C eN(vN,M) of the set of compatible residuals,
N TN TN

such that r constitutes a mapping: V x vi( ---+ E .

Function fN can then simply be written as:

fN(vN,M) = !(rN(vN,M)). (2.3.15)

One of the choices for lI(vN,M) could be:

rN(vN,M) = arg min t(eN),

eNE £N (vN,M)
(2.3.16)

(2.3,17)min

eNE£N(vN,M)

However, instead of looking for the minimum also the maximum value of t(eN
)

over [N(vN,M) could be taken as measure of fit between data and model.

leading to

fN(vN,M)

For (i/o/pr)-models the mapping rN can be made more specific by using the direct

sum property (see also eqs. (2.2.12)-(2.2.14)):

[N(vN,M) = [Nb (vN,M) m[~ 't(M) (2.3.18)
o 8 1m

with [Nb (vN,M) containing exactly one element, and [~ 't(M) representing the
08 1m

influence of initial conditions. Using this decomposition, eq. (2.3.16) can be rewrit

ten as:
lI(vN,M) = arg min e(e~+eN), with {eN}=£N

b
(vN,M) (2.3.19)

N N I 0 0 08

e.E[. 't(M)
I 1m

leading to
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(2.3.20)min fN( e~+eN),
N N I 0

e.Ec. 't(M)
I I nl

which is an alternative formulation of eq. (2.3.17) for (i/o/pr)-models.

This type of choice of a residual function stresses the fact that initial conditions

are explicitly involved in the identification criterion. In a great number of situa

tions these initial conditions are neglected or assumed to be zero, which is reflected

by the choice:

leading to:

N( N) N N'1 v ,M = c b (v ,M)o s
(2.3.21 )

(2.3.22)

This choice is brought forward by the consideration that only models with zero

initial conditions are taken into account, thereby actually neglecting any influence

of data that is outside the measurement interval; see e.g. Ljung (1987).

The specific choices that can be made for a residual function t are wide-ranging.

The most common choices for t are quadratic functions:
N-l

t(eN
) = ~ 2 eT(t)e(t) (2.3.23)

t=O

for signals that have an infinite energy for N->00 but a finite power, (e.g. stochastic

signals with a constant variance) and
N-l

t(eN
) = 2 eT(t)e(t) (2.3.24)

t=O

for signals in the Hilbert space 1
2

, having a finite energy for N->oo.

Note that for finite values of N, both functions (2.3.23) and (2.3.24) can be given

the interpretation of a norm on the space of residuals, by considering It; for

N->oo only (2.3.24) can be interpreted as a norm on 1
2

, since (2.3.23) does not

satisfy: t+(e+)=O ~ e+=0.

Similar to the situations for signals and behaviours, residual functions, criterion

functions and identification criteria over the infinite time set 71.+ will be denoted

by t+, r+ and J+.

The quadratic functions are by far the most popular residual functions, in combi

nation with specific choices of model sets leading to well known identification

methods as least squares identification, prediction error methods and - under some

extra conditions - maximum likelihood estimation.
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The analysis presented in this section has mainly been directed towards criterion

functions fN that are mappings into IRU{oo}. It has been mentioned before that iden

tification methods based on correlation (e.g. IV-methods), can also be interpreted

to be based on function minimization of fN, although they actually incorporate

criterion functions gN that are mappings into (IRU{oo} )v. Nevertheless the definitions

given in this section can directly be extended to functions gN.

2.4 PARAMETRIZATION AND IDENTIFIABILITY

2.4.1. Model sets and their parametrization.

One of the basic choices in an identification procedure is the choice for a set of

models to be taken into account. In this subsection the aspects will be considered

that playa role when choosing a set of models. Since we want to represent models

by a (finite) number of parameters, the parametrization of these model sets has to

be dealt with. Properties of parametrizations with respect to identifiability are

discussed in the following subsection.

As mentioned above, the choice for a set of models .At is one of the basic choices in

an identification procedure; it is probably also the hardest one. No general rules

can be given for deciding which model set to take in a specific situation. It will

always be up to the experimenter to decide whether a model set that has been

chosen leads to a satisfactory identification result or not. In this evaluation a

combination has to be made of the knowledge (or prejudice) that is available on

the process at hand, and an understanding of the identification procedure (Ljung,

1987). Consequently there will not be given any rules in this section that will tell

how to choose model sets; some aspects will be passed in review that play a role in

this process of choosing. Similar considerations can be found in Ljung (1987) and

Janssen (1988a) with respect to parametrized model sets. In the scope of this the

sis a distinction will be made between aspects that are related to the model set

and those related to its parametrization.

Aspects related to the choice of a model set:

a. Model complexity.

The model set should be large enough (complex enough) to be able to describe
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the essential characteristics of the underlying process between input and out

put, or approximate these essential characteristics in a sufficiently accurate

way. On the other hand a model set that is too large (too complex) will lead to

models that are difficult to handle with respect to their intended use and,

moreover, they will not be very reliable because they will incorporate too many

(random) properties of the specific data sequence that are not representative

for the underlying process. In Ljung (1987) this aspect is called the trade-off

between flexibility and parsimony.

This aspect contains the problem of order and structure selection.

b. Construction of residual signal.

The construction of the residual signals is essential since generally identification

criteria are based on these residuals. It determines the "locations" in the model

where nonmeasurable fictitious disturbance terms are incorporated in the model

behaviour. Consequently, it specifies how the distance is measured between a

data sequence and a model.

c. A priori information.

The model set can (partly) be chosen based on a priori information on the

underlying process. The information can be based on physical knowledge, but

can also be gathered from previous experiments. One can think of models based

on physical laws, models incorporating predefined time delays, static gain, etc.

As opposed to this, model sets can be chosen to consist of so called black box

models, not explicitly bearing any a priori information.

d. Intended use of the model.

The ultimate goal of the identification procedure will be to construct a model

that is acceptable for the application that it has been built for. Whether the

model will be used for the purpose of description, simulation, prediction, diag

nostics, controller design etc., should have an influence on the choice of a

model set, and particularly on the construction of the residual signal.

e. Properties of parametrizations.

The question whether a model set is easy to parametrize plays an important

role in the determination of model sets. Actually the combination of an identi

fication criterion J and a parametrized model set .AtOdetermines the complexi-

ty of the algorithm that has to solve the identification problem.

More about this will be said when considering aspects of parametrizations.
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Most often model sets for black box models have been chosen to contain models

with a specified complexity, considering the McMillan degree of a model as a prop

er measure for this complexity. For a formal definition of this McMillan degree we

refer to section 3.4. This measure for model complexity is independent of the pa

rametrization of the models involved. Other choices for multivariable model com

plexity are often based on the parametrization of the models, e.g. in Ljung (1987)

where degrees of polynomials in a polynomial description are considered, and in

Backx (1987), where the degree of the minimal polynomial is chosen. In Willems

(1987) a notion of model complexity is proposed that is also related to the

McMillan degree, and that even constitutes a further specification of this, in order

to classify models with equal McMillan degree. A further discussion on the

complexity of models and model sets will follow in section 3.4.

A number of things has already been said about parametrizations. Now let us come

to a formal introduction.

Definition 2.4.1. Parametrization M.
A parametrization M for a model set .At, is a surjective mapping M: e --+ .At, with

eclRd the parameter set, and .At the parametrized set of models. 0

In this thesis .At is considered to be a set of (i/o/r)-models, so for BEe, M(B) will

be an (i/o/r)-model. A model set that is the image of a parametrization will be

called a parametrized model set. In our context model sets are considered to have

fixed values of the number of inputs, outputs and residuals. Consequently parame-

trizations will be considered whose images satisfy Im(M)ct . In view of algo-
p,m,r

rithmic aspects, we will also restrict ourselves to parametrizations that are repre

sented by differentiable mappings.

Model sets are being parametrized in order to make models manageable. The out

come of an identification procedure will be a collection of (real valued) parameters

that will indicate the model(s) that should be considered as optimal.

Apart from numerical and algorithmic aspects, the choice of a parametrization

should not influence the result of an identification procedure. In other words:

IN(vN,vl) should be invariant for different choices of parametrizations for .At. The

only, but very important, role of the parametrization will be to (uniquely) repre

sent all models within the model set chosen.
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We will now briefly summarize the properties and aspects that playa role in eval

uating a parametrization.

a. Parametrization of intended model set.

The first and main requirement on a parametrization is that it has to parame

trize the intended model set in such a way that all models that can be distin

guished by the identification criterion J are represented in Im(M). This

property will be formalized later on. It incorporates the question whether one is

able to deal with specific restrictions, c.q. a priori information on the model

set. A choice for a specific parametrization might be suggested by the kind of

(physical) knowledge that is available from the process.

b. Algorithm complexity

The parametrization of a model set together with the identification criterion

determine the kind of algorithms that are required for solving the identification

problem. In this respect, the way in which the parameters enter a criterion

function fN are essential. The complexity of the algorithms can be evaluated by

considering questions as e.g.: does the identification criterion have an explicit

solution or does it have to be gathered by non-linear function minimization

techniques (hill--elimbing methods)?; do there exist local minima or not?; can

the identification problem be solved accurately?

c. Identifiability.

The identifiability property of a parametrization is related to the question

whether models can be uniquely distinguished by a set of parameters, and

consequently whether as few as possible parameters.are involved in the parame

trization. This aspect will be more extensively discussed in the next subsection.

d. Ability for physical interpretation of parameters.

The fact whether parameters have a physical meaning could be an argument

for considering specific parametrizations. However this seems only partly to be

of importance; if the model set is chosen properly the parametrization only acts

as an intermediate and the parameters used to represent the models during

identification do not have to be the same parameters in which the experimenter

is interested.

e. Conditioning of parametrization.

The conditioning of the parametrization is reflected by the influence that a
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small deviation in a parameter has on the essential properties of the model.

This influence can be taken with respect to the criterion function fN(vN,M(O)),

used during identification, but also to a model validation criterion function, e.g.

reflecting the ultimate use of the model. It is preferable that the effects of

parameter variations for the different parameters are in a similar range. The

conditioning of a parametrization is often confused with the identifiability of

parameters, but should be clearly distinguished from the identifiability prob

lem.

The choice of model set and the choice of a parametrization can strongly influence

each other. In some situations a model set is chosen and a corresponding parame

trization is constructed; this is in fact the most appealing philosophy.

In a number of other situations a parametrization is chosen and the model set that

corresponds to this parametrization is accepted as a proper choice. Examples of

these situations will be given in chapter 3.

Aspects of algorithm complexity have always played an important role in con

structing model sets and corresponding parametrizations. The parametrization

property of residuals being linear-in-the-parameters, together with a quadratic

residual function induces an identification problem that is explicitly solvable. This

is the basis for the popularity of the so called least squares identification methods.

With respect to the conditioning of parametrizations, the use of simple shift opera

tors in model descriptions with difference equations can lead to undesirable proper

ties (see e.g. Astrom and Wittenmark, 1984, p. 386). Motivated by these condi

tioning aspects, alternatives for these parametrizations have been proposed, e.g. in

terms of ladder/lattice forms (Lee, 1980; Ljung and Soderstrom, 1983) or by pa

rametrizations applying a so called delta operator (Goodwin, 1985).

Two specific types of parametrizations for dynamical systems will be introduced

that will be used throughout this thesis for parametrizing (i/o/r)-model sets; the

first type is based on a description in terms of polynomial matrices, the second

type is based on the well known state space model.

Definition 2.4.2. Polynomial matrix parametrization.

A parametrization M will be called a polynomial matrix parametrization of the

model set .At c t if M satisfies: M = M 0 G with mappings:p,m,r p p
G : 8 -+ 8 with 8cIRd and 8 clRgx(p+m+r)[z z'l] andp p , p , ,

M : 8 -+.At, with G bijective, M surjective, and M = M (T) specified by:p p p p p
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o

Since G is a bijection the polynomial matrix parametrization can be characterized
p

by means of the mapping M . With slight abuse of the definitions there will also
p

be spoken of the polynomial matrix parametrization M (in stead of M).
p

M=::M (T) will be called an (i/o/r)-model induced by polynomial matrix T(Z,Z-l).
p

Proposition 2.4.3.

Let MEE be an (i/o/r)-model. Then there always exists a polynomial matrixp,m,r

TEIRPx(p+m+r)[z,z-lj with full row rank (ran~(z)T(z,z-l)=::p),such that

M=::M (T). 0
p

Proof. See Willems (1988). 0

A polynomial matrix parametrization that is restricted to full row rank polynomial

matrices will be called a parametrization in full row rank polynomial matrix form.

In the rest of this thesis we will generally deal with parametrizations in full row

rank polynomial matrix form; so by writing M=M (T) we will implicitly assume
p

that T has full row rank.

Proposition 2.4.4.

Let Ml, M2 E E be two (i/o/r)-models whose behaviours are induced by poly-
p,ffi,r

nomial matrices Tl,T2EIRPx(p+m+r)[z,z-lj. Then M1=::M2.if and only if there exists a

unimodular matrix U(z,z-l) such that T1 =:: U T2. Unimodularity has to be con

sidered over the ring IR[Z,Z-l], which means that U(z,z-l) has a polynomial inverse

in z and Z-l, Le. det(U)=czd with cElR\{O}, and dE]/" 0

Proof. See Willems (1988). o

Polynomial parametrizations generate models whose behaviours are described by a

set of equations: T( 11,11-1)w=O, or written in a decomposed form:

P( 11,11-1)y = Q( 11,11-1)u + R( 11,11-1)e (2.4.1)

In commonly applied parametrizations use is made of only one of the shift opera

tors 11 or 11-1• Of course these both types of representations can be easily trans

formed into one another under operations of behaviour-equivalence (premultiplica-
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tion by a unimodular matrix with respect to lR[z,z-l]). In this thesis the restric

tions to the use of one shift operator (1 or (1-1 will be considered as a special case of

the general situation.

Model sets and corresponding polynomial matrix parametrizations with R(Z,Z-l)

equal to the identity matrix (so called equation error models or linear regression

models) have become popular because of the linear relationship between the pa

rameters of the model in the polynomial matrices P and Q, and the residual signal

e. In chapter three more attention will be paid to these types of models.

We will generally deal with controllable (i/o/pr)-models, and consequently it is

important to specify the property of controllability of models in terms of their

representation in a polynomial matrix form.

Proposition 2.4.5.

Let MEf~ with M=M (T) and T(z,z-l)=[PI-QI-R]EIRPx(p+m+r)[z,z-l].
p,m,r P

Then the following expressions are equivalent.

(i) M is controllable;

(ii) P, Q, R are left coprime with respect to lR[z,z-l], i.e. all left common factors

are unimodular with respect to lR[z,z-l];

(iii) rank( T(A,A-1) = P for all AE(\{O}. 0

Proof. See Willems (1988). o

Note that for an (i/o/pr)-model the notion of controllability is completely inde

pendent of the fact which signal (y or e) is considered as the output (processing)

signal of the model.

The different model equivalences for (i/o/r)-models that were presented in section

2.2 can now also be specified in terms of polynomial matrix representations.

Proposition 2.4.6.

Consider two models Ml , M2 E t such that Ml=M (Tl ), M2=M (T2), withp,m,r P P

T l ,T2EIRPx(p+m+r)[z,z-1], T
l

= [Pll-Qll-R
l
], and T

2
= [P21-Q21-R2];

then the following relations hold:

a. Ml N M2 ~ T
l
(z,Z-1)=U(z,Z-1)T

2
(z,Z-1) with U(Z,Z-l)ElRpxP[z,z-l] and U(Z,Z-l)

unimodular over the ring IR[z,z-l];
t

b. Ml N M2 ~ T l(z,Z-1)=U(z)T2(z,Z-1) with U(z) a rational matrix:

U(Z)EIRPxP(z) and detlR(z)U(z)jO;
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c. MIlO M2 {:::} [P ll-Q1J = U(z,z-l) [P2 1-Q
2
J with U(Z,Z-l)ElRpxP[Z,Z-lJ and

U(z,z-l) unimodular over the ring lR[z,z-lJ;

d. M1 {o M2 {:::} [P ll-Q1J = U(z) [P2 1-Q2J with U(z) a rational matrix:

U(Z)EIRPxP(Z) and detlR(z)U(z)fO; 0

Proof. The proof follows from results of Willems (1988).

As an alternative parametrization a state space form will be considered.

o

Definition 2.4.7. Parametrization in state space form (A,B,C,D).

A parametrization M will be called a parametrization in state space form

(A,B,C,D) for the model set vKcE if M satisfies: M= M 0 G, with mappings:p,m,r s s

G: e -+ e with eclRd and e clRllXllxlRllx(m+r)xlRpxllxlRpx(m+r) and
s s 's '

M : e -+ .J{ with G bijective, M surjective, and M = M (A,B,C,D) specified
s s s s s

by

B(M):={WE(IRP+m+rll 3XE(lRlll, w=(y,u,e), ox = Ax + Buu +Bee

y = Cx + Duu +Dee

with B = [BuIBeJ and D = [DuIDe]}. 0

In this parametrization, XE(IRUl is called the state, and n the state space dimen

sion. Similar to the situation for M the parametrization in state space form can
P

be characterized by the mapping M . The (i/o/r)-model M = M (A,B,C,D) will be
s s

said to be induced by the quadruple of matrices (A,B,C,D), which will be called a

realization of M. A realization of M which has a minimal state space dimension n

is called a minimal realization. This situation seems to be very similar to the

"classical" way of dealing with state space models. However there is a difference

with respect to the minimality of the realizations. In "classical" terms a realization

is minimal if it is observable and reachable, i.e. (C,A) is an observable pair and

(A,B) is a reachable pair. In our context the state space parametrization acts as a

representation of a model behaviour and a model behaviour can essentially contain

noncontrollable parts, represented in a state space form by nonreachability of the

pair (A,B). Consequently the minimality of a state space representation is now

mainly due to observability of the pair (C,A) as reflected in the following proposi

tion.
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Proposition 2.4.8.

Let MEl: be an (i/o/r)-model induced by a state space realization (A,B,C,D)
p,ffi,r

with state space dimension n. (A,B,C,D) is a minimal realization if and only if:

[
AI-A]

a. (C,A) is an observable pair, Le. rank( C = n for all AE(, and

b. rank [AlB] = n. 0

Proof. See Willems (1988). 0

Condition b of proposition 2.4.8 can be given the interpretation that (A,B) should

not have any unreachable poles in 0; equivalently rank( [AI-A IB] = n for A=O, or

A1Rn + Im(B) = IRn
. Unreachable poles in 0 lead to nonminimality of the realiza

tion, because a corresponding state component can not contribute to the behaviour

B(M). This can be visualized by considering that any value of this state component

Xi( t) for some t=tl would become 0 for t=tl+1. Since this mode is not affected by

any input signal and the considered time set is 71., this Xi( til could never have

become :f O.

Controllability of an (i/o/r)-model in (A,B,C,D) state space form follows

straightforwardly.

Proposition 2.4.9.

Let MEl: be an (i/o/r)-model induced by a state space realization (A,B,C,D)
p,m,r

with state space dimension n. Then M is controllable if and only if

rank( [AI-AlB] = n for all AE(\{O}. 0

Note the exclusion of the point A=O in the condition of the proposition; this again

is due to the fact that we consider the dynamical system M to be defined on the

time axis 71., in contrast with the situation for 71.+ where the exclusion of A=O is not

present. Note also that in the presented framework a nonsymmetrical treatment is

created of the "classical" concepts of reachability/controllability and observability.

Nonreachable parts in a state space realization are expressed in the model behav

iour, whereas nonobservable parts or not.

We have chosen the state space model to be in a form that is generally applied for

deterministic and stochastic dynamical models. State space model descriptions are

very popular for several reasons. It is a compact description in which several prop

erties of the model appear quite directly (e.g. poles, stability, controllability, pre-
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dictions, etc.), and model simulation can be performed very easily. Moreover the

theory related to state space models is quite extensive.

It has to be noted that a representation in state space form generates models that

are more restrictive than the models that result from a polynomial matrix repre

sentation. Because of the specific construction of the parametrization, it is guaran

teed that y processes (u,e), and moreover that y does not anticipate (u,e), whereas

for polynomial matrix representations the polynomial matrix T has to be given

extra restrictions to satisfy these requirements. In this respect state space models

are less general than their polynomial counterparts. A generalization of state space

representations to situations in which the restriction of nonanticipation is skipped,

can be made by considering so called generalized state space models (Verghese,

Levy and Kailath, 1981). Representations in state spaceform that are as general

as polynomial matrix representations are presented in Willems (1988). In the scope

of this thesis we will restrict ourselves to the parametrizations as defined above.

Proposition 2.4.10.

Consider an (i/o/r)-model MEE such that M=M (T). Then there exists a
p,m,r p

state space representation (A,B,C,D) such that M = M (A,B,C,D) if and only if M
s

satisfies that y does not anticipate (u,e). 0

In order to describe (i/o/pr)-models, the representations considered have to satisfy

additional conditions for the processing property of the residual signal. In a

polynomial matrix representation (as in eq. 2.4.1), this is reflected by the restric

tion rankm(z)R(z,z-l)=p, while in an (A,B,C,D) state space form it requires

rankm(z) [De+C(zI-A)-lBe]=p·

The two parametrizations as presented in this section, actually encompass a num

ber of other parametrizations, -like e.g. parametrizations in terms of Markov pa

rameters. More specific choices for parametrizations will be presented in chapter 3,

along with more explicit relations between the parametrizations M and M . For
p s

this moment we will finish the presentation of parametrizations and we will focus

on one of its most important properties: the identifiability.
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Within the context of system identification the concept of identifiability has been

a point of discussion ever since it was introduced, leading to a number of defini

tions that have been presented in the course of years. In Astrom and Bohlin (1965)

it was presented as a property of an identification situation, actually describing the

ability to correctly estimate the parameters in a physical process. As such it was

based on consistency properties of the corresponding identification method. Later

on, Bellman and Astrom (1970), Ljung (1976a) and Gustavsson, Ljung and Soder

strom (1977) discussed the so called structural identifiability, representing the

situation that the identification criterion function has a unique global minimum;

this definition still took the consistency property as a starting point: the unique

global minimum had to represent the "true system". More or less parallel to this

development there was a group of researchers analysing unique descriptions of

model sets for models with a fixed McMillan degree (Glover and Willems, 1974;

Rissanen, 1974; Denham, 1974; Guidorzi, 1975), leading to the use of canonical and

pseud<>---eanonical (overlapping) parametrizations in system identification (Guidor

zi, 1981; Guidorzi and Beghelli, 1982; van Overbeek and Ljung, 1982; Gevers and

Wertz, 1984; Correa and Glover, 1984a, 1984b). In this development (structural)

identifiability became a property of a parametrization not related anymore to an

identification setup. Because of a growing interest in the approximate modelling

aspects of system identification, accepting that the process at hand likely can not

be modelled exactly, identifiability has become a uniqueness oriented property of a

parametrization or parametrized model set.

Central in this property is a unique representation of a parametrized model set

with respect to a model equivalence (Ljung, 1987; Gevers and Wertz, 1987b; Jans

sen, 1988a). As opposed to this (sometimes called structural-) identifiability which

is not related to any experimental conditions or to any "true system", parameter

identifiability can be used for the property that (physical) parameters in an a

priori structured model can uniquely be identified (Gevers and Wertz, 1987a). This

parameter-identifiability indeed is dependent on the experimental conditions and

on the "true system".

In this thesis identifiability will be considered as a property of a parametrization,

in relation with an identification criterion.

Let us consider the situation of the following identification problem:

Given a data sequence vN
, an identification criterion IN and a parametrization 1\1:

generating a parametrized model set v1t=Im(1\1:), we will focus on two models
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M(OI), M(~) E IN(vN,.,k), with Otf.~. Two situations can be distinguished:

1. M( OI) and M(~) are both optimal models within vIt with respect to IN for this

specific data sequence vN, although there apparently exist other data sequences

for which one of the two models is optimal and the other is not;

2. M( OI) and M(~) are optimal models within vIt with respect to IN for any data

sequence of any length N, for which one of the two is optimal.

Note that situation 1 is caused by a property of the particular data sequence;

apparently this data sequence is not informative enough to distinguish between the

two models M(01) and M(~) and between the parameter sets 01, ~.

On the contrary, situation 2 is caused by a property of the parametrized model

set. The two parameter sets 01, ~ can never be distinguished, irrespective of the
N

data. This situation is characterized by the expression that M( 01) !it M(~) for

any value of N, which implies that M( OI) !it+ M(02)'

It has to be noted that in this latter situation again two aspects can playa role:

a. M( OI) = M( ~), showing that 01, ~ can never be distinguished by their corre-

sponding models, and

b. M(OI) i= M(02), showing that vltis not discriminable with respect to J+.

These two aspects of situation 2, described above, are taken into account when

discussing the identifiability property of a parametrization. It deals with the ques

tion whether it is possible at all to find a unique parameter 0as the solution of an

identification problem, irrespective of the data. In line with this philosophy, identi

fiability is defined as a property of a parametrization and an identification criteri

on:

Definition 2.4.11. Strictly identifiable parametrization.

A parametrization M: e -> vIt with eclRd is strictly identifiable by an identification

criterion J+ defined on vIt if:

* Mis a bijective mapping, and

* J+ is discriminating on vIt. 0

The definition states that if a parametrization is identifiable by J+ as defined

above, all parameters in e can occur as the unique solution to an identification

problem with identification criterion J+. It can simply be shown that the condi

tions of definition 2.4.11 guarantee that:
- J+ - - -M( 01) .At M(~) ¢:::} M( OI) = M(~) ¢:::} 01 = 02. (2.4.2)
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This property of identifiability, which is in fact a unique parameter identifiability,

is important for several reasons. In a situation of lack of this uniqueness, the mod

el set apparently is overparametrized, which is not efficient, and no unique inter

pretation can be given to each of the estimated parameters. Moreover this non

uniqueness can easily lead to numerical problems in identification algorithms.

In a number of situations this property of strict identifiability appears to be a very

severe restriction on parametrizations and therefore also a less strict version will

be used:

Definition 2.4.12. Identifiable parametrization.

A parametrization M: e -> .At with eclRd is identifiable by an identification criteri

on J+ defined on .At if:

* M( 01) = M( fh) => 01 = O2 for almost all 01 E e, and

* J+ is discriminating on .At.

The expression "for almost all 01 E e" means that the property holds for all

01 E eM c e, with eM an open and dense subset of e. The corresponding property

of M, reflected in the first condition of definition 2.4.12, will be denoted by the

expression that M is almost bijective.

For identifiability of M it is required that .At = Im(M) is discriminable by J+.

Apparently this notion of discriminability is very fundamental, and in order to get

a proper understanding of this concept the following example will be presented. At

the same time we will take the opportunity to illustrate some of the other concepts

that have been defined in section 2.3.

Example 2.4.13.

Consider a set .At of (i/o/pr)-models with one input, One output and consequently

one residual signal (SISO situation), defined by:

.At= {MEi;llIM=M (T), T(z,z-I)=[ao+alz-ll-bo-blZ-ll-{;], ao,al,bo,bl,CEIR,
, p

((ao+alz-l),(bo+blZ-l)) coprime} (2.4.3)

Since we are dealing with (i/o/pr)-models, the parameter c in T(z,z-l) is not al

lowed to be equal to 0, and at least one of the parameters {aO,al} has to be un
equal to o.
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As an identification criterion we will consider the well known least squares criteri

on:

(2.4.4)

with
N-l

F-(e+) = Lim ~ 1: e2(t) (2.4.5)
N-ioo t=o

The complete selectability of .it by the identification criterion J+ follows straight

forwardly from the observation that J+(v+,.Jt) = .it for v+=O. Consequently all

models in .it are selectable by J+. Actually for this type of model sets and identifi

cation criteria the property of complete selectability does not yield any restric

tions.

It is also straightforward that .it is regularly partitionable for J+. If a model M

minimizes the residual function r+(v+,M) over ME.it, then it minimizes this same

residual function over any subset of .it that contains M. Moreover all ME.it such

that r+(v+,M) = r+(v+,M) are optimal within .At. From a different approach one

could also state that .it is regularly partitionable for J+ since for each ME.it the

residual function r+(v+,M) is independent of .it.

In order to evaluate the discriminability of .it we distinguish between the following

situations:

a. Data sequences v+ for which holds that r+(v+,M»O for all ME.it.

For these data sequences it follows that J+(v+,.Jt)=0 since F-(e+)--+O for

ao,al,bo,bt--+O, or similarly C--+oo, and the limit point F-(e+)=O can not be

reached within .At.

b. Data sequences v+ for which holds that r+(v+,M)=O for some ME.At.

Any such data sequence can be written as v+Ezrt(Mio
) with ME.it and for such

a data sequence it follows that

MtEJ+(V+,.Jt) ¢::} {3dEIR\{O} such that (v,e)EB(M) ¢::} (v,e')EB(Mt) with e=de'}.

Consequently all models that lead to residual signals that are related by scaling

factors, are always selected together in the identification criterion.

The model set .it is not discriminable by J+ since models having a scaled residual

can never be di st ingui shed from each other. It follows that for two models

Ml,M2E.it: Mt !Jt+ M2 if and only if {3dEIR\{O} such that (v,e)EB(M)¢::}(v,e')EB(Mt)

with e=de'}. There is a freedom of scaling of the residual signals in the models

that leads to nondiscriminability. In this example the set of selecting data se

quences can be written as:
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(2.4.6) 0

If a model set .At is not discriminable by J+, then there does not exist a (strictly)

identifiable parametrization for .At. This is illustrated in the previous example

showing that there exist different parameter sets that can not be distinguished by

the identification criterion. In the example the lack of discriminability is due to

the occurrence of distinct J+-equivalent models in .At. In example 2.4.13 this lack

of discriminability coincides with another undesirable property of the presented

identification problem: for generic data sequences in (l )2 no optimal models will
00

be selected, i.e. the identification criterion J+(v+,.J() will be empty. Apparently

the chosen .At and J+ do not lead to a useful identification problem.

The classical way to circumvent this problem is to restrict the considered model

set by requiring that the polynomial matrix T(z,z-l) in eq. (2.4.3) satisfies the

additional constraint ao/c=1. However it should be stresses that this is a specific

choice out of many different alternatives and, moreover, that each different choice

of restricting the model set will generally lead to different selected optimal models.

In general terms it can be stated that if a model set .At is not discriminable by J+,

then discriminability can be obtained by making a restriction to a discriminable

subset vk1c.At.

The presence of distinct models in .At that are J+-equivalent leads to nondiscrimi

nability. Consequently a first step in order to obtain discriminability is to remove

these distinct J+-equivalent models within .At. Following the definitions of sets of

canonical forms, as present in the work of MacLane and Birkhoff (1967) and Gui

dorzi (1981), a straightforward way to remove such models is to consider a set of

canonical forms .AtlC.Atwith respect to the equivalence relation !:tt+. If this set of

canonical forms is discriminable by J+, the problem of constructing a strictly

identifiable parametrization for .Atl comes down to the construction of a bijective

mapping that parametrizes .Atl. With respect to this approach the following remark

has to be made.

Remark 4.2.14.

a. A model set that does not contain distinct J+-equivalent models is not neces

sarily discriminable by J+.

b. The identification procedure, in terms of the set of selected optimal models

J+(v+,.J(), will be dependent on the specific set of canonical forms with respect
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In the remaining part of this section we will comment upon these remarks. First

an example will be presented of a situation as meant in remark 2.4.14a.

Example 2.4.15.

Consider a set .At of (i/o/pr)-models similar to the situation as in example 2.4.13,

however now consisting of only two elements: .At = {MI,M
2

} with

MI=M (TI)Ei;II' with TI(z,z-l)=[ao+alz-l l-bo-blz-l l-l],p ,

and M2=M (T2)Ei;II' with T
2
(z,z-l)=[ao+alz-l I-bo-blz-l 1-2]'

p ,

with ao,a!,bo,bl fixed real numbers, and ((ao+alz),(bo+blz)) coprime. (2.4.7)

Consider the same least squares identification criterion as in example 2.4.13.

Note that for all data sequences v+ such that P(v+,M»O for any ME.At, it follows

that J+(v+,.1t) = {M
2

}, whereas for all v+ such that P(v+,M)=O for any ME.At, it

holds that J+(v+,.1t} = {Ml'M
2

} = .At.

Consequently .At is not discriminable by J+, because there does not exist a data

sequence v+ such that J+(v+,.1t} = {MI}. Still .At does not contain J+--equivalent

~~. 0

The - possibly rather artificial - example shows that the removal of distinct

J+--equivalent models out of the model set is not sufficient to arrive at discrimina

bility. However we have the strong impression that in common situations of differ

entiable parametrizations with model sets having an infinite number of elements,

the absence of these distinct J+--equivalent models indeed is sufficient for discrimi

nability. However this impression is not supported yet with a formal proof, and

therefore in this thesis no results will be based on this assumption.

Nevertheless some attention will be paid to the reduction of a model set by consid

ering a set of canonical forms with respect to !At+, in order to investigate the influ-

ence of such a reduction on the set of selected optimal models.

In this investigation the following concept will appear to be illustrative.

Definition 2.4.16. Equivalent model sets.

Let N be an equivalence relation defined on .At c E. This equivalence relation

induces an equivalence relation on 2.At by:

Two model sets .At!, ~ c .At are equivalent, denoted .Atl N ~, if
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for all M1E.J(l there exists a M2E.J(2' and

for all M2E.J(2 there exists a M1E.J(1' such that M1 N M2.
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Model sets that are equivalent with respect to a criterion based model equivalence,

give similar results when applying them in an identification procedure. This is

formalized in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.4.17.

Let .J(1' .J(2 be two model sets such that .J( = .J(1 U .J(2 is completely selectable

and regularly partitionable for an identification criterion IN, defined on .it.
IN

If .J(1.At .J(2 then

N TN
for all v EV

J
.J(., (2.4.8)

(2.4.9)

(2.4.10) 0

Proof. For VNE V:~ .J(it follows that IN(vN,~f0. Suppose IN(vN,~n.J(d0; then

because of the regular partitionability of .At: IN(vN,.J(I)CJN(vN,~. For any
N

M1EJN(VN,.J(I) there exists a M2E.J6.! satisfying M21t Ml, leading to M2EJN(vN,~

and consequently M2EJN(vN,.J6.!). By reasons of symmetry this proves the result. 0

The result of theorem 2.4.17 can be applied to a situation where a nondiscrimina

ble model set .J( is reduced by excluding distinct IN-equivalent models. Conse-
N

quently one arrives at a subset .J(1c.J( that satisfies .J(1 1- .J(. For this situation

the following result can be formulated.

Corollary 2.4.18.

Let .J( be a model set that is completely selectable and regularly partitionable for

an identification criterion IN, defined on .J(.
N

Let .J(1 be a subset .J(1 c .J( that satisfies .J(1 1- .J(; then

N( N JII [N( N)] N TNJ v, V"'J = J v,.J(l J' for all v EVJ .J(

.At '

. [N( N)] { INN J Nwlth J v ,.f4 J := ME.J( 3MIEJ (v ,.J(I), M .At Mil·

.At

Moreover .J(1 can always be chosen in such a way that it is does not contain
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Proof. The corollary follows rather directly from the proof of theorem 2.4.17. 0

Note that the set of selected optimal models IN(vN,.Jt) is completely determined by
N N N TN J N

the set J (v ,.,.{tI)' however only for the data sequences v EV
J

, .,.{t. Since .,.{tl .At' .,.{t

N TN N TN TN TN
it follows that v EV

J
.,.{t:} v EV

J
u, and consequently V

J
.,.{t C V

J
.it,. As a

, , ""'1 " 1

result IN(vN,.,.{tI) may generate more solutions than the ones that are determined

by IN(vN,.Jt). In this sense a reduction of the model set may add additional select

ed optimal models. This is illustrated by again considering example 2.4.13.

Example 2.4.19.

Consider the situation of example 2.4.13 with

.,.{t = {MEtlll M=M (T), T(z,z-1)=[ao+a1z-11-bo-b1Z-11-e], ao,al,bo,bl,CEIR,, p

((ao+a1z-1),(bo+b1Z'1)) coprime} (2.4.11)

satisfying vj .,.{t = U st(Mio
). (2.4.12)

, ME.,.{t

Distinct J+-equivalent models can be removed by considering .,.{tIC.,.{t that satisfies

the additional constraint that ao/c=1 in T(z,z-l) (2.4.11). For generic data se

quences v+ having a finite power, the identification criterion J+(v+,.,.{tI) will be

nonempty, and for the very specific data sequences V+Evj .,.{t(eq. (2.4.12)), it,
holds that J+(v+,.,.{tI) ~+ J+(v+,.Jt). For generic data sequences apparently new

selected optimal models are added by restricting the mQdel set to .,.{tlC.it. 0

Referring to remark 2.4.14b it has to be noted that for two different model sets

.,.{t1' .,.{t2 satisfying .,.{tl ~+ .,.{t and .,.{t2 ~+ .,.{t, (e.g. two different sets of canonical

forms), the corresponding sets of optimal models J+(v+,.,.{tI) and J+(v+, .,.{(2) will

generally be essentially different for data sequences that are not within vj .,.{t.,
Consequently in this situation the choice for a specific set of canonical forms will

clearly influence the set of selected optimal models.

The notions of discriminability of model sets by an identification criterion and of

criterion based model equivalence are unusual in the literature on identification

and parametrization. Criterion based model equivalence was introduced in Vanden
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Hof (1987), (1988) and a related model equivalence with respect to residual

functions in Janssen (1988a). The two notions mentioned above constitute the

main difference with the corresponding definitions of identifiability in the current

literature (see e.g. Ljung, 1987, and Gevers and Wertz, 1987b). An equivalence

relation based on an identification criterion, is explicitly incorporated in the

concept of identifiability, whereas in the current literature this equivalence relation

is fixed beforehand.

Further consequences of this situation will be discussed in chapter four.

2.5 DISCUSSION

In this chapter the basic concepts have been introduced that are required for ana

lysing identification methods and corresponding parametrization problems.

The system theoretic framework of Willems (1986a), (1988) is adopted for describ

ing dynamical systems in terms of linear spaces of admissible signal trajectories.

The usual description of dynamical systems in terms of transfer functions, state

space models, difference equations etc., all are encompassed in this approach, giv

ing the opportunity to describe models and model sets independent of any parame

trization. As a consequence, it becomes possible to present a clear relation between

the problems of identification and parametrization.

For the notion of input-<>utput-residual model as well as for the modelling of data

on the basis of residuals, a completely non-stochastic framework has been chosen.

Actually this choice represents a generalization of the existing stochastic models in

which restrictions on the signals are imposed in terms of statistic/stochastic as

sumptions. If the introduction of such assumptions is desired, there is no single

impediment in the presented approach to do so. However, in this thesis the ap

proach is supported that the residuals do not a priori satisfy additional assump

tions. They are interpreted as the modelling errors: that part of the measured data

that remains unmodelled.

Consequently an (i/o/r)-model M can be looked upon from different points of

view:

- in terms of a dynamical system it is represented by a model behaviour

B(M), being a collection a signal trajectories that are compatible with the

system's equations;

- in terms of identification on the basis of residuals it operates as a generator

of compatible residual signals for a given measured data sequence vN

(£N(vN,M»;
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- in terms of model simulation it operates as a generator of output signals

when input signals are supplied to the model, not considering any residual

signals (dO(M)).

(i/o/r)-Models give us the opportunity to describe general identification problems.

All currently used (stochastic) models can be incorporated, and general identifica

tion criteria can be applied to them, not even restricted to criteria with single

model solutions (point estimates). Because of the signal based description of

(i/o/r)-models, initial model conditions are implicitly incorporated.

Relational properties have been presented with respect to model sets and identifi

cation criteria, showing that the combination of model set and identification crite

rion leads to specific characteristics of an identification procedure, and that a

separate treatment of these two notions is not appropriate. In this respect model

sets and their parametrizations are considered in relation with the identification

criterion, arriving at a criterion-based identifiability concept.
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3. MODEL SETS AND IDENTIFICATION CRITERIA FOR
RESIDUAL-BASED IDENTIFICATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter we have presented the basic concepts of a framework that

is suitable for representing system identification methods in a fundamental and

natural way. In this chapter 3 we are going to deal with the question how the

different identification methods that are known from the literature, fit within this

framework, and which specific choices underlie these methods.

IdentifIcation methods are based on specific choices for a model set, its parametri

zation, and an identification criterion. The combination of model set and identifi

cation criterion determines the result of the identification, Le. the properties of the

optimal models. The combination of parametrization and identification criterion

determines the properties of the algorithm that is required for obtaining the set of

selected optimal models. This chapter will be directed towards the model sets and

the identification criteria.

The models that will be treated in this chapter are models that are often originally

based on stochastic processes; however in our context there are no assumptions

made about stochastic properties of signals and the models are purely seen as

deterministic models. Although the framework allows a broader class of models, we

will mainly restrict attention to the class of (i/o/pr)-models introduced in the

previous chapter. The consequence of this restriction is that our models can be

interpreted in two different ways:

a. as output-generating models, where the output signal y processes the inputs

(u,e) and where the residual e consequently can be interpreted as a "distur

bance" which acts on the dynamical system, and

b. as residual-generating models, where the residual signal e processes the mea

sured data signals (y,u), and where e consequently can be interpreted as a

modelling error.

This twofold interpretation is common in a great number of identification meth

ods, see e.g. Ljung (1987).

In section 2.4.1 the different aspects have been listed that playa role in choosing a

specific set of models to be applied in an identification problem. It has also been

noted before, that actually there are two different approaches for arriving at a set

of models and a corresponding parametrization:
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- the first approach is to postulate a set of models, often restricted to models

with a prescribed complexity, and subsequently to parametrize this set of mod

els, and

- in the second approach the parametrization is taken as a starting point, e.g.

because of favorable properties of this parametrization with respect to the

identification algorithm; in this situation the resulting model set is accepted as

a consequence of this parametrization.

In this chapter an overview will be given of model sets that can be used following

either of these two approaches, and characteristic properties of these model sets

will be discussed.

First a characterization of models will be presented in terms of the construction of

the corresponding residual signals of the models (section 3.2). This characterization

is relevant for both approaches mentioned above. In section 3.3, specific model sets

will be discussed that are based on parametrizations. Section 3.4 subsequently

contains a discussion on the complexity of models and model sets, leading to the

introduction of a model order which is a generalization of both classical concepts of

McMillan degree and minimal state space dimension. A related complexity mea

sure introduced by Willems (1987) will be considered and will be compared with a

specific minimal number of parameters. In this section also the advantage of poly

nomial matrix representations in the two shift operators (J and (J-l will be exhibit

ed by presenting a unifying theorem on the model order of model sets parametrized

in either BDE-form (J-l) or in FDE-form (J). Identification criteria are briefly

considered in section 3.5.

In the discussion on models and model sets we will evidently use representations in

terms of model behaviours. At the same time the consequence of several properties

will be indicated in terms of the representations as defined in the previous chapter:

polynomial matrix forms and (A,B,C,D) state space forms.

For purpose of reference to the existing literature, model properties will also be

discussed in terms of the corresponding transfer functions. Because of the fact that

a restriction will be made to (i/o/pr)-models, there are actually two transfer func

tions related to a given model MEt;: one transfer function that considers y as the

processing variable, and one transfer function considering e as the processing vari-

able. For an (i/o/pr)-model MEt; with M = M (T), T=[PI-QI-R],p,rn p

TEIRPx(p+rn+p)[z,z-lj and with B~M) consequently defined by

B(M):={ (y,u,e)EIR(p+rn+p) I P( (J,(J-l)y-Q( (J,(J-l)u-R( (J,(J-l)e=O},

the following transfer functions will be considered:
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Hy(z) = [Hyu(z) IHye(z)] := [p-lQ I P-1R], and

He(z) = [Hey(z) IHeu(z)] := [R-1p \_R-1Q ].
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Note that both transfer functions represent only the controllable part of the

(i/o/pr)-model M, as reflected in B (M) (see chapter 2). By considering transfer
c

functions, consequently only properties of the controllable parts of (i/o/pr)-models

can be considered. However this is not a severe restriction since we will restrict

attention to controllable (i/o/pr)-models. This additional requirement of control

lability is motivated by the fact that we want the residual signals to represent a

modelling error that occurs when relating a measured data sequence to an

(i/o/pr)-model. If the (i/o/pr)-model M is not controllable then a residual signal

eE£(v,M) contains a component that is not determined by any measured data v,

nor by initial conditions. This part of the residual actually is caused by an autono

mous part in the model behaviour which can not be considered to reflect modelling

errors. Note that this controllability of an (i/o/pr)-model M does not imply that

the i/o part of the model, Mio
, is also controllable.

The restriction that will be made to controllable (i/o/pr)-models, has some conse

quences in terms of the representations to be considered. Following the results of

chapter 2, these consequences, both with respect to the controllability of the mod

els as well as with respect to the processing property of the residuals, are listed in

table 3.1.

In this chapter the use of (i/o/pr)-models MEt and general dynamical input-
p,m

output systems SEE will be alternated. For some discussions the specific presence

of a residual signal will be important. In other situations, as e.g. in the discussion

on model complexity, it is appropriate to consider general input-output dynamical

systems. In these situations (i/o/pr)-models can always be considered as special

types of i/o dynamical systems SEE , with y or e considered as the processing
p,p+m

(output) variable.
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Restrictions on representations

Behaviour B(M)
y processes (u,e); u,e free
e processes (y,u); y,u free

with w=(y,u,e)EB(M) Mcontrollable, (def.2.2.8)

Parametrization in
detlR(z) P ;f 0

full row rank
polynomial matrix form: detlR(z) R ;f 0

T=[PI-Q I-R] EIRPx(p+m+p) [z,z-l] P,Q,R left coprime

Parametrization in minimal
detlR(z) [C(zI-A)-lBe+De] ;f 0state space form with

dimension n

x(k+1)=Ax(k)+[BuIBe](~)(k)
rank [AI-A Bu Be] = n for all AE{

y(k)=Cx(k)+[DuIDe](~)(k)
rank [ A~-A ] = n for all AE{

Transfer function
detlR(z) Hye(z) ;f 0

Hy(z) = [Hyu(z)IHye(z)]

Transfer function
detlR(z) Hey(z) ;f 0

He(z) = [Hey(z)IHeu(z)]

TABLE 3.1

A controllable (i/o/pr)-model MEt in different representations.
p,m

3.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF MODELS BY RESIDUAL PROPERTIES

One of the important properties of an (i/o/pr)-model is the way in which the
corresponding behaviour connects the residual signal to the input and output sig
nals within the model. This residual signal is not physically measured and actually
it is artificially added to the model behaviour in order to represent modelling
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errors, Lc. influences on the data that are not represented by relations between

inputs and outputs only. Therefore the connection between i/O signals and residual

signals determines the "locations" in the model where disturbance terms between

data and the i/o-part of an (i/o/pr)-model are represented.

In residual-based identification methods the identification criterion generates opti

mal models based on an evaluation of the residual signals only. They form the

basis for the "measure of fit" between measured i/o-data and (i/o/r)-models.

Consequently the location of these residual signals has a great influence on the

properties of the optimal models finally obtained.

In this thesis three types of (i/o/pr)-models will be characterized with respect to

the properties of their residual signals:

- Prediction error (PE) models;

- Output error (OE) or simulation error models; and

- Equation error (EE) models.

These expressions are generally known in the literature (see e.g. Ljung, 1987),

though very often this model classification is strongly related towards specific

model representations. In this thesis the different error-type models will be pre

sented as general properties of controllable (i/o/pr)-models, irrespective of their

representation.

Definition 3.2.1. k-step ahead prediction error (PE) model.

A controllable (i/o/pr)-model M E E is called a k-step ahead prediction error
p,rn

model, if there exists a nonsingular matrix LEIRPxP such that for any tlE71. and for

any Wl,W2EB(M) with Wt=(yt,ul,el), W2==(Y2,u2,e2):

Wl(t) = W2(t), t~tl-k, kEIN

Ul(t) == U2(t), tl-k+l~t~tl 1~ Yl(t d == Y2 ( tl),
with Y.=y.-Le., i=I,2

I I I o

Signal y(tl) can be interpreted as the output signal that is predicted by the model

based on previous input data, and output and residual data up to time instant

tl-k. Since e(tl) is uniquely related to y(tl)-y(tl), e(tl) can be given the interpre

tation of a k-step ahead prediction error. Note that the expression "prediction" is

used without any stochastic context.

The consequences for this model property in terms of the two basic representations

are reflected in the following proposition.
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Proposition 3.2.2.

Chapter 3

(3.2.1)

(3.2.2) 0

Let M be a controllable (i/o/pr)-model, M E f; . Then
p,m

a. If M = Mp(T) with T = [P I-Q I-R] E IRpx(p+m+p)[z,z-I], then M is a k-step

ahead prediction error model if and only if:
- P-1Q is a proper rational matrix, and

- there exists a matrix LEIRPxP, nonsingular, such that (P-1R_L)zk is proper.

b. If M = Ms(A,B,C,D) then M is a k-step ahead prediction error model if and

only if

- De = L E IRPxP, nonsingular with D=[DuIDe], and
- CAj-1Be = 0, l$j$k-l.

Proof

(a). Following the definition above, the behaviour of a k-step ahead prediction

error model can be described by a polynomial equation:

F(u-l)y = u-kG(u-I)y + u-kK(u-I)e + S(u-l)u (3.2.3)

with F,G,KEIRPXP[Z-l], SEIRPxm[Z-I], detlR(z)FjO and F-1S, F-1G and F-1K proper

rational matrices. Equivalent with (3.2.3) there can be written:

{F(u-I)-u-kG(u-I)}y - S(u-l)u - {u-kK(u-I)+F(u-I)L}e = ° (3.2.4)

Because the model is controllable its behaviour is completely determined by its

transfer function p-l[Q IR] that is restricted to be of the form:
p-l[Q IR] = {I - z-kF-IG}-l[F-lS IL + z-kF-IK], (3.2.5)

leading to the presented result.

(b). This result follows directly from (a) knowing that P-1R = C(zI-A)-lBe+De
and the transfer function from input to output (Hyu(z)) by definition is proper for

a model parametrized in state space form. 0

Definition 3.2.3. Output error (OE) or simulation error model.

A controllable (i/o/pr)-model M E f; is called an output error or simulation
p,m

error model, if there exists a nonsingular matrix LEIRPxP such that for any tlE7l and

for any Wt,W2EB(M) with WI=(yt,ut,et}, W2=(Y2,u2,e2):

UI = U2

h( t) = h(t), t$tl
1=} YI = Y2 with y.=y.-Le., i=I,2

I I I o

In this formulation, y can be given the interpretation of an output signal that is

simulated by the model. The term "simulation" is used here in stead of "predic

tion", because of the fact that y is generated by the model and the input signal u
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only, and not by y and e. The definition actually states that yprocesses u.

Consequently e can be given the interpretation of an output or simulation error.
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(3.2.6)

(3.2.7)

(3.2.8) 0

Proposition 3.2.4.

Let MEt be a controllable (i/o/pr)-model. Thenp,m

a. If M == Mp(T) with T == [P I-Q I-R] E IRPx(p+m+p)[z,z-l], then M is an output

error model if and only if:

- P-1R == L E IRPxp, nonsingular.

b. If M == Ms(A,B,C,D) then M is an output error model if and only if

- De == L E IRPxP, nonsingular with D== [Du IDe], and
- CAj-1Be == 0, j~1.

Proof

(a). Using similar reasoning as in the proof of proposition 3.2.2 the model behav

iour is characterized by:

F(q-1)y == G( q-1)y + S( q-1)U (3.2.9)

with F,GEIRPXP[Z-l], SEIRPxm[z-l], detlR(zl=lO and F-1G a proper rational matrix.

Equivalent with (3.2.3) there can be written:

{F(q-1)-G(q-1)}y - S(q-1)U - {F(q-1)-G(q-1)}Le == 0 (3.2.10)

This shows that the transfer function P-1[Q IR] is restricted to be of the form:
P-1[Q IR] == (I-F-1G)-1[F-lSI(I - F-1G)L), (3.2.11)

leading to the result presented.

(b). This result follows directly from (a). 0

Definition 3.2.5. Equation error (EE) model.

A controllable (i/o/pr)-model MEt with variables w==(y,u,e) is called anp,m

equation error model, if e is observable from (y,u). 0

An equation error model is characterized by the property that given measured data

(y,u) a unique residual signal e results. Formulated in a way similar to the situa

tions for PE and OE models, one can state that there exists a nonsingular matrix

LEIRPxP, such that y==y-Le is observable from y and u.

Proposition 3.2.6.

Let MEt be a controllable (i/o/pr)-model.p,m

a. If M == Mp(T) with T == [P I-Q I-R] E IRPx(p+m+p)[z,z-l], then M is an equation

error model if and only if R(z,z-l) is unimodular with respect to lR[z,Z-l].
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b. If M = Ms(A,B,C,D) with A having minimal dimension n, then M is an equa-

tion error model if and only if det( [AI-A Be] f. 0 for all AE£\{O}. 0

-e De

Proof (a). Since e is observable from y and u, there exist matrices P*,Q* such

that the behaviour of the model is characterized by: e = p*( u,u-1)y - Q*( u,u-1)u.

Knowing that under behavioural equivalence this set of equations can only be mul

tiplied with a unimodular matrix, matrix R is restricted to be unimodular with re

spect to lR[z,z-l]. The proof of part (b) is given in appendix AI. 0

An overview of the three types of properties of controllable (i/o/pr)-models is

presented in table 3.2, where also the consequences for the transfer functions Hy(z)

and He(z) are listed.

It is possible that (i/o/pr)-models have several of the mentioned properties at the

same time. Note e.g. that if an output error model has a proper transfer function

Hyu(z), it satisfies the requirements of being a k-step ahead prediction error model

for any value of kEIH. In that situation it actually behaves like a oo-step ahead

prediction error model. Similar to this example all combinations of PE, OE and

EE properties are possible.

Each type of model presented, relates to specific qualities and therefore to a

specific application of the model. Prediction error models are used in system iden

tification if one is interested in using the identified model as a predictor of future

behaviour over a prespecified prediction horizon (k). In most situations prediction

error models are used with the prediction horizon k=1. Output error models should

be used in system identification if one is interested in using the identified model

for simulation purposes. Equation error models are actually based on mathematical

considerations and are strongly related to linear regression models and the classi

cal least squares problem. They are attractive from an algorithmic point of view.

In terms of the intended use of the identified models, EE models could be consid

ered for purposes of description of the original process, as discussed in Willems

(1987) en Heij (1988).

The residual signals that we are dealing with are strongly related to the outputs y

of the system to be modelled; they are also equal in dimension (r=p). This is

directly caused by the fact that we consider (i/o/pr)-models.

Without going into detail we mention the possibility of using (i/o/r)-models with



k-step ahead Output error f;quat ion error
prediction error

3LERP-P,nonsinaular, such that 3LERP-P,nonsin~ula:, such that
for WI,W2EB an any tIEZ, with for WI,W2EB, wIth Yj=Yj-Lej,
Yi=Yi-Lej, i=1,2: i=1,2: for WI ,W2EB

Behaviour B(M)
{UI~t~=U2~t~, t$tl II {UI=U2 II YI(t)=Y2(t),t$tl {UI=U2 " YI=Y2} ~ el=e2

WI t =W2 t , t$tl-k} ~ for any tIEZ} ~ YI=YZ
{y I (t I) =Y2 (t tl}

Parametrization in P-1Q is proper
full row rank

(P-1R_L)zk is proper
P(z,z'I)·L = R(z,z·t) R(Z,Z'I) unimodular

polynomial matrix form: LERPxP, nonsingular with respect to R[Z,Z'I]
T(z,z'q = [P I -Q I -R] LERPxP, nonsingular

Parametrization in
minimal state space form De = LERPxP, nonsingular De = LERPxP, nonsingular

x(t+l)=Ax(t)+[BuIBe](~)(t)
det [U-A Be]/O for O/AE{

CAj-1Be = 0, l$j$k-l CAj-1Be = 0, j~l
( -e De

Y(t)=Cx(t)+[DuIDe](~)(t)

Transfer function Hyu(z) is proper Ilye (z) = L Il ye (z)-l E IRP-P[z,z'l]
Ily(z) = [Hyu(z)IHye(z)] (Hye(z)-L)zk is proper LERPxP, nonsingular Ilye (z)-lllyu(z) E RP-m[z,z'l]

LEIRPxP, nonsingular

Transfer function Ileu (z) is proper Il ey (z) = L-1 Il ey E RP-P[z,z'l]

Ile(z) = [lley (z)llleu (z)] (lley (z)-L-1)zk is proper LERPxP Heu E RP-m[z,z'l]
L-1 E IRPxP

TABLE 3.2 Specifications of PE, OE and EE type of (i/o/pr)-models.
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residuals that are related to the inputs (r=m). A combined approach is followed

when using errors-in-variables models, relating the residuals to both inputs and

outputs (r=p+m). There is a growing interest in these latter type of models, as

witnessed by some recent references: Kalman (1982), Anderson and Deistler (1987),

De Moor (1988) and Beghelli, Guidorzi and Soverini (1988).

3.3 MODEL SETS BASED ON PARAMETRIZATIONS

3.3.1 Introduction

In this subsection a short overview will be given of model sets that are used in

system identification and that are based on specific parametrizations. This means

that the parametrizations are taken as a starting point. Model sets are constructed

by considering specific restrictions on the set of polynomial matrices E> in a poly-
p

nomial matrix parametrization, or by considering specific restrictions on the set of

realizations E> in an (A,B,C,D) state space parametrization.
s

First we have to go through some notational definitions on polynomial matrices,

that will be used in the remainder of this chapter.

Definition 3.3.1

Consider a polynomial matrix TElRpxq[z,z-l]. Denote with:

T.* := the ith row of T(Z,Z-l), iEQ; with Q:=71n[l,p];
I

T*. := the jth column of T(z,z-l), jEq;
J

t.~)(T), t.~)(T):= the maximum, minimum, power of z in T..(z,z-l), iEQ;jEq;
1J IJ IJ

O<U)(T), O<l)(T):= the maximum, minimum, power of z in T(z,z-1);

v~u)(T), v~l)(T):= the maximum, minimum, power of z in T.*(Z,Z-l), iEQ;
I I I

JL~u\T), JL~l)(T):= the maximum, minimum, power of z in T*.(z,z-l), jEq;
J J. J

8..(T) :=t.~)(T)-t.~(T); 8(T):=o<u)(T)-O<l)(T);
IJ I J IJ

v.(T):=v~u)(T)-v~l)(T);
I 1 I

JL.(T):=/u)(T)-JL~l)(T); 0
J J J
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Definition 3.3.2.

Let T(z,z-1)EIRPXq[Z,z-1] with row degrees /J~u) and /J~l) and let T be written as:
I I

T( -1) - D' . (/J~u) /J~u»).f + T ( -1)z,z - lag z ,.. ,z hr rl z,z ,

and T( -1) - T ( -1) + D'a (/J~l) /J~l»).fZ,Z - r2 z,z 1 g Z ,.. ,z Ir'

with fhr,flrEIRPXq and Trl,Tr2EIRPxq[z,z-1] satisfying /J~u)(Trl) < /J~u) and

/J~l)(T 2) > /J~l) for iEn, then
I r I s:..

f hr:= the leading row coefficient matrix of T(Z,Z-l), denoted by f hr(T); and

f lr:= the trailing row coefficient matrix of T(Z,Z-l), denoted by flr(T). 0

A corresponding definition with respect to the columns of T(z,z-1) is also present

ed.

Definition 3.3.3.

Let T(Z,Z-1)EIRPXq[z,z-1] with column degrees /-l~u) and /-l~l) and let T be written as:
J J

~u) (u)
T(Z,Z-1) = f he' Diag(z/-l ,.. ,zJ.lO. ) + T CI(z,z-1),

and T(Z,Z-l) = T
C2

(z,Z-1) + f
lc

. Diag(z/-l~l) ,.. ,ztt<\l»),

with f f ElRpxq and T T ElRpxq[Z Z-l] satisfying /-l~u)(T ) < /-l~u) and
he' Ic CI' c2' J CI J

/-l~l)(TC2) > /-l~l) for jEg, then

f he:= the leading column coefficient matrix of T(z,z-1), denoted by f he(T); and

f lc:= the trailing column coefficient matrix of T(Z,Z-1), denoted by flc(T). 0

We can now generalize the well known properties of row properness and column

properness of polynomial matrices (Wolovich, 1974) to the situation of polynomial

matrices in two shift operators.

Definition 3.3.4. Row proper polynomial matrix.

A polynomial matrix TElR
p
x
q

[z,z-l] is called row proper with respect to lR[z] (IR[Z-l])

if rank f hr(T)=p (rank fl/T)=p).

T is called bilateraUy row proper if it is row proper with respect to lR[z,z-l], i.e.

rank f hr(T) = rank f lr(T) = p. 0
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The notion of bilaterally row properness of a polynomial matrix was first presented

in Willems (1986a).

Definition 3.3.5. Column proper polynomial matrix.

A polynomial matrix TElRpxq[z,z-1] is called column proper with respect to lR[z]

(lR[z-1]) if rank r hc(T)=q (rank rlc(T)=q).

T is called bilaterally column proper if it is column proper with respect to lR[z,z-1],

Le. rank r hc(T) = rank rlc(T) = q. 0

Parametrizations in polynomial matrix form are generally not used in a representa

tion with both shift operators (1 and (1-1. It is common to apply either one of the

two shift operators and to represent the applied shift operator in the name of the

model representation concerned. In accordance with the nomenclature as presented

in Janssen (1988a), the following definitions are given.

Definition 3.3.6. Parametrization in backward difference equation (BDE) form.

A polynomial matrix parametrization M : E> -+.it with ~E is said to be inP P p,m,r
backward difference equation (BDE) form, if E> cIRPx(p+m+r)[z-1]. 0

P

Definition 3.3.7. Parametrization in forward difference equation (FDE) form.

A polynomial matrix parametrization M : E> -+.it with ~E is said to be inP P p,m,r
forward difference equation (FDE) form, if E> CIRPx(p+m+r)[z]. 0

P

In order to make a clear distinction between the two sets of polynomial matrices,

we will denote Tb as a general element TbEIRPx(p+m+r)[z-1], and Tf as a general
element TfEIRPx(p+m+r)[z].

Note that for any model MEE a representation in either BDE-form or FDE-form

always exists. Both representations can be transformed into one another by pre

multiplication of the rows in the polynomial matrices by (positive or negative)

powers of z. This shift operation will not change the system behaviour, since it

corresponds with a unimodular premultiplication.

However the two representations do make a difference when we consider model sets

that are defined by specific restrictions on the polynomial matrices Tb or Tf. In

general, model sets based on BDE or FDE parametrizations are constructed by

restricting the degrees of the different polynomial entries in the matrices Tb or Tf.

However similar restrictions on the structures of these polynomial matrices will
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generally lead to different model sets.

3.3.2 Model sets based on BDE-parametrizations
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(3.3.1)

Sets of (ijojpr)-models that are based on BDE-parametrizations are represented

in terms of polynomial matrices T(z-I)=[P(Z-I) 1-Q(Z-I) !_R(Z-I)]ElRp x(P+ffi+p)[z-I].

Corresponding parametrizations are very often restricted to the situation that

P(z-l) and R(Z-I) are monic polynomials, see Ljung (1987), Le. :

P( -1) - I P -1 P -np
Z - + _lz + ... + -n/

d R( -1) - I R -1 R -nran z - + _lz + ... + -nrz

with -np = Il}(p), -nr = 1l}(R).

This specification automatically meets both requirements of (ijojpr)-models, i.e.

detlR(z)P(z-1)iO and detlR(z)R(z-l)iO, and additionally it guarantees that y does not

anticipate u, Le. there is a causal relationship between the input u and the output

y. It can easily be verified that the specification (3.3.1) brings the models into a

l-step ahead prediction error form. However by adding some extra restrictions, the

model set can easily be formulated in an output error form (e.g. by the restriction

R(Z-I)=P(z-I)) or in an equation error form (e.g. by R(z-I)=I, corresponding to

nr=O).

Model sets based on BDE-parametrizations are obtained by considering all polyno

mial matrices in the specific class as specified above, that are restricted in com

plexity by prescribing the maximum degrees of the polynomial matrices involved:
t19(p) > _n(ij) ij'En' .

1J - P ,'!:.'

~;(Q) ~ _n~ij) , iE~;jEm; (3.3.2)

t19(R) > _n(ij) i j'En'
1J - r " !:.'

with n(ij) n(ij) n(ij) a priori specified integers> O.
P , q , r -

In the so called full polynomial forms there is no difference between the polynomial

degrees of the different entries in the matrices, leading to the restrictions:

f..l}(P) ~ -n
p

' 1l}(Q) ~ -n
q

and 1l}(R) ~ -nr (see e.g. Hannan, 1976).

In the so called prescribed maximum lag forms more structural specifications are

given for the model set, by prescribing the maximum column degrees of the poly

nomial matrices: f.l~l)(P) ~ -n~j), f.l~l)(Q) ~ -n~j), f.l~l}(R) ~ -n~j), i and j running

over the proper integer interval (see e.g. DeistIer, 1983).
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(3.3.4)

(3.3.5)

(3.3.6)

Scalar forms are restricted to the special case that P(z-l) = p(z-l)Ip , with

p(Z-l)EIR[z-l] and Ip the pxp identity matrix (see Hannan, 1976, Gevers and Wertz,

1987b).

Without any further restrictions on the polynomials P, Q and R, the model sets as

indicated above are also denoted as ARMAX model set, while specific names are

used in the literature for model sets in which P, Q and R satisfy some additional

restrictions, e.g.:

* ARX models: restriction R(z-l)=I leading to a set of EE models;

* Finite impulse response (FIR) or Markov parameter models: restriction

Hyu(Z)EIRPXID[Z,z-l], e.g. by fixing P(z-l)=I.

In Ljung (1987) a basic model set for SISO systems is applied which can be defin

ed in a multivariable form by:
Hyu(z)=A(z-lr1F(Z-I)-lB(z-I); Hye(z)=A(z-I)-lD(z-1)-lC(Z-I); (3.3.3)

with A,B,C,D,F polynomial matrices of proper sizes, with prescribed polynomial

degrees, and with all polynomials monic except B.

This so called ABFCD model set can be represented in BDE-form by:

P(Z-l) = F(Z-l)D(z-l)A(z-I);

Q(Z-l) = D(z-l)B(z-I);

R(Z-l) = F(z-l)C(z-l);

where F and D are determined by F(z-I)D(z-I)=D(z-I)F(z-I).

This special form has the advantage that it is simple to separately parametrize the

contributions of the dynamics between u and y on the one hand, and e and y on

the other hand. E.g. by fixing A(z-I)=I, the transfer functions Hyu(z) and Hye(z)

are independently parametrized. This separation of system dynamics is quite com

mon in many situations where the residual e is considered as a disturbance signal

acting on the measured output y as an additive output noise.

Specific choices of subsets of this ABFCD-form can be made by fixing polynomial

matrices to I. For an overview of choices see Ljung (1987).

As an intrinsic advantage of model sets based on BDE-parametrizations it can be

mentioned that these model sets have very simple representations in terms of the

different residual forms PE, OE and EE, while keeping up with the restriction of a

causal relationship between input u and output y:

l-step PE: Standard form; no restrictions on P(z-l), Q(z-l), R(Z-l);

OE: Restriction R(z-I)=P(Z-I);

EE: Restriction R(z-l) is unimodular with respect to lR[z,z-l], e.g.

R(z-l)=I.
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The corresponding restrictions on the BDE-parametrization are easily dealt with

in an identification algorithm.

Model sets based on BDE-parametrizations are also treated in Gevers (1986),

Gevers and Wertz (1987b), Bokor and Keviczky (1987) and Janssen (1988a).

3.3.3 Model sets based on FDE-parametrizations
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Sets of (i/o/pr)-models that are based on FDE-parametrizations are represented

in terms of polynomial matrices Tf(z)=[P(z)I-Q(z)I-R(z)] E IR
pxq

[z]. In many re

spects model sets based on these parametrizations are dual forms of the model sets

based on BDE forms, however there are some important differences. In a dual

situation of the BDE-forms, as presented in the previous subsection, it would be

natural to restrict the polynomial matrices P(z) and R(z) to be monic (compare

eq. 3.3.1), leading to:

P(z) = I + P1z + P2z2 + .. + Pnpznp

and R(z) = I + R1z + R2z2 + .. + Rn/ r (3.3.7)

with np=O<u)(P) and nr=o<u\R),

thereby automatically satisfying the requirements detlR(z)P(z)/:O, detlR(z)R(z)/:O.

There are two direct consequences of this choice, that differ essentially from the

situation of BDE-parametrized model sets:

1. Restricting P(z) to be monic does not guarantee a causal relationship between

input u and output y; in other words: the transfer function Hyu(z)=p(z)-lQ(z)

is not necessarily proper. In order to arrive at a proper transfer function, addi

tional restrictions have to be imposed on P(z) and Q(z).

2. A similar consequence follows for the transfer function Hey(z). Since restriction

(3.3.7) does not automatically yield a proper transfer function Hey(z), additio

nal restrictions are required in order to arrive at a 1-step ahead prediction

error form. Extrapolating from definition 3.2.1, models satisfying restrictions

(3.3.7) can be considered to represent a 1-step backwards prediction error form.

These backwards prediction error models could be defined based on the forward

prediction error forms, allowing negative values of the prediction horizon. In

terms of the restrictions on polynomial matrix parametrizations (3.2.2), a

k-step backward prediction error model would require (P-1R-L)z-k to be a

proper rational matrix with LEIRPxP, nonsingular.

These two consequences for model sets satisfying (3.3.7), have motivated a treat

ment of FDE parametrizations that is different from the corresponding BDE pa-
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rametrizations. An additional argument for this separate treatment, and indeed a

very important one, will be given in the next section 3.4, when discussing the

complexity of models in terms of the McMillan degree.

In order to be able to arrive at model sets based on FDE-forms that intrinsically

satisfy conditions of properness of the transfer functions Hyu(z) and Hye(z), param

etrizations will be considered that satisfy restrictions on the leading row coefficient

matrices, by requiring that matrices P and R are row proper.

As in the situation of BDE parametrizations, the FDE forms are generally speci

fied by prescribing the maximum degrees of the polynomial entries in the polyno

mial matrices:
A.U.)(p) < n(ij) ..()i

J
- P , I,JE.Q.;

~;)(Q) $ n~ij), iE.Q.;jEm; (3.3.8)

tf~)(R) <n(ij) ..
IJ - r ' I,JE.Q.;

Model sets that are defined in this way and that are restricted by requiring that

matrices P and R are row proper with respect to lR[z] can simply be brought into

prediction error forms, as formulated in the following proposition.

(3.3.9)

(3.3.10)

(3.3.11)

(3.3.12)

(ii)

(iii)

Proposition 3.3.8.

Let .J( be a model set based on an FDE parametrization, defined by a set of inte-

gers {n(i) n(i) n(i)} iEn according to
p , q 'r ' .1::.'

.J(:= {MEt I B(M)=M (T), with T=[PI-QI-R]ElRpxq[Z];
p,m p

v~u)(P)=n (i) v~u)(R)=n(i) v~u)(Q)<n (i) iEn
I P'I r'l -q'.I::.'

and P and R row proper with respect to lR[z]}

then .J( is a set of k-step ahead prediction error models if and only if:

(i) n(i) < n (i) iEn' and
q - p' .1::.'

n(i) = n (i) iEn' and
r p'.l::.l

[p-lR - {rhr(p)}-lrhr~R)]zk is a proper rational matrix.

For k=l condition (iii) is automatically satisfied. o

Proof. See appendix A2. o

The result of proposition 3.3.8 shows that for additional restrictions to row proper

matrices P and R, l-step ahead prediction error models can be obtained by simple

restrictions on the row degrees of the polynomial entries in matrix T(z), as reflect-
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ed in (3.3.10) and (3.3.11). Formulations for FDE parametrizations in terms of

output error or equation error type of residuals are even less involved; these

situations actually are similar to the situation of BDE-forms, by requiring

R(z) = P(z) for output error models, and R(z) = I for equation error models.
p

3.3.4. Model sets based on state space representations
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In this thesis we have restricted ourselves to the use of the specific type of state

space representations as presented in chapter 2:

x(k+1) = A x(k) + [BuIBe] col(u(k),e(k))

y(k) = C x(k) + [DuJDe] col(u(k),e(k)) (3.3.13)
with the restrictions of minimality as reflected in proposition 2.4.8.

The requirement of the state space representation to induce an (i/o/pr)-model is

generally realized by restricting (3.3.13) to De=l p • This restriction creates a specif

ic l-step ahead prediction error model; under the additional assumption that the

residual e is the result of a zero mean Gaussian stochastic process, this form is

known as an innovations representation (Gevers and Kailath, 1973, Ljung, 1987).

As denoted in section 3.2, k-step ahead prediction error and output error models

require the simple restriction that De is nonsingular. Equation error type of models

are rather artificial in a state space representation; they are actually based on

polynomial parametrizations. Model sets of models parametrized in a state space

form are generally restricted by an upper bound of the state space dimension n. In

this representation the state space dimension is the straightforward measure of

complexity of models. A further discussion on this complexity follows in section

3.4.

At this moment we want to point at two specific aspects of state space representa

tions.

The first one is the possibility to separately parametrize the contributions of the

dynamics between u and y on the one hand, and e and y on the other hand, as for

the ABFCD model set in equations (3.3.3)-(3.3.6). This can be done by choosing

the following model structure:

x(k+l) = [~1 ~2] x(k) + [:1 o ] [ (k)]
B2 :(k)

[
U(k)]
e(k)

(3.3.14)
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In (3.3.14), (A
1
,B

1
,C

1
,Du) represents the dynamics between the system variables u

and y, whereas (A
2
,B

2
,C

2
,De) represents the dynamics between e and y.

As a second aspect we would like to point at a specific set of models that is not

directly based on the state space dimension of its representations, but on the de

gree of the minimal polynomial of A. The specific model set is parametrized by the

state space form:

0 I p But Bet0 BU2 Be2

x(k+1) = x(k) + [U(k)]
0 0 Ip e(k)

-arIp -ar -tIp . -atlp Bur Ber
(3.3.15)

y(k) = [Ip 0 o 1 x(k) + [Du De] [U(k)]
e(k)

The transfer function connected to this representation:

H (z) = C(zI-A)-IB + D (3.3.16)
y

can be expanded in a formal power series around z=oo, leading to:
00 k

H (z) = E Mk z- (3;3.17)
Y k=O

with {Mk}k=O,.. ,oo the Markov parameters of the transfer function. It follows from

the representation (3.3.15) that these Markov parameters can be written as:

Mo = D (3.3.18a)

M. = [B .IB.], iEr (3.3.18b)
1 Ul el -

r

M +' = E -a.M +.., j~l (3.3.18c)
r J i=1 1 r j-1

where {ai}.-1 are the coefficients of the minimal polynomial of A.
1- ,I

The model set is determined by an a priori chosen value of the integer r, the de

gree of the minimal polynomial of A.

This specific parametrization for a set of models has been introduced by Gerth

(1972), and is in an output error form (Bei=O, iEU further developed and applied

in Backx (1987). It has favorable properties in terms of the complexity of corre

sponding identification algorithms, which is also discussed in chapter 5.
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3.4. MODEL COMPLEXITY

3.4.1. Introduction
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The complexity of models is an important concept in the identification problem.

This notion of complexity has to be understood as a measure for the 'size' of mod

els. The more complex a model is, the more severe restrictions are imposed on the

admissible signals, the more coefficients it requires to represent the model in any

representation, the more the model 'explains' from a measured data sequence, and

consequently the better it is able to represent this measured data sequence.

For two dynamical systems 8
1
,8

2
EE, having equal signal set W, it can be stated

that if 8(8
1

) C 8(8
2
), then 8

1
is more complex than 8

2
, In this sense the dynamical

system that imposes no restrictions on the admissible signals (8=~) is the least

complex system (actually it explains nothing).

In view of the intended use of the model, the complexity of a model can also be

viewed as a measure of model 'cost'. The more complex a model is, the more ex

pensive it will be with respect to its intended application. In this respect it is fa

vorable to construct 'cheap' models, having small complexities. Moreover the pur

pose of modelling data sequences, is to represent a data sequence by a compact

model that is less complex than the data sequence itself. It has to be stressed that

a procedure of modelling should incorporate a considerable amount of data reduc

tion, in order to obtain models that do not depend heavily on random effects with

in the data.

Apparently there is a trad~ff between the two aspects mentioned above: the

more complex the model, the better it represents the data, but the higher the

model cost. In an identification problem, a proper choice has to be made regarding

this trad~ff.

The way in which we measure the model 'cost', or in other words the most suit

able definition of model complexity, will be dependent On the application of the

model that the experimenter has in mind. Dependent on this intended use, differ

ent aspects of the models will have to be considered for evaluation of the model

cost. Consequently no general statements can be made on the choice for a model

complexity, without taking account of the application of the model. The ambiguity

that can arise when dealing with model complexities will be illustrated in example

3.4.1.

The discussion on model complexity will be pursued on the basis of a general in-
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put-output dynamical system MEE with m inputs and p outputs. The presence
p,m

of a specific residual signal is not really relevant in this discussion. Moreover, any

(i/o/pr)-model can be considered to be an input-output dynamical system with

input (u,e) and output y. Although the (i/o/pr)-models in this chapter are

restricted to be controllable, we will not make this assumption for the systems

SEE to be considered in this section. This is motivated by the fact that we
p,m

want to be able to discuss the complexity of i/o parts of (i/o/pr)-models, while

these i/o-parts are not necessarily controllable.

Example 3.4.1.

Consider two dynamical systems S1,S2EE1,1' induced by polynomial matrices

Tl'T2' according to:

S1=M
p
(T1), T1(z,z-1) = [1Iz-5];

S2=M
p

(T2), Tiz,Z-l) = [l+alz-1+ . +a5z-51-blZ-L . -b5z-5], ai,bjEIR\{O}, iE!?.

Consider also the following possible choices for the complexity of a dynamical

system SEE:

1. c(1)(S): the dimension of a minimal (A,B,C,D) state space representation of S.

2. c(2)(S): the McMillan degree of the transfer function of the system.

3. c(3)(S): the minimal number of nonzero coefficients in a polynomial matrix

representation of the system.

Complexity measures c(1) and c(2) will be determined by the maximum power of

z-1 in T(Z,z-l), leading to c(1)(S1)=c(2)(S1)=5, and c(1)(S2)=c(2)(S2)=5. Conse-

quently, in terms of c(l) and c(2), S1 and S2 are equally complex.

c(3) only measures the number of nonzero coefficients in T, leading to c(3)(S1)=2

and c(3)(S2)=11. In terms of c(3), S2 is more complex than S1'

A general statement on the suitability of these complexity measures can not be

given without taking account of the purpose (and consequently the 'cost') of the

dynamical system. 0

When an identification procedure generates a set of optimal models .At within the

original model set .it, it is favorable to consider the least complex models in .At as

the best (and cheapest) representation of the data. Therefore it is appropriate for

identification purposes to consider model sets of models with equal complexity; if

models should be compared with respect to their usefulness for representing the

data sequence, it is fair to search between models with the same level of complexi-
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ty. Note that in this respect, there exists a difference between the complexity

measures as chosen in example 3.4.1. For c(l) and c(2) it is relatively simple to

parametrize model sets of all models with a prespecified model complexity; consid

ering c(3), it is hardly possible to construct a model set of all models with an a

priori chosen fixed number of coefficients, without restricting the positions of these

coefficients in any parametrization. Especially for black box models it is therefore

more common to consider complexity measures as c(l) and c(2\ and to construct a

sequence of models sets ~ C .J4 c .J0. c .. where .Ati contains all models with

complexity S i.

A different notion of complexity that is relevant in an identification problem is the

notion of complexity of a model set. This notion should be understood as a mea

sure for the 'size' of a model set. Contrary to the notion of model complexity,

referring to the costs of application of the model, the complexity of a model set

. refers to the costs that are related to the identification procedure itself. The larger

the model set, the more lexpensive' it is to apply the identification criterion.

Note that a model set that is parametrized with 2 parameters, is much easier to

deal with than a model set that is parametrized with 36 parameters, although in

view of the model complexity, the models in the first model set might be more

complex.

Of course there can be a direct link between the two different complexities. In

situations that a model complexity has been defined and a model set contains all

models with a given complexity, the two notions actually coincide. The more com

plex the model set, the more complex the models that are contained. However in

situations in which a different philosophy is followed the two notions can essential

ly differ. In order to illustrate this we consider the following example.

Example 3.4.2.

Consider the following two model sets:

.Atl(n):= {MEElll M=M (Tl) with, p

Tl(z,z-1)=[I+alz-1+ . +anz'nj-b1z-L . -bnz-nj, ai,biEIR, iE~, and the two

polynomials in T1 being left coprime};

.At2(n):= {MEElll M=M (T2) with, p

T2(z,z-1)=[I+alz-1+ . +anz-nl-bnz-nj, and ai,bnEIR, iE~}

for some nEIN.

In terms of the complexity measures c(1\c(2) as presented in example 3.4.1, all
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models in vKl(n) and .J6.l(n) have complexity n. Moreover note that all models

within .J6.l(n) are also contained in ~(n). In other words, for all M2E.J6.l(n) there

exists a MIEvKl(n) such that B(M1)cB(M2)' Therefore it is appealing to consider

vKl(n) to be more complex than .J6.l(n). As a measure for this complexity we can

consider the minimal number of free parameters that is required for parametrizing

the model set; vKl(n) is parametrized by 2n+l parameters, and model set .J6.l(n) by

n+ 1 parameters. 0

The minimal number of parameters that is required for parametrizing a model set,

can act as a measure of complexity of model sets. However this notion can only be

defined properly for specific model sets, as will be formalized later on in this

section 3.4.

We would like to point at the difference between complexity of models and com

plexity of model sets. Counting the number of independent and free parameters in

a parametrization refers to the property of a model set, since numbers of parame

ters are connected with parametrizations, and parametrizations parametrize model

sets and not models.

In section 3.3 a number of model sets has been presented already, within which

one could distinguish an implicit notion of model complexity, such as e.g. certain

polynomial degrees in polynomial matrix representations, or the degree of the

minimal polynomial in a state space representation. In this section we want to

focus on more general notions of model complexity that are not directly brought

forward by one specific parametrization. In section 3.4.2 we will first elaborate on

the concepts of McMillan degree and minimal state space dimension, leading to a

generalized model order as a measure of complexity for .general dynamical systems.

A further specification of this model order is discussed by considering structure

indices, required for the construction of model sets that can be parametrized by

uniquely identifiable and differentiable parametrizations. Finally we will pay atten

tion to the minimal number of parameters for model sets with prespecified sets of

structure indices, and a link will be established with the notion of model complexi

ty as introduced in Willems (1987).

3.4.2. Model order and structure indices

We will start this section by considering the McMillan degree of a rational matrix

which is interpreted as the transfer function of a dynamical input-output system.
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DefinitiQn 3.4.3. McMillan degree oM'

The McMillan degree Qf a ratiQnal matrix H(Z)EIRPxrn(Z) is defined as

0M(H) := the sum Qf the pQlar degrees at all pQles Qf H(z).
I
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FQr finite poles this sum of the polar degrees can be determined by the sum of the

degrees Qf the denominator pQlynomials in the Smith-McMillan fQrm of H(z). The

polar degree at infinity has to be added to arrive at the McMillan degree (see e.g.

Kailath, 1980). There exists a close connectiQn between the McMillan degree of a

transfer function and the minimal state space dimension that is required for repre

senting the corresponding input-output system. This is formulated in the following

proposition.

PropQsition 3.4.4.

Let M be an input-output dynamical system ME~ that is controllable andp,rn

causal, and let H(Z)EIRPxm(Z) be the proper transfer function of M. Then

0M(H) = o(h ) with h EIR[z,Z-l] the least common denominator of all minors of H;
c c

= the minimal state space dimension of any realization (A,B,C,D) of M.o

The prQposition is a classical result from the theory of dynamical systems, see e.g.

Rosenbrock (1970) and Kailath (1980).

The McMillan degree is considered to be a measure of model complexity that is

related to the transfer function of an i/o dynamical system. Therefore it takes

account only of the cQntrollable part of a dynamical system and it neglects any

noncQntrollability. The state space dimension of a minimal (A,B,C,D) state space

representation is only defined for causal systems, related to proper transfer func

tions H(z). For this reasQn it is appropriate to consider a closely related measure

of cQmplexity that takes account of both nQncontrollable as well as noncausal parts

in a system. TQ this end we will use the fQllowing notiQn of mQdel order, formulat

ed in terms of the model behaviour.

DefinitiQn 3.4.5. MQdel order n(M).

Let M=(71, W,B) be a dynamical system ME~ . Then define the order of M as:p,rn

n(M):= ~ (dim(lf) - dim(Lf-l) - m) with dim(S-l):=O. (3.4.1)
N=O
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The expression (3.4.1) is proposed by Willems (1986a). The connection of n(M)

with the McMillan degree and the minimal state space dimension is presented in

theorem 3.4.7. For purpose of notation we first have to define the concepts of

minor degrees in a polynomial matrix.

Definition 3.4.6. Minor degrees.

Let T be a polynomial matrix TElRpxq[z,z-l], then denote with

1I"~u)(T) := the highest power of z over all ixi-minors of T(z,z-l);
I

1I"~l)(T) := the lowest power of z over all ixi-minors of T(Z,Z-l);
I

o

Theorem 3.4.7.

Let M be an input-output system ME~ , with M=M(T), T=[PI-Q] andp,m p
TEIRPx(p+m)[z,z-l]. Then

a. n(M) = 1I";u)(T) - 1I";l)(T); (3.4.2)

b. there exists a permutation matrix XElRqxq such that

- M*=M (TX) is a causal i/o system with m inputs and p outputs, and
p

- M*=M (A,B,C,D), with (A,B,C,D) a minimal realization with state space
s

dimension n=n(M)=n(M*);

c. n(M) ~ I5
M

(P-lQ) with equality if and only if rankCT("\,,.\-l)=p for all OJ''\EC,

or equivalently M is controllable.
p

d. n(M) $ E v.(T) with equality if and only if T is bilaterally row proper. 0
i=l I

Proof. Parts (b) and (d) are proved in Willems (1986aj; the proofs of parts (a)

and (c) are given in appendix A3.

Note that the model order n(M) is invariant for any shift in polynomial matrix T,

Le. for premultiplication of Twith z or z-1.

It follows from this theorem that n(M) is a generalization of both the McMillan

degree of a transfer function and the minimal state space dimension of a state

space representation. If M is causal then the permutation matrix X can be chosen

the identity matrix and n(M)=n. If M is non-eausal, the signal variables w can be

reordered such that the reordered system M* is causal and again allows a state

space representation with minimal dimension n(M). The model order n(M) is

invariant for any nonsingular constant column operation on T. Note that B(M*) is
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constructed according to wE8(M*) <=} XWE8(M).

For some specific situations the expression (3.4.2) can be further simplified.

Proposition 3.4.8.

Let M and T be as in theorem 3.4.7. Then

1r(u)(T) = ~u)(det(P)) if and only if P-1Q has no poles in Z=oo;
p

1r(l)(T) = ~l)(det(P)) if and only if P-1Q has no poles in z=o.
p

Proof. See appendix A4.
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Note that the absence of poles in Z=oo refers to the situation of a proper transfer

function, and consequently to a causal system. The results of theorem 3.4.7 and

proposition 3.4.8 contain a generalization of the results on the McMillan degree of

MFD and ARMA models as reported in Janssen (1988a,1988b), where separate

results were derived for models represented in one of the shift operators a or a-I. A

generalized model representation in both shift operators leads to an overall theory

that covers both situations of (FDE)- and (BDE)-parametrizations, where a and

a-I are treated separately. The connections with the results of Janssen

(1988a,1988b) are shown in the following corollary.

Corollary 3.4.9.

Let M be an input/output system ME~ , withp,m

M=Mp(Tf), Tf=Tf(Z)=[Pfl-Qf]EIRPx(p+m)[z], and

M=M (Tb), Tb=Tb(Z-I)=[Pbl-Qb]EIRPx(p+m)[z-I].
p

a. If rank(Tf(.-\)=P for .-\=0 then 1r~l)(Tf) = 0;

b. If rank(Tb(.-\)=P for .-\=0 then 1r~u)(Tb) = 0;

c. If (Pf,Qf) is left coprime with respect to lR[z], and piQf has no poles in Z=oo

then cM(piQf) = n(M) = ~u)(det(Pf));

d. If (Pb,Qb) is left coprime with respect to IR[z-l] and Pb1Qb has no poles in z=O

then CM(Pb1Qb) = n(M) = -~l)(det(Pb))' 0

Proof. See appendix A5.

There is a certain symmetry in the expressions for BDE- and FDE-representations

of models. However there are still some important differences. In order to be able
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to extract the model order from the (autoregressive) parts Pb,Pf only, different

restrictions on the transfer functions have to be satisfied. In the case of the FDE

representation this restriction is the quite natural condition of causality of the

system (the system should not contain anticipations). In the case of BDE represen

tations the condition of H(z) having no poles in z=O (the system should not con

tain any delays) is much more restrictive. This is exactly the reason why model

sets of causal models with specified model order n(M) are much easier to parame

trize in FDE-form than in BDE-form.

In view of the properties of corresponding parametrizations, specification of this

model order n(M) is not sufficient as a basis for the construction of suitable model

sets. It is a well known result that for multi output systems (p>1), it is not possi

ble to construct one single identifiable and differentiable parametrization for all

causal dynamical systems with prespecified value of n(M), see Hazewinkel and

Kalman (1976). However it is possible to parametrize this model set by a finite

number of differentiable and identifiable parametrizations. Two philosophies that

can be followed in the construction of such parametrizations are reflected in the

parametrizations based on canonical (nonoverlapping) forms (see e.g. Guidorzi,

1981) and the parametrizations based on pseudo--canonical (overlapping) forms (see

e.g. Guidorzi and Beghelli, 1982; van Overbeek and Ljung, 1982; Gevers and

Wertz, 1984; Correa and Glover, 1984a, 1984b). In both situations the model set

.Al of all models with a fixed order n, is considered as the union of a finite number

of model sets .Al = U .J4, where each model set .Ali is characterized by a set of
i

structure indices, and where for each model set .Ali an identifiable parametrization

can be constructed that is differentiable. The terms "canonical" (nonoverlapping)

and "pseudo--canonical" (overlapping) straightforwardly refer to the situation that

the model sets .Ali are disjoint (.Ali n ~ is empty for i=Fj) or overlapping (.Ali n ~
is nonempty for i=Fj).

In order to arrive at these model sets .Ali, an additional decomposition of the

model order n is applied, by splitting up n(M) as the sum of a number of structure

indices. We will now take a closer look at these structure indices.

Definition 3.4.10. Observability indices (1·)· 1 .
I 1== ,.,p

Let (A,B,C,D) be a state space representation of a dynamical system MEE ,
p,m

with C = [ci c; .. c~f Consider the observability matrix

(J= [CT ATCT .. (ATt-1CT]T and evaluate the linearly independent rows in (J
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from top to bottom. Order these independent rows as

{ A A'Yl-l A'Yp-l}cl'c1 ,.. ,c1 ,oo,cp,oo,cp

then the integers ('Y.). -1 are defined to be the observability indices of the realiza-
11- ,.,p

tion (A,B,C,D). 0

The notation ('Y)i=l,.,p refers to a mapping 7ln[l,p] -> 7l+' which means that the

ordering of the observability indices is of importance, (e.g. (2,1) f. (1,2)). When

writing {'Y'}'-l we will refer to a set with p elements, where consequently any
1 1- ,.,p

ordering of the elements is not relevant.

In the case of a minimal realization (A,B,C,D) it follows directly that
p
L 'Y. = n(M).
i=l 1

(3.4.3)

Corresponding structure indices can also be defined on the basis of transfer func

tions. The definition of these - so called - left dynamical indices will be adopted

from Forney (1975), Kailath (1980) and Janssen (1988a), and will not be further

elaborated here. For more details the reader is referred to these references.

Definition 3.4.11. Left dynamical indices of H(z), {11:'}'_1 .
1 1- ,.,p

The set of left dynamical indices {II:)i=l,.,P of a rational matrix H(z)EIRPXffi(Z) with

ran~(z)H = p, is defined as the set of row degrees of any minimal polynomial

basis in lR[z], for the rational vector space generated by the rows of the matrix

[I IH(z)]. Minimality of this basis is considered with respect to the sum of the row
p

degrees. 0

The name "left dynamical indices" for the structure indices in definition 3.4.11 has

been proposed by Janssen (1988a), where it is also proved that these left dynami

cal indices of H(z) sum up to its McMillan degree:
p
L II:. = 0M(H). (3.4.4)
i=l 1

Again, as in the case of the model order n(M), both sets of structure indices can be

related to each other in terms of a polynomial matrix representation, in order to

deal with both noncontrollable and noncausal dynamical systems.
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Proposition 3.4.12.

Let M be an input-output system ME~ , with M=M (T), T=[PI-Q],p,rn p
TEIRPx(p+rn)[z,z'l], and T bilaterally row proper.

a. The set of row degrees {v.(T)}'_l is invariant under premultiplication of T
1 1- ,.p

with a polynomial matrix that is unimodular with respect to IR[Z,Z'l];

b. The set of row degrees {v.(T)}'_l is equal to the set of left dynamical indices
1 1- ,.p

{I»i=l,.,p of P-1Q, if and only if (P,Q) is left coprime with respect to IR[z,z'l];

c. The set of row degrees {vi(T)}i=l,.p is equal to the set of observability indices

{-Y'}'-l of any minimal state space realization (A,B,C,D) that satisfies
1 1- ,.p

M (A,B,C,D) = M (TX) and XElRqxq a permutation matrix. 0
s p

Proof. See appendix A6.

Part a of the proposition actually shows that the set of row degrees of T is an

invariant of the system M.

Note that equality as meant in parts band c of the proposition, refers to the sets

of indices, Le. equality of the indices up to ordering.

As shown in proposition 3.4.12 the row degrees of any full row rank and bilaterally

row proper polynomial matrix act as a further structural specification of dynamical
p

systems with a model order n(M)= E v.(T). Consequently we can formalize this
i=l 1

set of row degrees as a specific set for a given input-output dynamical system.

Definition 3.4.13. Left structure indices of M; {P'}'-l .
1 1- ,.,p

Let M be an input-output system ME~ , and let TEIRPx(p+rn)[z,z·l].p,rn

The set of left structure indices of M, denoted by {P)i=l,.,P' is defined as the set of

row degrees {v.(T)}'_l of any bilaterally row proper matrix T that satisfies
1 1_ ,.,p

M=M (T). 0
p

As mentioned before, structure indices can generate a decomposition of the model

set of all models with a prespecified model order. It will be discussed in chapter 4

that the structure indices that we have dealt with so far, are related to the con

struction of such a decomposition in disjoint parts (sets of canonical forms).
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These structure indices are related to row degrees in a corresponding polynomial

matrix representation. Under some additional conditions, the column degrees of

such polynomial matrices can also be given an interpretation of structure indices,

referring to a decomposition of the above mentioned model set in overlapping

parts. This is formulated in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.4.14.

Let M be an input-output system MEE ,with M=M (T), T=[PI-Qj andp,m p
TEIRPx(p+m)[zj.

If M is a causal system, then n(M) ~ t ~~u)(P) with equality if P is column prop
i=l 1

er with respect to lR[z], and rank([P(..\)I-Q(..\)j=p for ..\=0. 0

Proof. This proposition follows from the proofs of theorem 3.4.7a, proposition

3.4.8, and corollary 3.4.9a. 0

Under the conditions mentioned in the proposition, the column degrees of the

matrix P also sum up to the order n(M), just as in the case of the left structure

indices of M, being determined by the row degrees of T. Model sets that are based

on specific sets of these column degrees will also be considered in the sequel of this

thesis.

3.4.3. Number of parameters and complexity

When we are dealing with model sets that contain all models with a prespecified

model order, it is very simple to order the different model sets according to their

complexity. The higher the order of the models in the set, the higher the model

complexity and consequently the higher the complexity of the model set.

However the question can be asked how to order model sets of models with pre

specified structure indices summing up to a fixed model order n(M), as illustrated

in the following example.

Example 3.4.15.

Let vN1 and vN
2

be two sets of input-output dynamical systems, defined by:

vN1:= {MEE2,21 M has a minimal realization with a set of observability indices
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(11'12) = (3,1)};

.it
2
:= {MEE

2
,2 1 M has a minimal realization with a set of observability indices

(11'12) = (2,2)};

Both model sets only contain models of the same model order n(M)=4. However

the two model sets are clearly different. Which model set is more complex? 0

We will formulate an answer to this question by evaluating the minimal number of

parameters that is required for a parametrization of the model sets. However in

order to be able to deal with a minimal number of parameters, a model set has to

satisfy additional constraints. In general terms, the notion of a minimal number of

parameters is not a properly defined measure. However the model sets that we will

be dealing with will appear to satisfy these additional constraints.

Definition 3.4.16. Minimal number of parameters; r(.At).

Let .it be a set of input-output dynamical systems, .JtcE, such that .it is homeo

morphic1 with an open and dense subset of IRr , with r=r( .At)EIN. Then

r(.At):= the minimal number of parameters that is required for parametrization

~A 0

If .it satisfies the conditions as formulated in the definition, then there exist T(.At)

parameters that are independent from each other, and that generically can be

given arbitrary values. Note that all model sets that are based on (almost) bijec

tive parametrizations in which the parameters can be given arbitrary real values,

independently from each other, automatically meet the requirements as formulated

in definition 3.4.16.

We will now consider the minimal number of parameters that is required for the

parametrization of a model set that is specified by the observability indices

(1)i=1,.,p. An implicit expression for this number of parameters is known in the

literature. In this thesis an explicit expression will be formulated.

Theorem 3.4.17.

Consider the set of input-output dynamical systems defined by:

.it 1 1:= {MEE I M=M (A,B,C,D), with (A,B,C,D) a minimal realizationp,m, 1,., p p,m s

1Homeomorphic means that there exists a homeomorphism, i.e. a continuous bijective mapping
whose inverse is continuous.
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(3.4.5)

(3.4.6)

with observability indices (1')'-1 }.
1 1- ,.,p

p 1 d
Then T(..It ) = 2 E k'Y~ + (m-1)n + pm + 2: (p2 - E t?) - s

p,m,'Y1,·,'Yp k=1 i=1 1

with: ('Yk
l )k-l the ordered set of observability indices; {1~}'-1 = {'Y.}·-1 '_ ,_,p 1 1- ,o,p 1 1- ,.,p

with 'VI > 'VI > • . > 'V'.
'1 - '2 - - 'p

p
nel+ is the model order of the models in..lt, n= E 1·;

i=1 1

de~ is the number of distinct values in {1'}'-1 ;
1 1- ,.,p

t., ied is the number of appearances of each of these distinct values in
1 -

{1i}i=I,.,p;

sel+ is the minimal number of permutations of adjacent observability

indices 'Yk, 1
k

1 in (1')'-1 for keQ::!, that is required for creating the+ 11- ,.,p

ordered set of indices (1~)'-1 . 0
1 1- ,.,p

Proof. See appendix A7.

Theorem 3.4.17 presents a new and (more or less) explicit expression for the

minimal number of parameters that is required for parametrizing a model set

based on observability indices. Given a set of observability indices, the number of

parameters is maximal if the set is ordered according to 11~12~ . ~1p' and

minimal for a set that is ordered in reverse direction. In the situation

11=12= . =1p' it can be verified that expression (3.4.6) yields the well known

result:

T(..It 'V 'V) = n(p+m) + pm (3.4.7)
p,m"1,·,,p

which equals the maximum number of coefficients that may be required for

representing a dynamical system with order n.

In order to illustrate expression (3.4.6) the following example will be presented.

Example 3.4.18.

Consider the model set ..It with m=p=3, 11=3, 12=1, 13=6.
p,m,11,·, 'Yp

Now considering equation (3.4.6), there are two terms that are dependent on m:

mn+mp. In this example n=10 and mn+mp = 39. This number of parameters

refers to the parameters required in the matrices B (=mn) and D (=mp) in a

canonical observability form parametrization of the considered model set.
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(3.4.8)

The remaining number of parameters:
p 1 d

2 ~ k"(' - n + - (p2 - ~ t?) - s
k==l k 2 i==l I

refers to the parameters required in the matrix A of the parametrization mention

ed above.

In this example 'V' =6 'V' =3 'V' =1· t =t =t =1 and s=2 since it takes two per-
'I "2 ' '3 ' 1 2 3 '

mutations within the sequence of observability indices to arrive at an ordered set:

(3,1,6) ~ (3,6,1) ~ (6,3,1).

Substituting these numbers in equation (3.4.8) gives 2xI5-1O+~(9-3)-2 = 21.

Together with the previously obtained 39 parameters, this leads to a total of 60. 0

Comparing the number of parameters that is required for parametrizing model sets

.1t1, .J6J. ( E
2

,2 with observability indices (3,1) and (2,2), as formulated in example

3.4.15, it follows that T(.1t1) = 19, and T(.J6J.) = 20. Apparently, in view of the

minimal number of parameters, model sets are more complex if the observability

indices are closer together.

A different approach to deal with the problem of ordering model sets with models

having the same model order, is presented in the work of Willems (1987) and Heij

(1988), where use is made of a notion of complexity of a dynamical system, that is

able to distinguish between dynamical systems having the same model order. We

will briefly present this notion.

Definition 3.4.19. Complexity of a dynamical system MEE.

Let M=(7l, W,B) be a dynamical system MEE with W=lRq
. Then the complexity of

M is defined as a mapping C:E~(IR+l+, with c(M):=(ct(B(M), tE7l+) and

ct(B(M)):= t~1 dim If. (3.4.9) 0

Note that B
t
:=BI7ln[o,tr

Complexity of a dynamical system MEE has been defined as a sequence of real

numbers. It can be shown that for sufficiently large values of tE7l+'

ct(B(M)) = m + t~I' with m the number of inputs, and n=n(M), the model order.

This measure of complexity will be illustrated later on in more detail; first we will

add a rule of partial ordering of c(M).
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Definition 3.4.20. Partial ordering of c(M); (Willems, 1987).

Let M1, M2 E ~ be two dynamical systems. Define a partial ordering of the corre-

sponding complexities c(M1), c(M2) by:

{c(M1) ~ c(M2)} if and only if {ct(B(M1)) ~ ct(B(M
2
)), for all tEll+}. 0

Since this ordering is partial, there exist situations that neither c(Ml)~c(M2)' nor

c(M1)5c(M2) holds true. In Willems (1987) two suggestions are presented for mak

ing this partial ordering a total one; however in this thesis we will restrict atten

tion to the ordering as defined in definition 3.4.20.

In view of this partial ordering three levels of decision can be distinguished in the

ordering of complexities of two models.

For two dynamical systems M1E~ , M2E~ , it follows that (Willems, 1987):
Pl.m l P2,m2

1. If C(Ml)~c(M2) then ml~m2.

2. If C(Ml)~c(M2) and ml=m2 then n(Ml)~n(M2)'

3. If ml=m2 and n(M1)=n(M2) then the ordering of complexity is completely

determined by the sets of left structure indices of Ml and M2.

In this thesis we will always consider models with a prespecified number of inputs

and outputs, and consequently situations 2 and 3 show that the complexity c(M)

acts as a further specification of the model order n(M). Further analysis of situa

tion 3, as described above, shows the following result.

Proposition 3.4.21.

Let MI,M2E~ with left structure indices {/l)}'_l and {/2)}'_1 .
p,m 1 1- •.p 1 1- l'P

Consider the partial ordering of model complexities c(M1), c(M2) as defined in

definition 3.4.20, then

{c(Ml)~c(M2)} if and only if { t min(/l),t) ~ t min(p~2),t), for all tEll+}.
i=l 1 i=l .1

(3.4.10) 0

Proof see Willems (1987).

Note that the complexity c(M) is evaluated on the basis of the set of left structure

indices of M. Knowing the left structure indices of the models, there is a simple

rille for evaluating the ordering of the complexities. A consequence of this is, that

it does not make any difference if these structure indices are reordered. This is in
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contrast with the expression for the number of parameters of model sets with

prespecified observability indices, where a reordering of indices indeed makes a

difference. Now let us return to the situation of example 3.4.15.

Example 3.4.22.

Consider the two model sets of example 3.4.15 and consider two models M1E.J(1

with observability indices "(~1)=3, "(~1)=1, and M2E.J(2 with observability indices

",(2)=2 ",(2)=2 For the considered models {",(i) ",(i)} = {p(i) p(i)} i=12 (see
'I "2 . 'I "2 1 ' 2' , I

proposition 3.4.12c), we can evaluate the complexities of the models on the basis of

these observability indices. Evaluation of the expression on the right hand side of

(3.4.10) gives the following result:

t 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

MI 0 2 3 4 4 4 4

M2 0 2 4 4 4 4 4

p
TABLE 3.3 Expression E min(p.,t) for t=0,.,6, for two models MI, M2 with

i=1 1

p(M
1
)={3,1}, p(M

2
)={2,2}.

This leads to the conclusion that c(M1) $ c(M2). o

The example shows a result that is similar to the situation of considering the

minimal number of parameters of the model sets. In this current situation models

are more complex when the left structure indices are closer together. In other

words: the more 'generic' a system, the more complex it is. It has been stressed in

Willems (1987) and Heij (1988) that this measure of complexity is not based on

any number of parameters, but only on dimensions of trajectory spaces.

However the impression exists that there is a close relationship between the model

complexity c(M) of a dynamical system with left structure indices {Pi(M)}i=I,.,P

and the minimal number of parameters r(.J( ), with {P'}'-1 ={'Y.}'-1 '
p,m, "(I,., "(p 1 1- ,.,p 1 1- ,.,p
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and 'Yl~'Y2~ . ~'Yp. The ordering of these observability indices can be made feasible

by considering that in the expression for the model complexity, the ordering of the

left structure indices is not relevant. This means that all possible orderings of the

corresponding observability indices have to be taken into account. Since the order

ing of observability indices in decreasing order generates the maximum number of

required parameters, this worst-case situation has to be taken as a starting point.

In the following example a possible relation between model complexity and mini

mal number of parameters is illustrated.

Example 3.4.23.

Consider the class of models with 3 outputs, 3 inputs and model order n(M)=9,
p

and with all models M satisfying: p.(M)~l for iE~, and ~ p.(M)=9.
1 i=l 1

P
In the following table the expression ~ min(p.,t) is evaluated for the different

i=l 1

possible sets of structure indices, in order to evaluate the model complexity.

A comparison is made with the minimal number of parameters required, as reflect-

ed by r(.Jt 'V 'V) with {P'}'-l = {'}'.}·-l ' and 'Yl~1'2~ . ~1' .p,m, 11,., IP 1 1- ,.,p 1 1- ,.,p p

It follows from table 3.4 that c(Ml)~c(M2)~c(M3)~c(M4)'and c(M5)~c(M6)~c(M7)'

while c(M4Hc(M5) and c(M5Hc(M4). If we evaluate the complexity by the mini

mal number of parameters, we come to the same conclusion, taking notice of the

fact that for M4 and M5 the corresponding number of parameters is equal. 0

However the relation between c(M) and r( vIC) as suggested above is not as close as

might be expected from the previous example. This is shown in the following

counter example.

Example 3.4.24.

Consider two models M
1

, M2 E ~5 5' having 5 inputs and 5 outputs, and model,

order n(M )=n(M )=20, and with left dynamical indices p(M
1
)={7,5,4,3,1} and

1 2
5

p(M2)={8,3,3,3,3}. For both models the expression ~ min(p.,t) will be evaluated,
i=l 1

in order to determine which of the two models is more complex than the other.

Table 3.5 shows that neither c(Ml)~c(M2) nor c(M2)~c(Ml). If we evaluate the

number of parameters that is required to parametrize model sets with observability
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t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 r

p(M1)={7,1,1} 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 9 53

p(M
2
)={6,2,1} 3 5 6 7 8 9 9 9 56

p(M3)={5,3,1} 3 5 7 8 9 9 9 9 58

p(M
4
)={5,2,2} 3 6 7 8 9 9 9 9 59

p(M
5
)={4,4,1} 3 5 7 9 9 9 9 9 59

p(M
6
)={4,3,2} 3 6 8 9 9 9 9 9 62

p(M
7
)={3,3,3} 3 6 9 9 9 9 9 9 63
~

p
TABLE 3.4. Expression E min(p.,t) for t=I,.,8, for seven models MI, ., M

7
with

i=1 1

n(M.)=9 for all j=I,.,7j minimal number of parameters
J

r(.Jt ) with {-Y'}'-l ={P'}'-I and /l~ . ~ / .p,m,/l,.,/p I 1- ,.,p 1 1- ,.,p P

t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 r

M1 5 9 13 16 18 19 20 20 20 207

M
2

5 10 15 16 17 18 19 20 20 209

5
TABLE 3.5. Expression E min(p.,t) for t=I,.,9, for two models M1,M2 with

i=1 1

p(MI)=(7,5,4,3,1), p(M
2
)=(8,3,3,3,3); minimal number of parame-

tersr(.Jt '" ) with (i-)'-I 5= (P')'-I 5"
p,m, ,l",/P 1 1- '" 1 1- '"
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indices (7,5,4,3,1) (.1(1) or (8,3,3,3,3) (.1(2)' it follows that T(.1(I)=207 and

T( .1(2)=209. Apparently there is a distinction in the number of parameters T,

whereas the complexity c(M) does not distinguish between the two models. 0

Example 3.4.24 shows that evaluation of the complexity of a set of models with

prespecified model order n(M), by using the complexity measure c(M) or alterna-

tively by using the minimal number of parameters T(.1( ), with .1( as
p,m, 11," IP

defined in (3.4.5), can lead to different results.

With respect to this item, the following conjecture will be stated.

Conjecture 3.4.25.

Consider two dynamical systems M1, M2 E :Ep,m' Let M1, M2 have left structure

. . {(I)} { (2) P (1) P (2)mdlces p. '-1 ' p. }'-1 ,such that ~ p. = ~ p. = n, and denote the
1 1- ,.,p 1 1- ,.,p i=1 1 i=1 1

ordered left structure indices by:
{1/~1)}._ = {/1)}._ , with 1/(1) ~ 1/(1) ~ . > 1/(1) and

1 I-l,.,p 1 I-l,.,p 1 2 - p ,
{1/~2)}._ = {/2)}. , with 1/(2) ~ 1/(2) ~ . ~ 1/(2).

1 I-l,.,p 1 1=1,.,p 1 2 P

a. If c(M1) ~ c(M2) then T(.1( (1) (1)) ~ T(.1( (2) (2));p,m,1/i ,.,7}p p,m,1/i ,.,7}p

b. IfT(.1( (1) (1))~T(.1( (2) (2))thenp,m,1/i ,.,1/p p,m,7}i ,.,7}p

- c(M1) ~ c(M2) or

- c(M1)! c(M2) and c(M2) ! c(M1);

Apparently a decision for one model M2 to be more complex than M1, in terms of

c(M), where M1 and M2 have the same model order, is always confirmed by the

corresponding number of parameters T(.At) as defined before. On the other hand if

c(M) can not decide for an ordering of complexities between M1 and M2, T(.At)

possibly can. As such this measure T(.At) can extend the partial ordering of

complexities of models and model sets to a total ordering.

3.5 IDENTIFICATION CRITERIA

o

In section 2.3 we have presented a very general definition of an identification crite

rion, considering the criterion as a selection rule that determines optimal models
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(3.5.3)

(3.5.1)

(3.5.2)

out of a model set. This general definition allows a unifying approach to a great

number of system identification methods. However in this thesis we will mainly

. restrict attention to the use of the most straightforward choice of an identification

criterion, based on a (least squares) residual function. The restriction to this situa

tion should not be interpreted as an uncritical support of these methods, but mere

ly as an investigation into methods that are the most popular.

The following identification criterion will be considered:

IN(VN,~ = arg min ~s(eN)
ME.J( eNEt'N (vN,M)

T
with f~s a residual function ~s: E N-+ IRU{oo}, being specified by

N-l
a. tiS2 = b eT(t)e(t),

t=O

for signals in the Hilbert space 1
2
, having a finite energy for N-+oo, or

1 N-l T
b. ~Soo = N t~O e (t)e(t),

for signals that have an infinite energy for N-+oo, but that have a finite power,

like stochastic signals with a constant variance.

For finite values of N, both expressions (3.5.2), (3.5.3) will lead to the same identi

fication result IN(vN,~.

Since we are dealing with (ijojpr)-models, the set of admissible residual signals

t'N(vN,M) for a given model M, as in eq. (2.2.12), can be uniquely decomposed by:

(3.5.4)

where t'N
b

(yN,M) contains exactly one element, representing that part of t'N(vN,M)
o s

that is compatible with yN in M under zero initial conditions, and t'~ .t(vN,M),
IDl

representing that part of t'N(vN,M) that is caused by initial conditions, i.e. ele

ments of v(t) for t outside the interval TN=71n[O,N-1J.

Restricting the minimization in (3.5.1) to the set t'N
b
(v~,M), comes down to the

o s

identification of models under the restriction that initial conditions are fixed to

zero, as formulated in section 2.3.

For notational convenience the following expressions will be used:
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(3.5.5)

with (3.5.6)

The minimization of ti.Soo(e+) as formulated in equation (3.5.6) should be inter

preted in such a way that all residuals e+Et+(v+,M) are considered such that the

limit in (3.5.6) indeed exists. A similar expression can be used for JtS2'

As mentioned already in chapter 2, it is quite straightforward that these identifica

tion criteria, applied to (i/o/r) model sets, lead to a situation in which the model

sets are completely selectable and regularly partitionable by the identification

criterion, as discussed in section 2.3.

In the literature some identification criteria are known that apparently are exten

sions of the least squares criteria as presented above. We can think of criteria that

use weighted residuals e' in the residual function ~s(e') with e'=ne and nElRPxP
,

n nonsingular, or even a filtered residual e" being the output of a chosen i/o dy

namical system with e as input (see e.g. Ljung, 1987). It has to be noted that all

such identification methods can be represented in the form (3.5.1) by a proper

adjustment of the model set .At that is taken into account.

Least squares based identification methods actually can be interpreted to have a

statistical background. Under the additional (but very often unrealistic) assump

tion that a modelling error e is a realization of a zero mean Gaussian white noise

process with variance (7"21, it comes down to a maximum likelihood estimator.

However also without any statistical assumptions, a sum of squared residuals can

act as a measure of approximation, and consequently as an indication of the quali

ty of the model with respect to the representation of a data sequence.

In contrast with this, identification by instrumental variable methods actually is

brought forward by statistical assumptions on the data. Consequently it is much

harder to give it an interpretation in terms of approximation without these

statistical assumptions. For purpose of reference, we will formulate a basic instru

mental variable identification criterion in the context of this thesis.

A basic instrumental variable identification criterion J
IV

is specified by:
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• N N N N N' 1N-l . n' 7l. •
MEJ IY(v ,vi) {:::} {e EC (v ,M); N ~ Zi(t)ei(t)=O, wIth ZiE(1R 1) ,IE~, niE71.+}.

t=O

(3.5.7)

The signals Zi are called the instrumental variables; they are external signals that

have to satisfy some additional restrictions in order to guarantee that there indeed

exists a solution MEJN(vN,vi). These restrictions are both with respect to the prop

erties of the signals Zi and with respect to their number ni.

In basic instrumental variable methods, the instrumental variables Zi are chosen to

be delayed or filtered input signals u. An extensive treatment of IV-methods can

be found in SOderstrom and Stoica (1983).

Without any further comment we will present some other identification criteria

that can simply be formulated in our approach, but that will not be elaborated

upon in this thesis:

a. Identification methods based on maximum tolerated residual function.

Let .Jtbe a set of (i/o/r)-models; let an identification criterion be defined by:

IN(vN,vi) = {ME.Jtl 3eNEcN(vN,M), t(eN) 5 a, with a a prespecified maximum

tolerated level of the residual function fl. (3.5.8)

b. Total least squares identification (see e.g. Golub and Van Loan, 1980; Van

Huffel, 1987).

Let .Jt be a set of (i/o/r)-models with E=IRP+m; then

J~LS(vN,vi) = arg mi n l~s(eN) with eNEcN(vN,M) and (vN-eN)EdO,N(M).
ME.Jt

(3.5.9)

c. Frisch scheme (see e.g. Kalman, 1982; de Moor, 1988; Beghelli, Guidorzi and

Soverini, 1988).

Let .Jtbe a set of (i/o/r)-models with E=IRP+m; then

N( N JIl {. .ill N - N( N' . 1N-l ( T() . (2 2 )J F v,'''''') = ME "''''I 3e EC v ,M) wIth N- ~ e t)e t =dIag sl' . ,s , S.EIR,
t=O p+m I

N-l
iEp+m, such that ~ ~ e(t)yT(t)=O for yN=vN-eN, and

t=o

(3.5.10)

Note that in the criteria band c the number of residuals equals the total number

of inputs and outputs, which necessitates a wider model class than the class of
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(i/o/pr)-models as generally used in this thesis.

For an alternative and slightly different approach to the construction of identifica

tion criteria for descriptive and predictive modelling, the reader is referred to Heij

(1988).

3.6 DISCUSSION

In this chapter an overview has been given of model sets and identification criteria

that can be used for residual-based identification. General characteristics of models

have been presented in terms of their residual signals, leading to a classification in

k-step ahead prediction error (PE) models, output error (OE) models and equation

error (EE) models. Each of these types of models reflects a specific way of connect

ing a residual signal to the system's inputs and outputs u and y in the model

behaviour. Correspondingly, each type of model represents a specific way of dealing

with modelling errors. A choice for one type of model determines the "location" in

the model where deviations between model description and measured data are dis

counted. These residual properties of models have been defined on the level of

model behaviour, which makes it possible to evaluate them in different representa

tions of models, as in polynomial matrix, state space or transfer function represen

tations.

Several choices of model sets that are commonly proposed in the literature, are

positioned in the presented framework. The complexity of models has been consid

ered, which has led to the introduction of a model order that is a generalization of

both the classical concepts of McMillan degree and minimal state space dimension.

This model order is defined both for models that are not controllable and models

that are not causal. This approach is extended to corresponding structure indices.

By exploiting the advantages of polynomial matrix representations in the two shift

operators q and q-1, it has been possible to combine the separate theories on the

McMillan degree and the structure indices of models represented in an FDE-form

(in q) or in a BDE-form (in q-1), into a generalized theory.

The notion of model complexity, as introduced by Willems (1987), has been con

sidered, and a comparison has been made with the minimal number of parameters

that is required for parametrizing model sets with prescribed observability indices.

Using either one of these two concepts as a measure of model complexity, it is

possible to order model sets of models with a fixed model order but with different

sets of structure indices.

Identification criteria have been slightly passed in review, and it is shown that our
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general notion of an identification criterion encompasses a lot of existing identifica

tion techniques, from function minimization and instrumental variable techniques,

to identification of errors-in-variables models in the Frisch scheme.
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4. ON DISCRlMINABILITY AND IDENTIFIABLE
PARAMETRlZATIONS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Before we come to a discussion on identifiable parametrizations for the model sets

as described in section 3.2, attention has to be paid to the problem of discrimina

bility of model sets. As defined in section 2.3 a model set is called discriminable by

an identification criterion IN if the identification criterion IN can distinguish be

tween the different models in the model set.

For model sets that are not discriminable by the identification criterion, it is not

possible to construct uniquely identifiable parametrizations. In view of this, dis

criminability is a prerequisite for identifiability.

It has been illustrated in example 2.4.13 that (i/o/pr)-model sets without any

additional restriction are generally not discriminable by a standard least squares

identification criterion. This is due to the fact that there is a freedom of scaling in

the residual signal. Moreover in the example mentioned, this lack of discriminabili-
T .

ty of .,K coincides with the fact that v/ .,K = U If(M10
), I.e. IN(vN, vi) only

, ME.,K

leads to selected optimal models for data sequences that have been generated by

the input-output part of one of the models in the set itself (data sequences that

have been generated with residual zero)! Consequently IN(vN,vi) will generally be

an empty set. It has to be stressed that this situation is very undesirable, since the

identification criterion only offers the possibility of exact modelling, and not of

approximate modelling.

Therefore discriminability of model sets is not only required for arriving at identi

fiable parametrizations, but it also important in order to guarantee that one is

dealing with a nontrivial identification problem. Both items of discriminability and

identifiability will be considered in this chapter. We will restrict attention to the

asymptotic least squares identification criterion, and the model sets that will be

considered are the different types of model sets as discussed in chapter three.

The organization of this chapter is schematically represented in figure 4.1.

The representation within this figure is in accordance with the definition of an

identifiable parametrization, as formulated in definition 2.4.12.

When discussing the three different topics (a), (b) and (c), as denoted in the fig

ure, the different types of model sets, (PE), (OE) and (EE), will be separately

paid attention to.
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Identification criterion J~soo~
(a)

--I- ~ discriminable
+ f-by JLSoo

IModel set ~ I
(c)

4M identifiable
+

--I- by JLSoo(b)

Parametrization Mfor ~ Malmost bijective ~

FIGURE 4.1 Schematic representation of the requirements for a parame

trization Mof ~ to be identifiable by Jtsoo'

In section 4.2 it will be discussed how to construct model sets that are discrimina

ble by Jtsoo (part (a) in fig. 4.1); this property is not dependent on any parametri-

zation of the model set, but only refers to the situation that the identification

criterion can distinguish between the different models in the set. The second part

of this chapter, section 4.3, deals with the aspects that are related to the construc

tion of parametrizations (parts (b) and (c) in fig. 4.1). In the separate treatment of

PE and OE model sets (section 4.3.2) and EE model sets (section 4.3.3), first the

construction of (almost) bijective parametrizations will be discussed (part (b) of

fig. 4.1). This property is not dependent on the identification criterion, but refers

to the situation that (almost) all models in the model set are represented by a

unique set of parameters. In the same sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, the results pre

sented so far, will be combined in order to deal with the identifiability of parame

trizations.

Special attention will be paid to model sets of models with a prespecified model

order n(M).

Note that the final result of an identification procedure, Le. the set of optimal

models finally obtained, is only dependent on ~ and JtSoo' and is not influenced

by the parametrization. Consequently, in view of the topics that will be treated in

this chapter, only the way of constructing discriminable model sets will influence
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the set of selected optimal models.

The choice for considering the identification criterion over an infinite data length

is motivated by the following reasoning. When dealing with model sets and param

etrizations that are discriminable, respectively identifiable by an identification

criterion, it is undesirable that these properties have to reconsidered every time

the length of the data interval has changed. Therefore, in an identification situa

tion we will consider these notions to be independent of the specific length of the

data interval, by evaluating the situation for N->oo.

4.2 DISCRIMINABILITY OF MODEL SETS FOR LS IDENTIFICATION

4.2.1. Introduction

In this section 4.2, the discriminability of model sets will be discussed in view of

the least squares identification criterion JtSoo' In section 2.4 a number of examples

has already been presented, showing undesirable consequences in identification

procedures, if model sets are not discriminable. In order to get a better under

standing of what the discriminability problem is actually about, we will again

recall example 2.4.15.

Example 4.2.1.

Consider a set .It of (i/o/pr)-models consisting of two elements: .It = {MI,M2}

with MI=M (TI)Et11, with TI(z,z-l)=[ao+alz-ll-bo-blZ-ll-el],
p ,

and M2=M (T2)EtI 1' with T2(z,z-1)=[ao+alz-ll-bo-blZ-ll-e2],
p ,

with ao,al,bo,bl,cl,c2 fixed real numbers, ((ao+alz),(bo+blz)) coprime, and

Ic21 > Icd >0.

Considering the identification criterion JtSoo' and taking account of the fact that

Ic21 > Icli >0, it follows straightforwardly that M2 will always lead to a value of

the residual function ti.Soo that is smaller than the corresponding residual function

generated by MI' Consequently M1EJtsoo(v+,vIt)::} M2EJtSoo(v+,vIt) and .It is not

discriminable by JtSoo' For data sequences v+E U W(Mio
) it will hold that

ME.It

Jtsoo(v+,vIt) = {MI,M2L while for all other data sequences in vj,.ltthe set of

selected optimal models will be Jtsoo(v+,vIt) = {M2}. There does not exist a data
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o

As mentioned before in this thesis, the classical way of circumventing this problem

of nondiscriminability is to restrict model sets by restricting the parameters

ao/Ct=ao/C2=1. For the purpose of constructing identifiable parametrization this

restriction often is made effective by setting ao=ct=c2=1; However one can imag

ine that this restriction of the model set is only one choice out of a very large set

of possibilities, and what is more important: different ways of restricting the model

set in order to arrive at discriminability, generally lead to the selection of different

sets of optimal models.

Before we will start an analysis of this problem, we will first illustrate the previous

remark with a simulation example.

Example 4.2.2.

Consider an input-output system 8E~21' with W=YxU, Y=1R2 and U=IR (one,
input, two output system). 8=M (T*), with T*=[P*(z)I-Q*(z)]' and

p

* [Z2-2.38Z+0.2 1.16] * [0.10Z + 0.16]
P (z) = , Q (z) = .

-1.24z+0.57 z-o.327 0.676

A data sequence V+Es+
b

(8) is constructed by choosing the input u+ to be a zero
o s,y

N-1
mean white noise sequence, satisfying Lim k E u2(t) = 1. The data sequence v+

N.-;oo t =0

is disturbed to y+=(y+,u+) by disturbing the output y+ with an additive zero

mean and uncorrelated white noise sequence (+, according to y+=y++(+, and (+
N-1 N-1

satisfies Lim k E ((t)(T(t) = 12, and Lim k E ((t)u(t) = O.
N.-;oo t =0 N.-;oo t =0

The signal-to-noise ratios on the outputs y+ are 37.8 dB for y~ and 27.8 dB for

y~. This data sequence y+ will be used in an identification procedure.

In order to construct a model set of (i/o/pr)-models, consider the following set of

polynomial matrices: E> C IRPx(p+m+p)[z], defined by:

[

0' z2+0' z+O'
TEE> -+ T=[PI-QI-R] with P(z)= 113 112 111

0'212z +0'211
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[
/3 Z+/3 ] [CQ(Z)= 112 111, and R(z)= 1

/3211 0

107

with all parameters O',/3,cElR, and 0'113'0'121'0'212'0'222,cl'c2 unequal to O.

Within this set of matrices we consider the following two subsets:

e 1 = {TEel c1=0'113' c2=0'222}

e 2 = {TEel c1=0'121' c2=0'212}

generating the following two model sets:

uKl ={ME~\ 11 M=M (T) with TEe1}
, p

uK2 ={MEi';2 11 M=M (T) with TEe2}·
, p

We will now compare the selected optimal models M:1 and M:2, defined by

{M:1}=JtSoo(v+,uK1) and {M:2}=JtSoo(v+,.J(2)' This comparison will be made by

evaluating the Markov parameters of the i/o transfer functions Hyu(z) of both

optimal models, and by comparing these Markov parameters with the Markov

parameters of the original process that has been used to generate the data se

quence v+.

Figure 4.2 shows the three sets of Markov parameters that are related to the first

output YI.

•• .. •• 50 70 50

FIGURE 4.2. Markov parameters of the transfer function H (z) of the original
YIU

process S (--), and of the two selected optimal models

M:1E.J(1 (-x-) and M:2E.J(2 (---0-).

Figure 4.2. shows that the properties of the two selected optimal models are essen-
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tially different, illustrating that the choice between model set .1(1 and .1(2 is a

choice that really influences the dynamical properties of the selected optimal

models.

Note that, without loss of generality, the restrictions on the sets of polynomial

matrices 81, 82 can be formulated as C1=lI:'113=C2=ll'222=1 for 81, and C1=lI:'121=

C2=ll'212=1 for 82. This specific choice only influences the parametrization of the

model set and does not affect the model set itself, and leads to the restriction that

in 8 1 the polynomials on the diagonal of P(z) are monic, whereas in 82 this holds

for the polynomials on the antidiagonal of P(z). 0

After these illustrations of the importance of the notion of discriminability, we can

now start our analysis.

In all examples that we have presented we noticed that there is a problem of so

called residual scaling. This aspect has been clearly isolated in example 4.2.1.

Actually the problem of residual scaling comes down to the fact that in the model
71.

set .1(two models M1:fM2 exist, such that for all V+EV +:

M1EJtsoo(v+,.Jtj :} M2EJtSoo(v+,.Jtj. (4.2.1)

71.
This situation occurs e.g. if for all data sequences v+EV +, M2 leads to a value of

the residual function that is smaller than or equal to the corresponding value for

Ml"

Note that for model sets that are discriminable by JtSoo' equation (4.2.1) by defi

nition implies that M1=M2, leading to the conclusion that discriminable model

sets do not have the problem of residual scaling.

A special cause for model sets to be not discriminable by JtSoo is the occurrence of

J+--equivalent models (see definition 2.3.6), for which the expression (4.2.1) turns

into an equivalence relation:

M1EJtSoo(v+,.Jtj ¢::}M2EJtSoo(v+,.Jtj. (4.2.2)

In this section 4.2. we will analyse the conditions that have to be imposed on

model sets in order to be discriminable by the identification criterion Jtsoo' For

the different types of PE, OE and EE-model sets, as classified in chapter 3, differ

ent methods will be discussed to construct discriminable model sets. In subsection

4.2.4 it will also be shown to what extent different choices for arriving at discrimi-
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nable model sets, do not affect the input/output properties of the optimal models

obtained.

4.2.2. Conditions for discriminability

In this section a set of conditions is derived that will be shown to be sufficient

conditions for the discriminability of model sets by the identification criterion

Jtsoo' These sufficient conditions will be first presented in terms of model behav-

iours and secondly in terms of the corresponding transfer functions. In the analysis

of discriminability we will need a formal way of describing the set of admissible

residual trajectories of two (i/o/pr)-models operating on the same measured data

sequence v. This set is specified in the following definition.

Definition 4.2.3. Set of admissible residual trajectories of two models; .ge(M1,M2).

Let M1, M2 be two controllable (ijo/pr)-models, M1,M2Etp,m'

We define the set of admissible residual trajectories of two models M1,M2 by:

.ge(M1,M2) := {(et,e2)E(EPll 3VEv7l, (v,el)EB(M1), (v,e2)EB(M2)); (4.2.3)0

Actually .ge(Mt,M2) reflects the combined admissible residual trajectories of two

models, when driven by the same external data v. This set will be used when

comparing two models in a model set with respect to their occurrence in the set of

selected optimal models. A representation of this set .ge(Mt,M2) in a polynomial

matrix form is given in the following proposition. It will be shown that in this set

of combined residual trajectories the effect of the output signal y can be eliminat

ed, and that the relation between el and e2 can be described by using only the

input signal u as an auxiliary signal.

Proposition 4.2.4

Let M1,M2 be two controllable (i/o/pr)-models M1,M2Etp,m' M1=Mp(T1),

M2=M (T2), with T.=[P.I-Q.I-R.jEIRPx(p+m+p)[z,z'lj for i=1,2.
p 1 1 1 1

a. .ge(M1,M2)={(et,e2)E(EP)711 3UEJl, (u,et,~)EB (M (T )}, (4.2.4)
c p e

where TeEIRPx(m+p+p)[z,z'lj is defined by Te=[-Qel-VIRII-V2R2], with

V1,V2EIRPXP[Z,z'lj, nonsingular and left coprime such that Vl1+V2P
2
=O, and
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Qe=V1Ql+V2Q2;

b. In matrix T , as defined above, Q =0 if and only if B (M1io)=B (M2
io), or

e e c c

equivalently p~lQl=p;lQ2' 0

Proof. See Appendix A8.

The relation between el and e2 in ~(Ml,M2) is formulated, using the input signal u

as an auxiliary signal. Part b of the proposition shows that the contribution of this

auxiliary input signal is eliminated if and only if the two models are i/o

transfer-equivalent.

In order to arrive at sufficient conditions for discriminability of model sets by

Jisoo' the following philosophy will be pursued. A model set .At is discriminable if

for every model M in the set there exists a data sequence v+ such that

{M}=JiSoo(v+,.At). We are going to require that this situation will occur for a very

specific data sequence: a data sequence that has been constructed by the model M

itself. To this end consider an uncorrelated input signal u+, satisfying:

1 N-l T
Lim N E u(t)u (Hr) = 1m 8( r)
N-iOO t=O

(4.2.5)

where b( r) = 0 for riO, and b( r) = 1 for r=O; 1m is the mxm identity matrix.

Consider also an uncorrelated residual signal e+, satisfying:

and

1 N-l T
Lim N E e(t)e (H r) = I b( r)
N-iOO t =0 p

N-l
Lim k E u(t)eT(Hr) = 0
N-iOO t =0

(4.2.6)

(4.2.7)

Given such signals u+ and e+, every model ME.At can generate a trajectory

wM+=(YM+,u+,e+)Es+
b

(M) that is considered to contain maximal information on° s,y

this model M. Requiring that for this specific data sequence v~=(y~,u+) the set

of selected optimal models Jisoo(v+,.At) equals {M}, will lead to a set of sufficient

conditions for discriminability of .At by JiSoo' This situation is formulated in the

following theorem.
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1rheorem 4.2.5.

Let .J(be a set of controllable (i/o/pr)-models, .J(C E , and let MlE.J(.
p,m

Let (u+,e+) be signals satisfying equations (4.2.5)-(4.2.7) and let v~l=(Y~l'U+) be

a data sequence such that (v
M
+ ,e+)E.u+b (Ml).

1 0 s,y

Consider the following conditions:

(i)

(ii)

For all M2E.J(; (e+,e~)E.ge+(Ml,M2) :} ttSoo(e~) ~ ttSoo(e+)

For all M2E.J(:

((e+,e~)E.ge+(Ml,M2) A ttsoo(e~) = ttSoo(e+)} :} M2=Ml

(4.2.8a)

(4.2.8b)

If (i) and (ii) are satisfied for all MlE.J( then .J( is discriminable by Jtsoo' 0

Proof. Condition (i) of the theorem guarantees that the residual function ttsoo(e~)

of any model in the model set will always be greater than or equal to the residual

function generated by M1 itself. Condition (ii) guarantees that in the case of equal

ity of these residual functions, both models Ml and M2 have to be the same, which

ensures that {Ml}=JtSoo(v+,~. 0

We have formulated sufficient conditions for general model sets to be discriminable

by Jtsoo' An alternative set of sufficient conditions can be obtained by requiring

that each model M in the model set will be uniquely selected as an optimal model

for a data sequence that has been generated with a zero residual. 1rhe correspond

ing restrictions on the model set will be more severe, as formulated in the follow

ing theorem.

1rheorem 4.2.6.

Let .J(be a set of controllable (i/o/pr)-models, .J(c E . If for all Ml ,M2E.J(;
p,m

Ml fo M2 :} Ml = M2 (4.2.9)

then .it is discriminable by JtSoo' 0

Proof. Let ME.J(, and consider a signal w~=(v~,e+)E~bs,y(M), with e+=0,

v~=(y~,u+) and u+ satisfies equation (4.2.5). Consequently MlEJtsoo(V~,~ ¢::}
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{LiSoo(ei)=o for (ei,e+)E.ge+(M1,M)}. Applying proposition 4.2.4 it follows that

this is latter expression is equivalent with M1 fa M
2

. Under the condition as for-

mulated in the theorem, it follows that {M}=J~Soo(v~,.,i). 0

Theorem 4.2.6 shows that absence of distinct models that are i/O transfer~quiv

alent, is sufficient for guaranteeing discriminability of the model set by J~Soo'

We will now specify the conditions as formulated in these theorems in terms of the

transfer functions that are involved in the controllable (i/o/pr)-models.

In order to do so, we need an expression for the power amplification of dynamical

systems for the specific (white) input signals that we have applied (eq. 4.2.5).

Consider a dynamical input-<>utput system SE~ with input variable e1 andp,p

output variable e
2

, with S controllable and determined by the transfer function

H(z) E IRPXP(z). If ei satisfies the condition of a white noise sequence (4.2.6), then

LiSoo(ei)=p, and for all e~ such that (e~,ei)ES+(S) it can be verified that

LiSoo(e~) = tr[ k~tMT(k)M(k)l (4.2.10)

with t and M(k) defined by the Laurent expansion of H(z) around Z=oo, written as:
00 k

H(z) = 1; M(k)z- for some tE7l. (4;2.11)
k=t

IfH(z) is not analytical for any finite zE( with Izl~l, then Lisoo(e~) is not bound.

A rational matrix or transfer function that is analytical for Iz I~1, except possibly

in Z=oo, will be called stable.

Using these expressions we can now formulate an equivalent version of theorem

4.2.5 in terms of the transfer functions He(z)=[Hey(z)IHeu(z)] that are involved.

Theorem 4.2.7.

Let ""e
t

be a set of controllable (i/o/pr)-models

.At.
e

={MEE I M has a transfer function He(Z)EetCIRPx(p+rn)(z)}
p p,rn

and let M1Eviet with a transfer function H~l)(z)=[H~;)IH~~)]Eet.

Consider the following condition:
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(i) For all M E.Jt with H(2)(z)=[H(2)IH(2)]Ee and H(2)(H(1»)-1 a stable2 e t e ey eu t' ey ey

rational matrix, having a Laurent expansion around z=oo, written as

H~;)(H~~»)-l(z) = E M(k)z-k for some tE7l, it holds that
k=t

a. tr[k~t MT(k)M(k)] ~ p; and (4.2.12)

b. If M1 fa M2 and tr[k~t MT(k)M(k)] =p then M1=M2. (4.2.13)

If condition (i) is satisfied for all M
1
E.J(et' then .J(e

t
is discriminable by Jtsoo' 0

Proof. See appendix A9.

For two models M1,M2 as represented in theorem 4.2.7, the rational matrix

H~;)(H~~»)-l(z)will be denoted by H
e2e1

(z).

Condition (i), as formulated in theorem 4.2.7, can be satisfied by requiring that,

within a model set, any stable transfer function H (z) between two models can
e2el

be written as:

He (z) = 1+ E M(k)z-k for some tE7l. (4.2.14)
2el k=t

kf.O

Taking into account that H (z)=He(2y\H~yl)rl(z), it is a straightforward choice
e2el

to realize this requirement by imposing restrictions on the transfer function Hey(z),

or its inverse Hye(z), of the models in the set.

We have not been able to completely characterize the property of discriminability

for general model sets. This is probably due to the fact that such a characteriza

tion will be dependent on the specific type of model set that is taken into account.

In stead of this general characterization, sufficient conditions have been presented

that will turn out to be satisfactory when dealing with common model sets.

The result of theorem 4.2.7 can similarly be formulated for model sets that are

induced by (A,B,C,D) state space representations, as defined in section 2.4.
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After having stated the general conditions for discriminability of model sets with

respect to Jts' we will now focus on specific ways of obtaining discriminability.

Considering the classification of models in terms of their residual properties, as

presented in section 3.2, the following observation can be made.

K-step ahead prediction error models and output error models intrinsically contain

a nonsingular matrix LEIRPxP in their representation, as shown in definitions 3.2.1

and 3.2.3. This nonsingular matrix L is directed towards the relation between

outputs and residuals in the corresponding models, reflected in the transfer func

tion Hye(z). For both k-step ahead prediction error, and output error models, this

nonsingular matrix is defined to be L = Lim Hye(z). In view of theorem 4.2.7 and
z-iOO

the remarks made above, this property advocates a special restriction of model sets

in order to arrive at discriminability by J1soo' by fixing this matrix L for all mod-

els in a model set on beforehand.

Definition 4.2.8.

Denote with ,jpe (L), .Ate (L) any collection of k-step ahead prediction error
p,m p,m

models, c.q. output error models MEt ,with a prespecified -and for all models
p,m

equal- nonsingular matrix LEIRPxP as defined in definitions 3.2.1. and 3.2.3. 0

Theorem 4.2.9.

Any set of (i/o/pr)-models .£e (L) or.Ate (L) is discriminable by J+
LS

. 0
p,m p,m 00

Proof

The proof will be formulated by applying the result of theorem 4.2.7.

Let M1E.Jr (L) or .Ate (L), with M
1

having transfer functionP,m p,m

H~I)(z)=[H~~)IH~~)l E IRPx(p+m)(z). It follows from the definitions of prediction

error and output error models that H}~)(z) = [H~~\z)rl is a proper rational ma

trix and Lim H~~)(z) = 1. Let M
2

be any other model from the same model set
z-i(]()

with transfer function H~2)(z). Then consequently also Lim H};)(z) = 1. Now
z-iOO

consider the rational matrix H(z) = H~;)(H~~))-l = (H~;))-lH~~)(z); it follows
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that Lim H(z) = I, and H(z) = ~ M(k)z-k, with M(O)=I. Consequently
Z~ k=O

tr[ ~ MT(k)M(k)]~Pwith equality if and only if H(z)=I. Since H(z)=I together
k=O

with M1 to M
2

, or equivalently H~~)(z) = H~~)(z), implies M1=M2, according to

theorem 4.2.7 this proves the result. 0

Considering model sets with a fixed nonsingular matrix L=I, is the most common

situation in prediction error and output error modelling. We can compare this

situation with the stochastic innovations representation in (A,B,C,D) state space

form:

x(k+1) = Ax(k) + B u(k) + B e(k)
u e

y(k) = Cx(k) + D u(k) + e(k)
u

(4.2.15a)

(4.2.15b)

where actually the matrix De (= Lim Hye(z)) has been fixed to I. Note that we
Z~

have motivated the choice of a fixed matrix De by purely non-stochastic argu

ments.

One could ask what is the effect of the choice of a specific value of L. This matrix

L operates as a weighting matrix in the least squares identification criterion; by

weighting the residual signals one can express the relative importance that is at

tached to the different components of the residual e. Note that applying the identi

fication criterion J+LS to a model set .Jfe (L) or vir (L) is similar as applying:
00 p,m p,m

N-l
JtSoo(v+,.J((I)) = arg min Lim ~ I; eT(t)L-TL-1e(t) (4.2.16)

ME...K e+Et+(v+,M) N~ t=O

This comes down to the application of a weighted least squares identification crite

rion to a model set with L=I.

For a model set...K (L), as meant in definition 4.2.8, different choices of L are
p,m

possible, and in general different choices of L will lead to essentially different iden

tified models. In section 4.2.4 more attention will be paid to this aspect.

It has to be stressed that the result of theorem 4.2.9 shows that the only restric

tion on the transfer functions Hye(z) in the model set, is reflected by the condition

Lim Hye(z) = L. This means that there are no restrictions imposed on the positions
z~

of the zeros of this rational matrix, e.g. there is no requirement that Hye(z) should

be minimum-phase, as is a common restriction in identification methods (Ljung,
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1987). This will be illustrated in the following example.

Chapter 4

~xample 4.2.10.

Consider two controllable models M1,M2Ei\ 1 with,
M1=Mp(T1) with T1 = [z-a I -(z-b) I -(z-e)], and

M2=Mp(T2) with T2 = [z-a I-(z-b) 1-(z-e-1)], with a,b,cEIR and O<lcl<1.

The corresponding transfer functions Hye(z) can be written as:

H~~)(z) = ~~, which is minimum-phase, and H~~)(z) = Z-::'-~l which is the non

minimum-phase equivalent of H~~)(z).

7l.
For any data sequence V+EV +, it follows that (ei,e~)E.9t(Ml,M2) ¢::}

(u-e)e1=( u-e-1)e2. The transfer function relating these two residuals, can be writ-

z-e- 1 [z-e-1 ] -e- 1
ten as He e (z) = -- = c 1 C -- , with c _z- an all pass function, Le. its

1 2 z-e z-e z-e

power amplification is 1 for all possible residual signals e2.

This implies that for all v+ and e~Er-(v+,M2) such that ti.soo(e~) is finite and

unequal to 0, it follows that ti.soo(ei) = c-1 ti.soo(e~) > ti.soo(e~), and

consequently M1 can not be selected. However for all v+ such that eiEr-(v+,M1)

is a white noise sequence, ti.Soo(e~) will not be bound, since the corresponding

transfer function He2e/z) is not stable. In this situation M2 will not be selected.

Consequently M1 and M2 can be distinguished from each other. 0

We have shown how discriminability can be obtained for prediction error and

output error model sets, by using the matrix L which is intrinsically defined within

these models. The definition of equation error models does not point to a specific

restriction of the corresponding model sets, as in the situations mentioned before.

However also for equation error models discriminability can be achieved. One of

the options is to choose prediction error or output error form restrictions, i.e. by

requiring the ~~ model set to satisfy Lim Hye(z) = L with the nonsingular
z-lOO

LEIRPXP fixed over the model set (PE-form), or even Hye(z) = L (OE-form).

Apart from these possibilities, equation error models give extra opportunities to

restrict the corresponding model sets to be discriminable, by exploiting the fact

that the residual e is observable from the external signals v. In the sequel of this
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section this is going to be discussed.

In accordance with the definitions, as given in chapter 3, an (i/o/pr)-model

MEi; is an equation error model if and only if the corresponding transfer func-p,m

tion He(z)=[Hey(z)IHeu(z)] is a polynomial matrix, Le. He(Z)EIRPx(p+m)[z,z-l]. This

special property points to alternative ways for obtaining discriminability, through

restrictions on the polynomial degrees in this transfer function.

In this line of thought we will present some results for discriminability of equation

error model sets. Without loss of generality, as will be shown later on, we will

restrict attention to models having a transfer function He(z) that is polynomial in

one indeterminate, He(Z)EIRPx(p+m)[z].

Theorem 4.2.11.

Let Elt be a set of polynomial transfer function matrices: 8 tCIRPx(p+m)[z] with

HeE8t written as He=[HeyIHeu] and ran~(z)Hey=p for all HeE8t, and let L be a

nonsingular matrix LEIRPxP.

Consider the set of equation error models:

JIle(L) = {MEt I M has transfer function He(z)E8t, and f
h

(Hey)=L}, (4.2.17)v"8 t p,m r

and consider the following conditions.

(i)

(ii)

H~1) ,H~2)E8t :} v~u)(H~~») = v~u)(H~~») for iEg;

H(l) H(2)E8t :} f: v(u)(H(l») = f: v(u)(H(2»). and
e , e i=l i ey i=l i ey'

HeE8t :} rank[Hey(O)IHeu(O)]=p.

(4.2.18)

(4.2.19)

(4.2.20)

If 8 t satisfies (i) or (ii) then "*8:(L) is discriminable by Jtsoo'

Proof. See Appendix All.

o

In theorem 4.2.11 discriminability of some equation error model sets has been

shown. The restriction that is required for obtaining discriminability, is not pre

sented in the form of a fixed Markov parameter of the transfer function Hye(z),

but in the form of a fixed leading row coefficient matrix of the polynomial transfer

function Hey(z). Some additional conditions have to be fulfilled, such as a fixed set

of row degrees of Hey(z), or a fixed sum of row degrees of Hey(z) and absence of

uncontrollable poles in the models. Note that equation (4.2.20) is equivalent with

the condition that the i/o-parts of the models should have no uncontrollable poles
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in z=o. Equation (4.2.20) together with (4.3.17) forces polynomial matrix He to be

bilaterally row proper.

Under the additional condition on 8 t, that HeE8t ::} Hyu is a proper rational

matrix, condition (ii) of theorem 4.2.11 guarantees that all models in "'8:(L) will

have model order n(M)= t v~u\Hey). This can be understood by applying theorem
i=l I

3.4.7d, considering that ME JIl:'e(L) can be written as M=M (T) withv1Bt P

T=[Heyj-Heul-I] .

In theorem 4.2.11 a restriction has been made to model sets based on polynomial

transfer functions He(z) that are antiproper (i.e. He(Z)EIRPx(p+m)[z]). This is not a

severe restriction, since any shift in the residual signals can be applied without

changing the essential characteristics of the model sets. More attention will be

paid to this in section 4.2.4.

In the previous part an EE model set has been restricted in terms of the row de

grees of the polynomial transfer functions He(z). In a similar situation the discrim

inability can be evaluated of model sets that are restricted in terms of their corre

sponding column degrees instead of row degrees. This situation is formulated in the

following theorem.

Theorem 4.2.12.

Let 8 t be a set of polynomial transfer function matrices: 8 tCIRPx(p+m)[z] with

HeE8t written as He=[HeyIHeu] and ranklR(z)Hey=p for all HeE8t, and let L be a

nonsingular matrix LEIRPxP.

Consider the set of equation error models:

JIl:'e(L) = {MEt I M has transfer function He(Z)E8t, and r
h

(Hey)=L}, (4.2.21)v1Bt p,m c

and consider the following conditions.

(i)

(ii)

H~1),H~2)E8t ::} p~u)(HW) = p~u)(H~;») for iEEj

H(l) H(2)E8t ::} t p(u)(H(l)) = t p(u)(H(2»). and
e , e i=l i ey i=l i ey'

HeE8t ::} rank[HeiO)]=p.

(4.2.22)

(4.2.23)

(4.2.24)

If 8 t satisfies (i) or (ii) then "'8:(L) is discriminable by J~Sco'

Proof. See Appendix A12.

o
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In theorem 4.2.12 a similar situation is dealt with as in theorem 4.2.11. One of the

differences with theorem 4.2.11 is reflected in equation (4.2.24); when the sum of

the column degrees of Hey has been specified, the absence of uncontrollable poles in

z=O in the i/o-part of the models as formulated in equation (4.2.20), can not yet

be proved to be sufficient for guaranteeing discriminability. However we have the

strong impression that the same condition is also sufficient in theorem 4.2.12(ii).

Nevertheless, at this moment the condition as reflected in equation (4.2.24) has to

be imposed, requiring that Hy(z) does not have any poles in z=O, or equivalently

there are no delays in this transfer function. This condition establishes that the

polynomial matrix Hey is restricted to be bilaterally column proper.

Using the results of section 3.4, and posing the additional restriction that HeEE>t::)

{Hyu is a proper rational matrix}, it follows that condition (ii) of theorem 4.2.12

guarantees that the models in the model set ~:(L) have model order

p (u)
n(M)= E p,. (Hey).

i=l I

Remark 4.2.13.

So far we have presented two specific ways of obtaining discriminability for equa:

tion error models. It has to be stressed that these are only two choices out of a

great number of possibilities for obtaining discriminability of equation error model

sets in general. Moreover, every other choice of arriving at discriminability will

generally lead to different results of the identification procedure, i.e. to different

sets of selected optimal models. 0

The results as presented in this section 4.2.3 will be referred to when discussing

the construction of identifiable parametrizations in section 4.3.

4.2.4. Some invariance properties in (i/ofpr) model set.s

In all three situations of PE-, OE- and EE-model sets, discriminability is achiev

ed by restricting the model set using a fixed nonsingular matrix L. It has been

mentioned that different choices for this matrix L will generally lead to different

properties of the selected models, and consequently different results of the identifi

cation procedure. However for specific relations between two different choices of L,

some invariance properties exist with respect to the models finally obtained. Being

more specific: the input/output part of a selected optimal model is invariant for

certain operations on the matrix L.
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A similar situation holds for a shift in the residual signals. It is quite straightfor

ward that in terms of the identification criterion, it does not matter whether we

consider the residual e as the signal to be applied to the residual function, or a

shifted residual (Jke for any kE71.

In this subsection we are going to characterize these invariance properties.

To this end we first have to define a notion of scaling-equivalent models and

scaling-equivalent model sets.

Definition 4.2.14. Scaling-equivalent models with respect to trsoo'

Two (i/o/pr)-models M1,M2Etp,m are scaling-equivalent with respect to trsoo'

denoted by M1 £ M2, if there exists a constant cElR\ {O} such that
£1500

{(ei,e~)Est+(M1,M2) :} trsoo(e~) = c trSoo(ein· (4.2.25) 0

Definition 4.2.15. Scaling-equivalent model sets with respect to trSoo'

Two model sets .J(1' .J(2ctp,m are scaling-equivalent with respect to trsoo' denoted

by.Jt'1 £ .Jt'2' if there exists a constant cEIR\{O} such that

LLsoo

for all M1E.Jt'1 there exists a M2E.J(2' and

for all M2E.J(2 there exists a M1E.J(1' such that

{(ei,e~)Est+(M1,M2):}trsoo(e~) = c trSoo(ein· (4.2.26) 0

Note that for scaling-equivalent model sets there exists a special bijection between

.Jt'1 and .J(2' defined by scaling-equivalent models M1E)(1 and M2E.J(2 that have

the same constant cEIR\{O} as meant in definition 4.2.14.

A characterization of the property of scaling-equivalence of two models with re

spect to trSoo is presented in the following proposition.

Proposition 4.2.16.

Two (i/o/pr)-models M1,M2Et are scaling-equivalent with respect to the resid-p,m

ual function trSoo' if and only if there exists a constant cElR\{O} and there exist

nonsingular polynomial matrices Re,R EIRPXP[Z,z-t], such that the following condi
t e2

tions are satisfied:
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(4.2.28a)

(4.2.28b)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(e1,e
2
)E.ge(Ml'M

2
) ¢::} Re/u,u-1)e1 - Re2(u,u-1)e

2
= 0; (4.2.27)

the transfer functions H (z)=R-1R"" and He<J> (z)=Re-lRe are polynomi-
ele2 el v~ ~vl 2 1

al and unimodular with respect to lR[z,z-l];

HT (z-l)H (z) = c-1I and
ele2 ete2

H~2et(z-1)He2e/z) = d.

Proof. See Appendix A13.

Interpreting the proposition it has to be noticed that the transfer functions be

tween the two residuals el and El2 both have to be "all pass" with a constant scal

ing factor c, and moreover that they both have to be stable. Since both transfer

functions are each others inverse, and all pass functions have their poles and zeros

symmetric with respect to the unit circle in C, it follows that both transfer func

tions should be analytic for all finite values of zE( except possible in z=o. This

requirement leads to the condition of being polynomial and unimodular with re

spect to lR[z,z-l].

The proposition can be formulated for (i/o/pr)-models represented in a polynomial

matrix representation.

Proposition 4.2.17

Two controllable (i/o/pr)-models M1,M
2
EE are scaling--equivalent with respectp,rn

to ti:Soo' if and only if there exist polynomial matrices P,R,UEIRPXP[Z,Z-l] and

QEIRPxrn[z,z-l] such that

M1 = Mp([PI-QI-R]) and M2 = Mp([PI-QI-RU]) (4.2.29)

with U satisfying:

(i) U is unimodular with respect to lR[z,z-l]; and

(ii) UT(Z-l,Z)U(Z,Z-l) = cI with cEIR\{O}. (4.2.30) 0

Proof. See Appendix A14.

The operation of a matrix U as introduced in proposition 4.2.17 both reflects the

possibility of shifting the residuals over a specific time (e.g. U(z)=diag(zn1, . ,znp),

with niE71, i=I,.,p) and of changing the constant matrix L as meant in the intro

duction of this section 4.2.4., by applying a constant unitary matrix (UTU=I).

Note that from the above proposition follows that M1 ,,: M
2

implies M1 io M
2

.

LSoo
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Proposition 4.2.17 can also be interpreted as a characterization of scaling- equiva

lent model sets, if the model sets are parametrized in a polynomial matrix parame

trization.

We can wonder what are the consequences if we apply two scaling---€quivalent

model sets to the identification criterion Ji;soo' for one and the same data

sequence.

Proposition 4.2.18.

Let vK1 and vK2 be two model sets of controllable (i/o/pr)-models, "il,vK2C~p,m'

If vK1 and vK2 are scaling---€quivalent with respect to ~Soo then for all data se-

7J.
quences v+E V +:

J~Soo(v+,vKl) ,: J~Soo(v+,vK2)
"LSoo

(4.2.31) 0

Proof. This proposition follows directly from the appropriate definitions; if

MtJiSoo(v+,vK1) then automatically M2EJiSoo(v+,vK2) with M1 : M2, and vice
lLSoo

versa.

Since scaling---€quivalence of two models with respect to ~Soo has been shown to

imply ijO---€quivalence of the models, the input/output properties of the selected

optimal models in vKl and .J0" as meant in proposition 4.2.18, will always be the

same, whether one has chosen .J4 or .J0, to apply the identification criterion to.

Applying the previous results to the situation of output error or prediction error

model sets with a fixed nonsingular matrix L, we arrive" at the following corollary.

o

Corollary 4.2.19.

Let vK (L), be a prediction error or output error model set as meant in definitionp,m

4.2.8, and let vK (L*) be th~ same model set but with a different fixed matrixp,m

L*.

IfL and L* satisfy L=L*U, UEIRPxP and UTU=cI, cEIR\{O}, then the condition of

proposition 4.2.18 is satisfied, and J+LS (v+,vK (L)) and J+LSoo(v+,vi (L*)) are
00 P~ P~

7J.
scaling-equivalent with respect to ~Soo for all v+EV +. 0

Proof. Follows by inspection. o
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For special types of model sets the invariance property as discussed in this section

can be shown to hold for a larger class of operations on the model sets as discuss

ed. In order to illustrate this, we will write the least squares residual function

(with slight abuse of notation), componentwise decomposed over the components of

the residual e:

E (e+) = t E (e(i),+) (4.2.32)
L500 i=l L500

with ~soo(e(i),+) = Lim kNil (e(i\t))2, where e(i) is the ith residual component.
N-lOO t =0

We now formulate the following property of a model set .At.

Definition 4.2.20. Componentwise decomposition property of ,Jtwith respect to

~5oo'
A model set .it of (ifofpr)-models,.J((t , is said to have the componentwise

p,rn

decomposition property with respect to ~5oo' if for all ME.it and v+E/-+:

{MEarg min ~5oo(e+)}{:::}{MEn(arg Iun ~5oo(e(i),+))}
ME.it e+Er-(v+,M) i ME.it e+Er-(v+,M)

(4.2.33) 0

If a model set .it has the componentwise decomposition property, the identification

criterion Ji;5oo can be applied by considering the residual components e(i) separate-

ly. Model sets for which this property holds are e.g. equation error model sets that

have independently parametrized residual components, as shown in the following

example.

Example 4.2.21.

Consider a set of equation error models

.ito ={MEt22IM=M (T), TE8p cIR2X(2+2+2)[z,z-1]}, where 8 p is the set of all
\7p , p

matrices:

[
1+ a lZ-l a2+a3z-t l-bo-b1z-1 -b2-b3z-t 1-1 0]

a 4+asz-t 1+a..,z-t -b4-bsz-1 -b6-b7z-t 0-1

with all parameters {ai,bj}i=I,.,6jj=0,o,7 an element of IR.
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Note that according to theorem 4.2.9 this model set is discriminable by JtSoo'

Since there is no relation between the parameters in the first and the second row

of the matrices in 8 p , the residuals e
l

and e
2

will independently take on their

values for specific measurement data v+. Minimization of ti".Soo(e+) over .At, will

come down to a separate minimization of ti".Soo(e(i),+), for i=1,2.

Note that the property is lost whenever there exists a relation between the two

parameter sets {al,a2,a3,bo,bl,b2,b3} and {a4,a5,a6,b4,b5,b6,b7}. 0

For a model set that satisfies this extra condition, a larger class of operations on

this model set leads to invariance properties similar to the properties previously

discussed. In order to characterize this larger class of operations, we need a refor

mulated definition of scaling--equivalence.

Definition 4.2.22. Componentwise scaling--equivalent models.

Two (i/o/pr)-models M
1
,M

2
Ei; are componentwise scaling-equivalent with

p,m

respect to ti".soo' if there exist constants Cl, . cpEIR\{O} such that for all i=l,.,p:

{( + +) a+(M M) of- ((i),+) _ . of- ((i),+)} ( 2 34)e l ,e 2 Evv l' 2 :} ti,soo e2 - c1 ti,Soo el 4.. 0

The different components of the residual signal e are now considered separately.

Definition 4.2.22 leads to a similar notion of componentwise scaling--equivalent

model sets, as shown in definition 4.2.15. We will not repeat all this. At this posi

tion we only mention the result for an adapted version of proposition 4.2.17, show

ing that componentwise scaling-equivalence of models with respect to ti".soo can be

represented by postmultiplication of matrix R in the proposition mentioned above,

by a polynomial matrix U, satisfying:

U is unimodular with respect to lR[z,z-l], and

UT(z-l,z)U(z,z-l) = diag( cl ' . c) with C.EIR\{O}, i=l,.,p.
p 1

For model sets satisfying this additional componentwise decomposition property

with respect to ti".Soo' a similar result can now be formulated for the output error

and prediction error model sets as presented before.

Corollary 4.2.23.

Let.At (L), be a prediction error or output error model set as meant in definition
p,m
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4.2.8, and let.it (L*) be the same model set but with a different fixed matrix
p,m

L*.

If L and L* satisfy L=L*U, UElRPxP and UTU= diag(cl ' . c) with C.ElR\{O}, then
P I

I .
for all V+EV +, J+LSoo(v+,.it (L)) and J+LS (v+,.it (L*)) are componentwise

p,m 00 p,m

scaling-€quivalent with respect to ~Soo. 0

Proof. Follows by inspection. 0

Application of this corollary to the example 4.2.21 shows that in the

parametrization of model set .it, the matrix R, which actually equals I, may be

replaced by any nonsingular matrix U, with UTU diagonal, without altering the

essential part of the identification result; again the input/output part Mio of the

selected optimal models, is invariant under these kind of operations on the model

set. Note that any other choice of R, not satisfying RTR is diagonal, in this

example will lead to a model set that generates optimal models with different

dynamical properties with respect to their i/o behaviour.

4.3 IDENTIFIABLE POLYNOMIAL MATRIX PARAMETRIZATIONS

4.3.1. Introduction

In this section the results of section 4.2 on the discriminability of model sets by

the identification criterion JtSoo are going to be used for the construction of identi-

fiable polynomial matrix parametrizations. As presented before in this thesis, the

discriminability of model sets is a prerequisite for arriving at identifiable parame

trizations. Once discriminability has been obtained, the creation of a strictly iden

tifiable parametrization comes down to constructing a bijective parametrization 1\1::
o ~ .it, Le. two distinct parameters ()l'()2E0 represent two distinct models in .it

(see the definitions in section 2.4). Similar to the situation in the previous part of

this chapter, the different model sets will be treated on the basis of their residual

types, leading to a distinction between PE and OE model sets on the one hand

(section 4.3.2), and EE model sets on the other (section 4.3.3). In both situations,

first there will be discussed which requirements have to be laid upon a correspond

ing parametrization in order to be (almost) bijective. Afterwards, the results ob-
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tained will be combined with the requirements of discriminability of the model set,

in order to arrive at parametrizations that are identifiable by JtSoo' In both sec-

tions 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 special attention will be paid to the parametrization of model

sets with models having a prespecified model order n(M). In section 4.3.4 the

results of the previous sections will be illustrated. The different consequences for

the use of identifiable parametrizations for DE or EE model sets will be clarified in

a number of examples both with industrial and simulation data.

4.3.2. Identifiable parametrizations for PE and DE model sets

For the construction of identifiable parametrizations for PE and DE model sets,

we will consider model sets ,Ar (L), .Jfe (L), as reported in section 4.2, that are
p,m p,m

shown to be discriminable by Jtsoo' A polynomial matrix parametrization of model

sets .Jfe (L) and .Jfe (L) is induced by a set of polynomial matrices
p,m p,m

epEIRPx(P+ffi+P)[z,z-l], according to

Mp : e
p

-> .it (4.3.1)

The definitions of (i/o/pr) model sets .Jfe (L) and .Jfe (L) prescribe specific
p,m p,m

restrictions on a set e :
P

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

TEep ::} rank( T(A,A-1) = p for all AE(\{O}, or equivalently

P,Q,R are left coprime with respect to lR[z,z-l].

(TEe II M (T)E.Jfe (L)) ::} Lim P-1R = L
P P p,m z-loo

(TEe II M (T)E.Jfe (L)) ::} P-1R = L.
P P p,m

(4.3.2)

(4.3.3)

(4.3.4a)

(4.3.4b)

Condition (i) refers to the general properties of an (i/o/pr)-model, condition (ii) to

its controllability, and condition (iii) refers to the discriminability of the model sets

by Jtsoo' Assuming that we are dealing with a discriminable model set, the ques-

tion whether M
p

is identifiable by JtSoo or not, is now represented by the question

if M is (almost) bijective, Le.
P
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(4.3.5)

In the first part of this section we will consider the conditions that have to be

imposed on a set of polynomial matrices e , in order to induce an (almost) bijec-
p

tive parametrization. It has already been discussed before that for polynomial

matrix representations of models: Mp(TI} = Mp(T2} if and only if TI=UT2 with

UEIRPXP[z,z-lj a polynomial matrix that is unimodular with respect to lR[z,z-lj. Con

sequently, satisfying eq. (4.3.5) within a parametrization induced bye, comes
p

down to taking care of the fact that within e there are (almost) no matrix pairs
p

T1,T2 that are related through a premultiplication by a unimodular matrix. Note

that the operation of premultiplication by a unimodular matrix U defines an

equivalence relation on e .
p

Definition 4.3.1.

Let e cIRPx(p+m+p)[z,z-lj be a set of polynomial matrices having full row rank.
p

Two elements T l'T2Eep are equivalent, denoted T('T2 if there exists a polynomi-

al matrix U(z,z-l)EIRPXP[Z,z-lj that is unimodular with respect to IR[Z,z-lj, such that

T2=UT1. 0

Two polynomial matrices Tl'T2 are equivalent if they represent the same model

M (T1)=M (T2). In order to arrive at a parametrization that is bijective, a set e
P P . P

of polynomial matrices has to be constructed that does not contain distinct

matrices T1 and T2 that are equivalent.

To this end a general set of conditions to be imposed on e is formulated in the
P

following theorem.

Theorem 4.3.2.

Consider a set e of full row rank polynomial matrices e CIRPx(p+m+p)[z,z-lj, and
p p

let any two elements T1,T2Eep be written as Tl=[PII-QII-Rlj, T2=[P21-Q21-~j.

Consider the following conditions:

(i) For all T1,T2Eep: r
h
/P1) = r

hc
(P2), nonsingular; (4.3.6)
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(4.3.8a)

(4.3.8b)

(4.3.9a)

(4.3.9b)

(ii) For all T1,T2E8p: JL~u)(P1) = JL~U)(P2); i=l,.,p;

(iii) There is a set of integers nl , . ,n such that for all TE8 :p+m+p p

a. JL~l)(T) ~ ni , and

b. rank f = p, where fEIRPx(p+m+p) is defined by

T = fA(z) + T, with A(z)=diag(znl, . ,znp+m+p), il)(T»noj
1 1

(iv) For all T l ,T2E8p: il)(Tl ) = i l\T
2

) = v~l)(T)j i=l,.,pj j=1,2j

and rank f1r(T l ) = rank f lr(T2) = p.

If conditions (i),(ii) and (iii) or (i),(ii) and (iv) are satisfied, then

{Tl ,T2E8p A T('T2}::} T l=T2,

and consequently 8 induces a bijective polynomial matrix parametrization.p .

(4.3.7)

o

Proof. See Appendix A15.

Theorem 4.3.2 gives sufficient conditions for a parametrization to be bijective, by

restricting the polynomial matrices in the set 8 by their column degrees. We will
p

show that the conditions (i),(ii) and (iii), are generally used when dealing with

BDE-parametrizations, whereas the conditions (i),(ii) and (iv) generally refer to the

use of FDE-parametrizations.

The class of so called monic ARMA forms, as represented in equation (3.3.1), can

be characterized by the following specifications:

- fhc(P) = I (4.3.10)

- JL~u)(T) = 0, i=l,.,p+m+p; (4.3.11)
1

- JL~l)(T) ~ n
i
, with n

i
a prespecified set of integers; i=l,o,p+m+p. (4.3.12)

With condition (iii), theorem 4.3.2 gives the additional restriction that has to be

satisfied in order to achieve a bijective parametrization. The following example

illustrates that this third condition indeed is required, or in other words, that

(4.3.10)-(4.3.12) are not sufficient to obtain a unique representation.

Example 4.3.3.

Consider a set of matrices 8 cIR2x(2+l+2)[z,Z-1], restricted by:
p

- TE8 ::} f h (P) == I; and
p c

- TE8 ::} JL~u)(T)=O, i=1,.,5 and {JL~l)(T)}'_l 5={-1,-1,-2,-1,-1}.
p 1 1 1- '0'
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and consider the unimodular matrix U(Z,Z-l) = [~ -a~-l] with aEIR.

Then T = UT = [ l+z-l (l-a)z-l I z'2-az'l Il+Z'l (l-a)Z'l] E e .
21 0 1 1 0 1 p
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Consequently T1 and T2 are both an element of e p' and they represent the same

model Mp(T1) = Mp(T2), while T1fT2 for afO. 0

The additional restriction as formulated in condition (iii) of theorem 4.3.2, is satis

fied if the trailing column coefficient matrix fle(T) is forced to have full row rank.

In the literature this trailing coefficient matrix is often called the column end

matrix. One can easily verify that this condition is not satisfied for the matrices

T1 and T2 in example 4.3.3.

As an alternative, condition (iii) of theorem 4.3.2 could have been formulated as a

requirement that /i~l)(T1)=/i~l)(T2)'i=l,.,p+m+p and rank f le(T1) = rank f le(T2)

= p. However the presented formulation in (4.3.8) is less severe and allows that

specific matrices in the set do not reach the prescribed minimum values of the

column degrees /i~l)(T). This leads to a zero column in the corresponding coeffi-
1

cient matrix f, but it does not necessarily result in a rank deficiency of f.

Based on the results of theorem 4.3.2, we will now formulate two corollaries, in

which specific sets e will be formulated that generate bijective parametrizations.
p

The first corollary will be directed towards specification of the lower column de-

grees (often used in BDE-parametrizations); the second one will be directed to

wards the specification of lower row degrees (often used in FDE-forms).

Corollary 4.3.4.

Consider a set of polynomial matrices e CIRPx(p+m+p)[z,z'l] and let any element
p

TEe be written as T=[PI-QI-R].
p

C 'd t f' t {( (u)) ( (l)) }' h (u) (l) 7l. (. - •onsl er a se 0 III egers n. '-1 ' n. '-1 ' WIt n. ,no E , 1-1,.,p,
1 1- ,.,p J J- ,.,p+m+p 1 J ,

j=l,.,p+m+p), and let e be defined to contain all matrices TEIRPx(p+m+p)[z,z'l],
p
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satisfying the following conditions.

(i) r hC(P) = I

(ii) Jl~u)(P) = n~u); i=1,.,p;
I I

(iii) Jl~t)(T) ~ n~t), j=1,.,p+m+p;

(iv) rank r = p, where rEIRPx(p+m+p) is defined by

- n(t) n ( l) (t) - (l)
T = rA(z) + T, with A(z)=diag(z 1, • ,z p+m+p), Jl. (T»n. ;

J J

(v) rank{ T(,\,,\-l) = p for all '\E£\{O}.

Chapter 4

(4.3.13)

(4.3.14)

(4.3.15)

(4.3.16)

(4.3.17)

Then e induces a bijective parametrization. If e is restricted to satisfy condi-
p p

tions (i)-(iii) only, then the induced parametrization is almost bijective. 0

Proof. This corollary follows from conditions (i),(ii) and (iii) of theorem 4.3.2 and

the consideration that conditions (iv) and (v) in this corollary are generic properties

of matrices T within e , as defined by the conditions (i)-(iii). 0
p

Note that the parametrization that follows from conditions (i)-(iii) of the corollary

is a differentiable parametrization. The specific choice n~u)=O, iEE, corresponds
I

with a BDE-parametrization. The monic ARMA forms with prescribed column

degrees (d. equations 4.3.10-4.3.12), are an example of this situation. For these

forms, the results formulated in the corollary correspond with the identifiability

results as presented in Hannan (1971).

Condition (v) in corollary 4.3.4 is not necessary for obtaining a bijective parametri

zation. However, this condition has been incorporated in view of the fact that we

are going to use the set of matrices ep in order to represent a set of controllable

(i/o/pr)-models. The condition mentioned reflects this controllability.

Under the additional condition that the model set to be parametrized contains

causal models only, in the sense that P-1[QIR] is a proper rational matrix, it

follows from proposition 3.4.14 that the specific choice n~t)=O, j=1,.,p+m+p, leads
J

to parametrized models with a model order n(M)= t n~u). This specific situation
i=l I

actually forms the bridge to the second corollary, that is based on conditions (i),(ii)

and (iv) of theorem 4.3.2.
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Corollary 4.3.5.
Consider a set of polynomial matrices E> CIRPx(p+m+p)[z,z-l] and let any element

p

TEE> be written as T=[PI-QI-R].
p

Consider a set of integers {(n~u»)'_l ,n(l)}, and let E> be defined by all
1 1- ,.,p P

TEIRPx(p+m+p)[z,z-l] that satisfy the following conditions.

(i) r hC{P) = I (4.3.18)

(ii) JL~u){P) = n~u); i=l,.,p; (4.3.19)
1 1

(iii) v~l){T) = tl)(T) = n(l), j=l,.,p+m+p; (4.3.20)
J

(iv) rank r1r{T) = p; (4.3.21)

(v) rank( T(A,A-l) = p for all AE{\{O}. (4.3.22)

Then E> induces a bijective parametrization. If E> is restricted to satisfy condi-
p p

tions (i)-{iii) only, then the induced parametrization is almost bijective. 0

Proof. This corollary follows with similar reasoning as in the proof of corollary

4.3.4, from conditions (i),(ii) and (iv) in theorem 4.3.2. 0

Again as in the previous case, the parametrization defined by the conditions (iHiii)

in the corollary, is a differentiable parametrization.

Corollary 4.3.5 shows a similar result as corollary 4.3.4. However in this situation

the lower row degrees of T have to be specified to be equal. Consequently this type

of parametrization is more appropriate when dealing with FDE-parametrizations,

where all lower row degrees of T are fixed to be O. Referring to proposition 3.4.14

it follows again that in this situation with the lower row degrees of T fixed to 0

and P-1[QIR] a proper rational matrix, the parametrization as given in corollary

4.3.5 generates models with model order n(M)= f; n~u).
i=l 1

Remark 4.3.6.

In theorem 4.3.2 and corollaries 4.3.4 and 4.3.5, bijective parametrizations have

been discussed by fixing the leading column coefficient matrix of the matrix P, and

by restricting the corresponding upper column degrees. A dual formulation for re

strictions on the leading row coefficient matrix and its corresponding row degrees

can only lead to bijective forms if all upper row degrees are fixed to be equal. It is

for this reason that the parametrization that induces the model set of causal mod

els, as mentioned in proposition 3.3.8, in general is not identifiable. 0
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We will now combine the results on bijective parametrizations, as presented in this

section, with the discriminability of the model sets vlfe (L) and ..Jfe (L), inp,rn p,rn

order to obtain parametrizations for these model sets that are identifiable by J1soo'

This step is straightforward, since we have to add only one condition on the pa

rametrizations presented in corollaries 4.3.4 and 4.3.5. This is formulated in the

following proposition.

Proposition 4.3.7.

Let 1\1: be a polynomial matrix parametrization induced by a set of full row rank
p

matrices E> CIRPx(p+rn+p)[z,z-l], and let 1\1: be bijective (almost bijective) as formu-
p p.

lated in corollary 4.3.4 or 4.3.5.

Then 1\1: is a strictly identifiable (identifiable) parametrization for .Ar (L) orp p,rn

..Jfe (L) if E> additionally satisfies:p,rn p

Lim P-1R = L (PE), or (4.3.23)

P-1R = L (OE).

Proof. Follows by applying the definitions.

(4.3.24) 0

o

For the specific situation of BDE-parametrizations, with Jt~u)(P)=O, iEg, satisfying
I

the conditions of corollary 4.3.4 or 4.3.5, the PE--eondition (4.3.23) can simply be

incorporated by the restriction Jt~u\R)=O, iEg, and r h (R)=L. In other situations
I c

the additional conditions (4.3.23) and (4.3.24) are much harder to incorporate.

Remark 4.3.8.

Note that there is an essential difference between the roles of the matrix L as

meant in the previous proposition, and the specific choice r hc(P)=I in the corolla-

ries 4.3.4 and 4.3.5. A different choice of L leads to a different model set that is

parametrized, and generally to different properties of selected optimal models (see

section 4.2.4). However, choosing a specific nonsingular matrix for r hc(P), is only

a matter of representation of the models in the set. A different choice for rh/P)

will not influence the model set, but only the specific parametrization. 0

In the sequel of this subsection we will focus on the construction of identifiable
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parametrizations for prediction error and output error model sets containing all

models with a prespecified value of the model order n(M). For the most important

part of this discussion, it is not relevant what kind of (i/o/pr)-models are involved

(PE,OE). For this reason we will deal with a general set of input-output models

with a fixed model order. Later on we will return to the specific implications that

follow for corresponding PE and OE model sets.

Definition 4.3.9.

Denote with:

~ (n):= {ME~ I M is a causal input-output system, M is controllable havingp,rn p,rn

model order n(M)=n}. 0

Remark 4.3.10.

Note that since we are dealing with controllable models that are causal when con

sidering y as the output signal of the system, the model order as defined in chapter

3 coincides with the McMillan degree of the corresponding transfer function Hy(z),

as well as with the minimal state space dimension in any minimal (A,B,C,D) state

space representation. 0

Remark 4.3.11.

Because of the use of controllable models there is no difference in finding unique

representations of models in terms of behaviours, compared to constructing unique

representations of transfer functions, as is a common practice in the literature on

identifiable parametrizations. In both situations the equivalence relation that is

involved when dealing with polynomial matrix representations, is defined by a

premultiplication with a unimodular matrix. The main difference is that in our

framework the polynomial matrix parametrization can be represented in the two

shift operators (1 and (1-1. 0

The problem of constructing bijective polynomial matrix parametrizations for the

model set ~ (n) comes down to the problem of finding a set of polynomial map,rn

trices e CIRPx(p+rn)[z,z'1], such that e induces a parametrization M that satisfies:
P P P

~ (n) = Im(M ), (4.3.25)p,rn p

and Mp(T1) = Mp(T2) implies T
1

= T
2

for almost all T
1
,T

2
Eep' (4.3.26)

It has been shown by Hazewinkel and Kalman (1976) that for p>1 there does not

exist a single differentiable parametrization that is able to uniquely parametrize
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the set l: (n) of all proper dynamical systems (transfer functions) with a pre-
p,rn

scribed McMillan degree. Consequently in this situation there will not exist a

single differentiable polynomial matrix parametrization that satisfies (4.3.25) and

(4.3.26).

However it has also been shown that the model set concerned can be represented

as a union of a finite number of model sets that indeed can be uniquely parame

trized with differentiable parametrizations. In other words: there exists a finite

number of parametrizations M(i), such that

l: (n) = U .it. (4.3.27)
p,rn i I

with .it. = Im(M(i») (4.3.28)
I

and M(i) a differentiable parametrization that is almost bijective.

Two philosophies can be followed by constructing such parametrizations, by apply

ing canonical (non-overlapping) forms or pseudo-eanonical (overlapping, or multi

structural) forms. In both situations the model set l: (n) is written as the union
p,rn

of a finite number of model sets as in equation (4.3.27); the terms "canonical"

(non-overlapping) and "pseudo-eanonical" (overlapping) straightforwardly then

refer to the situation that the model sets .it. are disjoint (.it. n .At. is empty for ijj)
I I J

or overlapping (.it. n .it. is non--€mpty for ijj).
I I

This problem has been considered for both (A,B,C,D) state space parametrizations,

and for polynomial matrix parametrizations in the shift operator a.

A solution can be found in terms of a set of observability canonical forms, estab

lishing that

E (n) = U Im(M( 1'1,·,1'p»)
p,rn p

b ')'.=n
i=l I

(4.3.29)

where - Im(M(1'l.·,1'p») contains all models MEE (n) that can be represented
p,rn

with an (A,B,C,D) state space representation having observability indi

ces (1'l,.,1'P);

- every single parametrization M(1'1,·,1'p) is almost bijective and differen

tiable;

- Im(M(1'l,.,1'p») n Im(M(l'l,.,l'P») = 0 for (1'i)'-l j (l'ik
1

;
1- ,o,p 1- ,.,p

After having specified the set of observability indices, one is able to parametrize
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this set of models with a differentiable and almost bijective parametrization. The

specifications of this set of canonical forms in terms of a polynomial matrix param

etrization is given in table 4.1, where the parametrization M('Yl,·,'YP) is defined

through a specification of the corresponding set of polynomial matrices 0 ( 'Yl,., 'Yp).
p

Observabil i ty
canonical forms

rhc(p) = I

p~u)(P) = ni , i=l,.,p

v~£)(T) = 0, i=l,.,p

rank( T(A,A-1) = p VAE{

vlU)(P) = piu)(p), i=l,.,p

vlu)(P) = viu)(T), i=l,.,p

rhr(P) = I + F

with FERPxP, lower triangular

Overlapping forms

plU)(P) = ni , i=l,.,p

vl£)(T) = 0, i=l,.,p

-1P Qproper

TABLE 4.1 Specification of polynomial matrix parametrizations of 1; (n) in
p,m

terms of canonical observability forms (n.='Y.), and overlapping
1 1

forms (nj=(j)' induced by O;n1,.,np)CRPx(p+m)[Z,Z-I] with .t nj=n
1=1

and TEO written as T=[PI-Q].
p

An analysis of these forms can be found in more detail in Luenberger (1967),

Popov (1972) and Denham (1974) for state space parametrizations, and Boniventi

and Guidorzi (1971), Guidorzi (1975), Beghelli and Guidorzi (1976) and Guidorzi
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(1981) for polynomial matrix parametrizations.

The use of so called pseudo-canonical or overlapping forms is an alternative way of

solving the problem, establishing that in a similar way as described above:

E (n) = U Im(M«(t,.,(p»)
p,m p

~ (=n
i=l I

(4.3.30)

where - the set of integers (0'-1 are now the so called pseudo-structure
11- ,.,p

indices, which are not related anymore to any observability indices as in

the case of the canonical forms;

- every single parametrization M( (t..,(p) is almost bijective and differen

tiable;

Im(M«(l,.,(P») n Im(M«(i,·,(;») :f 0 for ((i)._ :f ((1)._ ;
1-1,.,p 1-1,.,p

The specification of these forms has also been given in table 4.l.

More details on these forms can be found in Glover and Willems (1974), Ljung and

Rissanen (1976), van Overbeek and Ljung (1982) and Gevers and Wertz (1984) for

state space representations, and Guidorzi and Beghelli (1982), Correa and Glover

(1984a), and Gevers and Wertz (1984) for polynomial matrix representations.

A survey of both canonical and overlapping forms is given in Gevers and Wertz

(1987).

Remark 4.3.12.

Note that the conditions on 0 that are common for both parametrizations in
p .

table 4.1 are exactly the conditions as presented in corollary 4.3.5 on bijective

polynomial matrix parametrizations. Because of the specific choice lI~l)(T)=O,
1

i=I,.,p, the combination of both conditions (iv) and (v) in this corollary lead to the

requirement that rank{T(A,A-l)=p for all AE{, or equivalently: P and Q are left

coprime with respect to lR[z]. 0

Remark 4.3.13.

The rank condition that is present in table 4.1 causes the corresponding parametri

zation to be nondifferentiable and bijective. When this rank condition is neglected,

the resulting parametrizations become differentiable and almost bijective. 0
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Remark 4.3.14.

In the situation of the observability canonical forms, apart from the column de

grees of P also its row degrees have been specified, together with the row proper

ness of P. Causality of the concerning models can now simply be achieved by

requiring that v~u)(P)=v~u)(T).This follows directly from proposition 3.3.8. Con-
I I

trary to this, in the situation of the overlapping forms, the row degrees of P have

not been specified, and consequently the causality of the models can not be achiev

ed by simple restrictions on the degrees of polynomials in T. The (nonlinear) re

strictions on T required for the causality constraints are investigated in Beghelli

and Guidorzi (1983) and Correa and Glover (1984a). Extensions to incorporate

specific time delays are discussed in Janssen (1987) and Janssen and Darnen

(1987). The direct consequence of these nonlinear constraints on T is that the

polynomial matrix parametrization actually looses its property of being differentia

ble. No additional constraints are required in a corresponding (A,B,C,D) state

space parametrization, since the causality of the models in that parametrization is

guaranteed. 0

Remark 4.3.15.

Every model MEE (n) has its unique representation in the parametrization that
p,m

is defined by the set of canonical forms, whereas it has several different representa

tions in the parametrization with overlapping forms. Moreover for any choice of

pseudo-structure indices satisfying t (.=n, Im(M«(l,o,(P») is an open and dense
i=l I

subset of E (n); consequently for any such choice of pseudo-structure indices,
p,m

almost all models within E (n) can be represented.
p,m

This property has been a motivation for the use of overlapping forms. Contrary to

the situation of canonical forms, where first the proper observability indices have

to be estimated, in the overlapping forms any set of pseudo structure indices ge

nerically will be appropriate. However, note that, despite of this generic property,

for each set of pseudo-structure indices chosen, specified classes of systems are

excluded from the model set. 0

In order to apply these results to identifiable parametrizations for PE and OE

model sets, let us first formally denote the model sets to be considered.
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Definition 4.3.16.

Denote with:

vffe (n,L):= {MEt I ME.,{fe (L), with LEIRPxP non-singular, M a causalp,rn p,rn p,rn

system when y considered as output, and model order

n(M)=n} .

.Jfe (n,L):= {MEt I ME.Jfe (L), with LEIRPxP non-singular, M a causalp,rn p,rn p,rn

system when y considered as output, and model order

n(M)=n}. 0

Since the models in these model sets vffe (n,L) and.Jfe (n,L) can be consideredp,rn p,rn

as input-output models with u and e as inputs and y as output, they can be pa

rametrized by applying the same observability canonical forms and overlapping

forms as specified in table 4.1. However one has to take into account that in this

new situation the set of polynomial matrices is extended to e cIRPx(p+rn+p)[Z,Z-l],
p

Observability Overlapping forms
canonical forms

vlu)(p) = #lu)(R), i=l,.,p

PE -1Lim P R = L
Z-;oo

rhr(R) = rhr(P) L

OE R = PL R = PL

TABLE 4.2 Restrictions on the set of polynomial matrices e(nt,.,np)E
p

IRPx(p+rn+p)[z,z-l] with ~ n.=n and T=[PI-QI-R]Ee , as additional
i=l 1 P

requirements on parametrizations in observability canonical forms

and overlapping forms for the model sets .,{fe (n,L) and.Jfe (n,L),p,rn p,rn

in order to obtain identifiability by Jtsoo'
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corresponding to the addition of a residual part, reflected by the polynomial ma

trix R. Because of the specific properties of the model sets, the conditions as for

mulated in table 4.1 now have to be extended with the straightforward require

ments:

(4.3.32)

(4.3.31)for.Jfe (n,L)
p,rn

and for.Jfe (n,L).
p,rn

The additional requirements are listed in table 4.2.

With these additional requirements as formulated in table 4.2 the two parametri

zations discussed, are parametrizations of.Jfe (n,L) and.Jfe (n,L) that are
p,rn p,rn

strictly identifiable by the identification criterion JtSoo'

Remark 4.3.17.

Since the identification criterion Jtsoo regularly partitions any set of (i/o/pr)-

models .it, it follows that for a given data sequence v+, the set of selected optimal

models within .it, Jtsoo(v+,.Jt), can always be evaluated by considering any union

of subsets of .itthat covers.At. Consequently the partitioning of.Jfe (n,L) and
p,rn

.Jfe (n,L) that is created by the finite number of (canonical or overlapping) para
p,rn

metrizations is permitted, and does not influence the final result of the identifica

tion procedure, in terms of the sets J+
LS

(v+,.Jfe (n,L)) and J+
LS

(v+,.Jfe (n,L)).
00 p,rn 00 p,rn

4.3.3. Identifiable parametrizations for EE model sets

When discussing parametrizations that are identifiable by the identification criteri

on JtSoo' the situation of equation error model sets is essentially different from the

situation as described in the previous section. For PE and OE model sets it has

been noticed that, after the choice for a model set that is discriminable by Jtsoo'

like.Jfe (n,L) and.Jfe (n,L), a parametrization problem remains. In a polyno-
p,rn p,rn

mial matrix parametrization, an equivalence relation between polynomial matrices

is involved that is represented by a premultiplication with a polynomial matrix

that is unimodular with respect to IR[Z,Z-l]. The corresponding equivalence classes

have to be uniquely parametrized in order to arrive at identifiable parame-

trizations. In order to illustrate that the situation for equation error model sets is

quite different, consider the following.
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Let .iF be a set of equation error models that is discriminable by JtSoo and let

.iF be represented by a parametrization M that is induced by the set of polynQ
P

mial matrices 0 C IRpx(P+ffi+p )[z,z-lJ, with TE0 written as T=[PI-QI-R].
P P

By definition an equation error model in a polynomial matrix representation satis

fies that R is unimodular with respect to lR[z,z-l]. Now using the property that the

induced model is invariant for a premultiplication of T by a unimodular matrix,
there evidently exists a set of matrices 0' CIRPX(P+ffi+P)[z,z-l] that induces .Jfe

P

satisfying:

T'E0~ :} T'=[P'I-Q'I-I]. (4.3.33)

This form has been reached by premultiplication of all elements in 0 by
P

R(Z,Z-l)-l. Note that within 0' there does not exist a p~rametrization problem
P

anymore, since all different elements in 0' refer to different models ME .Jfe:
P

{Tl,T2E0~ AMp(T1)=Mp(T2)} :} T}=T2 (4.3.34)

The consequence of this property is that all EE model sets that are discriminable

by Jtsoo' directly yield a parametrization that is strictly identifiable by Jtsoo' This

is formalized in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3.18.

Let vK0p be a set of equation error (i/o/pr)-models that is induced by a set of

polynomial matrices 0 pCIRPX(P+ffi+P)[Z,z-1J, and that is discriminable by Jtsoo'

If 0 satisfies:
P

{T}=[p}I-Q}I-R}]E0p AT2=[P21-Q21-R2]E0p} :} R}=R2 (4.3.35)

then the parametrization M : 0 -+.Jt.0 is biJ'ective, and consequently it is strictly
P P -p

~~~~~ 0

Proof. Since R}=R2 it follows directly that {T}= UT2 with U polynomial} :} U=1,

showing that there do not exist distinct elements in 0 p that induce the same

~M 0

In the situation that has been discussed in equation (4.3.33), the fixed matrix R as

meant in the above theorem has been chosen to be equal to I. Note that any
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choice for e p will be appropriate if it satisfies that R is a fixed polynomial matrix

that is unimodular with respect to IR[z,z-l].

The consequence of this theorem is that for equation error model sets there actual

ly does not exist a parametrization problem, but there only exists a problem of

achieving discriminability.

This situation is caused by the very specific way in which the residuals are con

nected to the input-output signals within an equation error (i/o/pr)-model, i.e.

the fact that the residuals are observable from these input-output signals.

In order to present parametrizations for EE model sets that are discriminable by

Jtsoo' we necessarily have to return to the results of section 4.2 concerning dis-

criminability. As reported in section 4.2.3, discriminability of equation error model

sets by JtSoo can be obtained in several ways. One of the options is to choose

prediction error or output error form restriction, i.e. by requiring that the concern

ing set of polynomial matrices e that induces the model set, satisfies:
P

Lim P-1R = L (PE) (4.3.36)

or P-1R = L (OE) (4.3.37)

with LEIRPxP, nonsingular, and fixed over the set of models.

Identifiability results for these model sets are formulated in the following corollary.

Corollary 4.3.19.

Let ~ep be a set of equation error (i/o/pr)-models induced by

e cIRPx(p+m+p)[z,z-ll· Let LEIRPxP be a given nonsingular matrix, and let an ele
P

ment of e be written as T=[PI-QI-R].
P

Consider the following conditions:

(i) For all TEe: Lim P = I and R=L (4.3.38)
P z-loo

o

(4.3.39)(ii) For all TEe : P = I and R=L.
P

If e satisfies (i) or (ii) then the parametrization M : e -+.Jt.e is strictly identifi-
P P P - p

able by Jtsoo'

Proof. The result follows directly from theorems 4.2.9 and 4.3.18. o

Situation (i) of corollary 4.3.19 represents a parametrization in monic ARMA form,
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since matrix P is restricted to be of the form:

P(Z-l) = I + P lz-l + P2z-2 + .. + Pkz-k. (4.3.40)

Note that this monic ARMA form is strictly identifiable by J1Soo without any

additional constraints, whereas for the similar form in a general prediction error or

output error model set, additional conditions are required in terms of:

- the trailing column coefficient matrix (column end matrix) having full row

rank, and

the matrices (P ,Q,R) being left coprime with respect to IR[Z,Z-l];

(see corollary 4.3.4 and concerning remarks thereafter).

For equation error models the left coprimeness of (P,Q,R), or equivalently the

controllability of the corresponding models, is guaranteed because of the fact that

R is unimodular; consequently no additional conditions are required.

Situation (ii) of corollary 4.3.19 refers to parametrizations in a moving average

(MA) form. The coefficient matrices of the polynomial matrix Q(Z,Z-l) now repre

sent the Markov parameters of the transfer function between input u and output y

within the model.

We will now turn to equation error model sets for which discriminability is obtain

ed by employing the specific properties of equation error models. For this situation

two cla.'lses of discriminable model sets have been presented in theorems 4.2.11 and

4.2.12, directed towards restrictions on row degrees (theorem 4.2.11), or restric

tions on column degrees (theorem 4.2.12) of the polynomial transfer function

He(z)=[HeyIHeu]EIRPXP[Z]. As mentioned in section 4.2, the two forms presented are

only very specific choices out of a great number of possibilities for which discrimin

ability by J1soo can be obtained. We will reformulate the results of the theorems

mentioned above, in the following corollary.

(4.3.41a)

(4.3.41b)(ii)

Corollary 4.3.20.

Let E> be a set of polynomial matrices E> cIRPx(p+m+p)[z,z-l], such that
P P

TEE> =}T=[PI-QI-IJ, and E> induces a model set .it.
P P

Let LEIRPxP be nonsingular, (n')'_l a sequence of integers, and n an integer.
11- ,.,p

Consider the following conditions:

(i) For all TEE> : r
h

(P)=L and v~u\P)=n., i=l,.,p;
P [ I I

For all TEE> : r
h

(P)=L and f.t~u)(P)=n., i=l,.,p;
pel I
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(iii)

(iv)

For all TEe : r h (P)=L, t v~u)(P)=n, and rank[P(O)I-Q(O)]=p; (4.3.41C)
p r i=1 I

For all TEe: rh (P)=L, t J.t~u)(P)=n, and rank[P(O)]=p. (4.3.41d)
p c i=1 I

If e satisfies one of the conditions (i)-(iv) then the parametrization M :e ....... .At is
p p p

strictly identifiable by JtSoo. 0

Proof. The corollary follows directly from theorems 4.2.11, 4.2.12 and 4.3.18. 0

Note that specification of the leading row (column) coefficient matrix together

with the corresponding row (column) degrees of the matrix P in e p is sufficient to

create a parametrization for an EE model set that is strictly identifiable by JtSoo·
Comparing the results of this corollary with the conditions that are required for

obtaining identifiable parametrizations for PE and OE model sets, it is remarkable

that the required conditions for EE model sets are much weaker than their

counterparts in the PE and OE situation (d. corollaries 4.3.4 and 4.3.5).

Remark 4.3.21.

In the case of restrictions on the column degrees of P in e , as formulated in
p

conditions (ii) and (iv) of corollary 4.3.20, the situation

T=[PI-QI-I] and r hc(P)=L

can be equivalently formulated by

T=[PI-QI-L-1] and rhc(P)=I.

This is due to the fact that premultiplication ofT with a constant nonsingular

matrix, directly operates on the leading column coefficient matrix of P, and does

not change the corresponding model behaviour.

A similar statement for the leading row coefficient matrix, as applied in conditions

(i) and (iii) of the corollary, can not be made, since a direct operation on the lead-

ing row coefficient matrix of P is represented by a postmultiplication of P. 0

The identifiable parametrizations as presented in conditions (iii) and (iv) of the

corollary, point to discriminable equation error model sets, which we will formally

define, and in which we will add the condition that the input/output relation

within the models is restricted to be causal.
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Definition 4.3.22.

Denote the following equation error model sets that are discriminable by Jtsoo;
"r ee A pxp

.At' (n,L):= {ME~ I M is an EE model, H (z)EIR [z], f
h

(H (z))=L,
p,rn p,rn ey r ey

H (z) is a proper rational matrix, n(M)=n};
y

I/o: e e A pxp
.At' (n,L):= {ME~ IM is an EE model, H (Z)EIR [z], f h (H (z))=L,p,rn p,rn ey c ey

H (z) is a proper rational matrix analytic in z=O,
y

n(M)=n}; o

The question whether we can find identifiable parametrizations for model sets of

models having the same model order n(M), can now be answered straightforward

ly: all models within the discriminable model sets already have the same model

order n(M)=n. Parametrizations of .K,ee(n,L) and .K,ee(n,L) that are strictly
p,rn p,rn

identifiable by the identification criterion JtSoo are given by the sets of polynomial

matrices e as defined in conditions (iii) and (iv) of corollary 4.3.20, under the
p

additional constraint that P-1Q is a proper matrix, in order to ensure the request

ed causality.

Before we come to a formulation of the specific parametrizations for the model sets

discussed above, we will first pay attention to the i/o properties of the models

within the two model sets.
As mentioned before, all models in the model sets oK,ee(n,L) and .K,ee(n,L) by

p,rn p,rn

definition have model order n(M)=n. An interesting question now is: what are the

properties of the i/o parts of the models in both model13ets; or more specific: are

all input-output models with a prespecified model order n(M)=n present in both

model sets?

In the situation of OE and PE model sets, we have first parametrized all input

output models with model order n(M)=n, and afterwards the presence of residuals

has been accounted for by adding restrictions on the matrix R in TEe . In the
p

situation of EE model sets, these two steps can not be separated, because of the

fact that the discriminable model sets .K' ee(n,L) and .K' ee(n,L) already are
p,rn p,rn

model sets with a fixed model order.

When we consider the i/o parts of the models in these model sets by neglecting the

residual signal, we can wonder if all input-output models with model order n are
present in the i/o parts of oK,ee(n,L) and .K,ee(n,L).

p,rn p,rn
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For .K,ee(n,L) it can be verified that not all such input-output models are pre-p,rn

sent, since not all bilaterally row proper polynomial matrices T = [PI-Q] E

IRpx(p+rn)[z] can be brought into the specific form rhr(P)=L by only premultiplica-

tion of T with a unimodular matrix. A postmultiplication of P with a constant

nonsingular matrix is required for arriving at the situation that all input-output

models with model order n can be represented in a form satisfying r hr(P)=L, for L

a general nonsingular matrix. A consequence of this is formulated in the following

remark.

Remark 4.3.23.

For all causal input-output models with input u and output y, having model order

n, there exists a nonsingular constant transformation of the output signals (y'=Ty

with TEIRPXP) such that the resulting model with input u and output y' is present

in the i/o part of the model set .JC,ee(n,L). 0p,rn

For .K,ee(n,L) the situation is different. This is caused by the fact that by uni-p,rn

modular premultiplication all polynomial matrices T = [PI-Q] E IRpx(p+rn)[z] can

be brought to P being column proper and r hc(P)=L. In this statement unimodu-

larity and column properness should be considered with respect to lR[z]. Conse

quently the following remark can be made.

Remark 4.3.24.

All causal input-output models that have model order n, and that have no delays

in the transfer function Hyu(z), Le. Hyu(z) is analytical in z=O, are present in the

i/o part of the model set .K,ee(n,L). 0p,rn

Returning to the construction of identifiable parametrizations, we will now formu

late parametrizations for the two model sets .K,ee(n,L) and .K,ee(n,L).p,rn p,rn

Similar to the situation for PE and OE model sets, both equation error model sets

can be parametrized by considering a finite number of identifiable parametriza

tions. This is formulated in the following corollaries.
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(4.3.42)

Corollary 4.3.25.
.Jl,ee(n L) =

p,rn '
U Im(M(Pl,.,Pp»)

p p
E p.=n

i=l I

with M~Pl"'Pp) is induced by 0~Pl,.,PP)CIRPx(p+rn+p)[z], with 0~Pl"'PP) defined by

T=[PI-QI..'..1]E0(Pt,.,Pp), and
p

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

rhr(p) = L

v~u)(P) = v~u)(T) = p., i=I,.,p
I I I

rank[P(O)I-Q(O)]=p

(4.3.43a)

(4.3.43b)

(4.3.43c)

Every single parametrization M~Pl"'Pp) is strictly identifiable by J~Soo' and the

collection of model sets (4.3.42) is nonoverlapping, Le.

Im(M(Pt,.,Pp») n Im(M(Pt,·,Pp») = 0 for (p.). j(p.). .
p P I I=l,.,p I I=l,.,p o

Proof. This corollary follows directly from corollary 4.3.20 with the additional

constraint that causality of the models in .At' ee(n,L) can simply be achieved by
p,m

h d· . (u)(P) - (u)(T) '-1t e con ItlOn v. - v. , 1- ,.,p.
I I

o

Remark 4.3.26.

Each of the model sets Im(M(Pl,.,Pp») in (4.3.42) contains all models within
p

.At,ee(n,L) that have left structure indices (P')'-l .p,rn 11_ ,.,p o

Remark 4.3.27.

Every single parametrization M~Pl"'Pp) in (4.3.42) is strictly identifiable by J~Soo'

Without the rank condition (iii) as formulated in the corollary, the parametriza

tions become identifiable by J1Soo and differentiable. o

A similar corollary can be given for the model set vIt,ee(n,L).
p,m
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(4.3.44)U Im(M( (I,., (p))
p p
~ (.=n

i=l 1

with M~ (I,.,(p) is induced by e~ (1",(P)CIRPx(p+rn+p)[z], with e~(I,·,(P) defined by

T=[PI-QI-L-l]Ee~(I,.,(P), and

Corollary 4.3.28.
.At,ee(n L) =

p,rn '

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

rhc(p) = I

(u)(P) _ i '-1/-I. - .,.,1- ,.,p
1 1

rank[P(O)]=p

P-1Q is a proper rational matrix

(4.3.45a)

(4.3.45b)

(4.3.45c)

(4.3.45d)

Every single parametrization M~(I,·,(P) is strictly identifiable by J1soo' and the

collection of model sets (4.3.44) is non-overlapping, Le.

Im(M«(I,.,(p)) n Im(M((i,.,(;)) = 0 for ((.). f((~). .
p P 1 I=l,.,p 1 I=l,.,p

o

Proof. This corollary follows directly from corollary 4.3.20 with the additional

constraint of causality of the i/o part of the model. Note that in this situation this

causality can not simply be achieved by restrictions on the polynomial degrees of

the entries in T. 0

Remark 4.3.29.

Each of the model sets Im(M «(I,., (p)) in (4.3.44) contains all models within
p

.At,ee(n,L) that have pseudo-structure indices (0'-1 . Note that in contrastp,rn 11- ,.,p

with the situation for PE and OE model sets, every model within .At' ee(n,L) hasp,rn

a unique set of pseudo-structure indices. 0

Remark 4.3.30.

Every single parametrization M~(I"'(p) in (4.3.44) is strictly identifiable by J1soo;

however the parametrization is not differentiable because of the causality restric-

tion: P-1Q being a proper rational matrix. 0

Remark 4.3.31.

Concerning the restrictions on the polynomial matrices P and Q, the parametriza-
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tion presented for .K' ee(n,L) comes very close to the overlapping parametrization
p,m

for the model set ~ (n) as presented in eq. (4.3.30) and table 4.1. The parame-
p,m

trization for .K,ee(n,L) only contains the additional condition that rank[P(O)]=p,
p,m

or in other words, that the transfer function H (z) should have no poles in z=O (no
y

delays). It has to be stressed that concerning the model set ~ (n) this parame-
p,m

trization is overlapping (even stronger: the image of every single parametrization is

generic in ~ (n)) whereas concerning .K,ee(n,L) the parametrization is nonover-
p~ p~

lapping and in fact canonical.

Moreover note that for the parametrization discussed in corollary 4.3.28, left co

primeness of (P,Q) is not required, whereas in the situation of ~ (n), this left
. p,m

coprimeness is required in order to satisfy the controllability of the (i/o/pr)-mod-

els. 0

In the following section there will be paid some more attention to this model set

.K,ee(n,L), its parametrization, and its relation with the overlapping parametriza-
p,m

tion of output error model sets. Some consequences of the results as presented in

this section will be illustrated in a few examples.

4.3.4 Some consequences of using identifiable parametrizations for OE and EE

model sets

The consequences of the results presented in sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 are best illus

trated by comparing equation error and output error model sets.

As a first illustration, a comparison will be made between the set of overlapping

forms for.£e (n,L), d. eq. (4.3.30) and tables 4.1 and 4.2, and the very similar
p,m

identifiable parametrization of the model set .K,ee(n,L), presented in corollary
. p,m

4.3.28. It will be illustrated that for output error model sets, the parametrization

concerned is overlapping, whereas for equation error model sets it is nonoverlap

ping.

To this end we consider the following set of polynomial matrices:

e~(l,"(P) [ IRPx(p+m)[z] (4.3.46)
10

with T. Ee~(l,·,(P) written as T. =[PI-Q] and e~(l,·,(P) defined to contain all
10 10 10' 10
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matrices T. EIRPx(p+rn)[z] that satisfy the following conditions:
10

149

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

rhe(P) = I

JL~u)(P) = (., iE~
I I

(P,Q) left coprime with respect to lR[z]

rank[P(O)] = p
-lQP proper

(4.3.47a)

(4.3.47b)

(4.3.47c)

(4.3.47d)

(4.3.47e)

Note that for all causal and controllable input-output dynamical systems with

order n and without any delays, there exists a sequence of integers «(i)i=l,.,p such

that t (.=n, and such that the model is induced by an element T. Ee~(l,·,(P).
i=l I 10 10

Based on this set of polynomial matrices e~(l'.'(P), two model sets can be con-
10

structed:

.Ate (n L) = U .Ate (e~(l'.'(P) L)
peo' p peo 10 '

L (.=n
i=l I

(4.3.48)

with
.Ate (e~(l'.'(P) L) = {MEt I M=M (T) with T=[T. I-':L] T. Ee~(l'.'(P)} (4.3.49)peo 10' p.rn p 10 '10 10

and .Jfe (n L) = U .Jfe (e~(l'.'(P) L)
peo' p peo 10 '

L (.=n
i=l I

(4.3.50)

with

r (e~(l'.'(P) L) = {MEt I M=M (T) with T=[T. I-P. L]peo 10' p,rn p 10 10'

T. =[P. I-Q. lEe~(l'.'(P)}
10 10 10-1 10

(4.3.51)

The results of section 4.3.3 show that the union of model sets (4.3.50) is overlap

ping and moreover that a model in .Jfe (n,L) generically is present in every setpeo

.Jfe (e~(l,·,(p),L) satisfying t (.=n.
peo 10 i=l I

Consequently one set of matrices e~(l,.,(P) with t (.=n can both construct a set
10 i=l I

of overlapping forms as well as a set of nonoverlapping forms, dependent on the

type of (ijojpr)-models that are going to be considered.

The difference in the two parametrizations concerned, is that for the output error
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model set, two elements Tl,T2E8~~1,·,(p) are equivalent if T
1
=UT2 with U a uni

modular polynomial matrix, whereas for the equation error model set two elements

T1,T2E8~~1"'(P) are equivalent if and only if T1=T2.

When models are considered as polynomial matrices, and not as behaviours includ

ing a residual, this property would lead to a situation that the equivalence of two

models depends on the residual type of model set that is considered.

This approach has led to the introduction of a criterion based notion of model

equivalence, and was followed in Van den Hof (1987), (1988), (1989) and Janssen

(1988a). It is illustrated by the block diagrams in figure 4.3.

1
u(t) Process yet)

p(z)-lQ(z)
+

--+
- P(z) f----I e(t)

FIGURE 4.3a Block diagram of equation error model with L=I

1
u(t) Process

p(z)-lQ(z)
+

l-..+
-

yet)

e(t)

FIGURE 4.3b Block diagram of output error model with L=1.

The diagrams show that premultiplication of [PI-QI with a unimodular polynomial

matrix will not change the output error model, but will definitely affect the equa

tion error model.

In the following example it will be illustrated that overlapping forms actually are

nonoverlapping when applied to an equation error model set. It will be shown that
p

choosing different sets of pseudo-structure indices «(.)'-1 satisfying E (.=n,
1 1- ,.,p i=l 1
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will lead to different selected optimal models in an identification procedure.

151

Example 4.3.32

A data sequence is considered that has been obtained from measurements of a

multivariable industrial process as described in Backx (1987). The process is the

tube shaping part of a tube glass production process, and is considered to be repre

sented by a dynamical system with 2 inputs (pulling speed and air pressure) and 2

outputs (tube diameter and tube wall thickness).

The least squares identification criterion has been applied to two model sets, both

of the equation error type (cf. 4.3.49):

and

.At. = .Jte (e~ (1, (2) L) with L=I and (/ /) = (4 2)
1 pCO 10 ' "'1''''2'

.At. = .Jte (e~(1,(2) L) with L=I and (/ /) = (24).
2 pCO 10 ' "'1''''2'

A measured data sequence vN has been used with N=500.

The selected optimal models {Ml}=J~S(vN,..Jtl) and {M2}=J~S(vN,..Jt2)will be

compared by showing the Markov parameters of the transfer functions H (z) of
Y2U1

both selected optimal models.

0.12

0.08

0."

-0.08

-0." L----'-_......L..._-'-_l.----'-_----'--_--'--_-'-------''-------L_--'-----'

10 .. .. ... eo eo

FIGURE 4.4 Markov parameters of the transfer functions H (z) of a high order
Y2U1

moving average model (--), and of the selected optimal models

M1E..Jt1 (-x-) and M2E..Jt2 (-0--).
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In figure 4.4 these Markov parameters are presented together with the Markov

parameters of a very high order moving average model, which has been shown to

give a good representation of the underlying industrial process (Backx, 1987).

Clearly the two models M1 and M2 show different dynamical properties; in order

to find the set of selected optimal models within .Jfe (n,L) with n=6 and L=I, all
peo

different sequences of pseudo-structure indices that sum up to 6 have to be evalu-

ated. 0

The results as shown in this section 4.3 and as illustrated in this example, are

supported by the results in Van den Hof and Janssen (1986), (1987), where asymp

totic properties of selected optimal equation error models within the model set

.Jfe (n,L) are derived in terms of its corresponding Markov parameters, and where
peo

these results are shown to be dependent on the specific set of pseudo-structure

indices chosen.

As a second illustration of the results presented in this section 4.3, we will consider

the situation that an equation error model set has been constructed in which all

input-output models concerned are represented exactly once. In other words, we

will consider a set of equation error models that is generated by a set of polynomi

al matrices 8. with T. =[PI-Q]E8. , such that 8. doeS not contain distinct ele-
10 10 10 10

ments that induce the same input-output model.

In this situation, 8. is a set of canonical forms with respect to the equivalence
10

relation T~1)"'T~2) {::::} T~1)=UT~2) with U polynomial and unimodular.
10 10 10 10

Such a set of canonical forms has been discussed in sect~on 4.3.2, and similar to

this set of observability canonical forms we will consider the following set of poly

nomial matrices which is taken from the results as presented in table 4.1:

8~'Yl,·,'YP) C IRPx(p+m)[z] (4.3.52)
10 .

with T. E8~'Yl,·,'YP) written as T. =[PI-Q] and 8~'Yl,·,'YP) defined to contain all
10 10 10' 10

matrices T. EIRPx(p+m)[z] that satisfy the following conditions:
10

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

fhe(P) = I

ll~u)(P) = 'Y., iE~
1 1

lI~u)(P) = ll~u)(P) = lI~u)(T), i=1,.,p

(4.3.53a)

(4.3.53b)

(4.3.53c)
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(iv) rh/P) = I + F with FEIRPxP lower triangular

(v) (P,Q) left coprime with respect to lR[z]

(vi) rank[P{O)] = p

Similar to the first part of this section we can construct:

..Jfe (n L) = U ..Jfe (e~11,.,1p) L)
can' P can 10 '

E l=n
i=l 1
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(4.3.53d)

(4.3.53e)

(4.3.53f)

(4.3.54)

with
..Jfe (e~11,.,1p) L) = {MEE I M=M (T) with T=[T. I-L] T. Ee~11,.,1p)} (4.3.55)

can 10' p,m P 10 '10 10

and .Jfe (n L) = U .Jfe (e~11,·,1p) L)
can' P can 10 '

E l=n
i=l 1

(4.3.56)

with

.Jfe (e~11,.,1p) L) = {MEE I M=M (T) with T=[T. I-P. L]
can 10' p,m P 10 10'

T. =[P. 1-Q.JEe~11,·,1p)}
10 10 1 10

(4.3.57)

From the discussion in section 4.3.2 it follows that the union of model sets that

constitutes .Jfe (n,L) in (4.3.56) is nonoverlappingj moreover .Jfe (n,L) equals
can can

.Jfe (n,L). The union of model sets that constitutes ..Jfe (n,L) is also nonoverlap-
pco can

ping, but the model set has changed; in other words ..Jfe (n,L)f.Jte (n,L) and
can pco

actually:

..Jfe (n,L)c.Jte (n,L).
can pco

The consequence of this reduction of the model set is that in an identification

procedure, the selected optimal models will depend on the specific subset of the

model set .Jte (n,L) that has been chosen, Le. it will become dependent on the
pco

specific set of "canonical" forms that is applied.

..Jfe (n,L) has been based on the set of observability canonical forms for ~ (n)
can p,m

as represented bye. (eqs. 4.3.52-53). Every other set of canonical forms for
10

~ (n) will lead to another equation error model set ..Jfe*(n,L) and consequently
p,m can

will lead to a different set of selected optimal models during identification.

Two sets of matrices e~l),e~2) that induce the same set of input-output models,
10 10
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[

-o.7Z + 1.49 ]
Q*(z)= .

-2.2

will generally lead to different equation error model sets, and different selected

optimal models. This is illustrated in the following simulation example.

Example 4.3.33.

Consider an input-output system SE~2 l' with W= Yx U, Y=1R2 and U=IR (one,
input, two output system). S=M (T*), with T*=[P*(z)I-Q*(z)], and T*(z) being

p

represented in a canonical observability form with observability indices '1'1 =2,

'1'2=1.

* [Z2_2.7z+2.12 -0.16]
P (z)= ,

2.0z-4.6 z

The poles of the corresponding transfer function H*(z) = p*(z)-1Q*(z) are posi

tioned at z=0.9 and z=0.9±0.lj.

A data sequence V+Es+
b

(8) is constructed by choosing the input u+ to be a zero
o s,y

N-1
mean white noise sequence, satisfying Lim ~ E u2(t) = 1. The data sequence v+

N-ioo t =0

is disturbed to y+=(y+,u+) by disturbing the output y+ with an additive zero

mean and uncorrelated white noise sequence ~+, according to y+=y++~+, and ~+
1 N-1 T 1 N-1

satisfying Lim N E W)~ (t) = 12, and Lim N E ~(t)u(t) = O.
N-ioo t =0 N-ioo t =0

The signal-to-noise ratios on the outputs y+ are 40 dB.

This data sequence y+ will be used for identification.

In this identification procedure we are going to apply t~o equation error model

sets, whose i/o parts contain exactly the same sets of input-output models.

In order to construct these model sets, consider the following sets of polynomial
matrices 8

1
and 8

2
( IRPx(p+m)[zl, defined by:

TE81 --+ T=[P11-Q11with

with all parameters a,fJElR, and a212fO.

TE82 --+ T=[P21-Q21with
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with all parameters A,bElR, and AI22fO.
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Note that for any element T
1
E8

I
there exists a polynomial matrix U(z) that is

unimodular with respect to IR[z], such that T
1
'=UT

I
E8

2
. Similarly for any element

T
2
E8

2
there exists a polynomial matrix V(z) that is unimodular with respect to

IR[z], such that T
2
'=VT

2
E8

1
. These unimodular matrices can be verified to be:

U(z) = [ 0
-a

212

Consequently both sets of polynomial matrices 8
1

and 8
2

induce exactly the same

set of dynamical input-output systems.

For identification purposes we are going to deal with the following two equation

error model sets:

vitI ={MEE2 11 M=M (T) with T=[T. H] and T. E81},p 10 10

vlt2 ={MEE2 11 M=M (T) with T=[T. I-I] and T. E82}·
,p 10 10

In the model sets .At
1

and .At
2

an equation error residual term has been added to

the models. Note that, by theorem 4.2.6, both model sets are discriminable by

Jtsoo'

We will compare the selected optimal models 1\1:1and 1\1:2' defined by
A + _+ A +_+

{M1}=JLSoo(V ,.AtI ) and {M
2
}=J

LSoo
(v ,.A(

2
).

For both situations the asymptotic results of the least squares identification meth

od are calculated analytically, without really generating the data, based on covari

ance information on the process data considered. The applied algorithm is a

straightforward extension of the method described by Mullis and Roberts (1976)

for the scalar case.

A comparison of the two models 1\1:1and 1\1:2 will be made by evaluating the

Markov parameters of the i/o part of both optimal models, and by comparing
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these Markov parameters with the Markov parameters of the original process that

has been used to generate the data sequence v+.

Figure 4.5 shows the three sets of Markov parameters that are related to the

second output Y2.

...

18

12

8

-eL------'-_--I.-_--'----_'----------'-_----'--_---'----_.l.--------'_----L_--'------'

ao eo eo 100 lao

FIGURE 4.5. Markov parameters of the transfer function H (z) of the original
Y2U

process S (--), and of the i/o part of the two selected optimal

models MIEvlt
l
(-x-) and M

2
Evlt

2
(--0-).

The properties of the two selected optimal models apparently are essentially

different, illustrating that the choice between model set vitI and vlt2 is a choice

that really influences the dynamical properties of the optimal models. This

phenomenon can also be evaluated on the basis of the poles of the transfer function

Hyu(z) of the selected optimal models, as illustrated in table 4.3.

Poles of prncess and identified models

S M1 M2
0.900 :l: 0.100j 0.975 :l: 0.087j 0.831 :l: 0.195j

0.9000 -0.102 0.966

TABLE 4.3 Poles of the input/output transfer function Hyu(z) of the original

process S and of the two selected optimal models M
I

and M
2

.
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This example 4.3.33 shows that the identification result depends on the specifically

parametrization chosen for the input/output part of the model set. Restricting

oneself to one specific form (e.g. the canonical observability form) is a rather arbi

trary choice, and therefore leads to rather arbitrary sets of selected optimal mod

els.

4.4 DISCUSSION

In this chapter the identification framework as presented in the previous chapters,

has been elaborated upon by dealing with the problem of parametrizing model sets

for identification. The concept of discriminability has been shown to play an im

portant role for the choice of a combination of model set and identification criteri

on, in order to guarantee that the model set does not contain "trivial" models. The

occurrence of such trivial models may lead to a situation in which the identifica

tion criterion can only yield selected optimal models for data sequences that can be

modelled exactly. In such a situation no optimal models will be selected if the data

can not be modelled exactly.

Sufficient conditions for discriminability have been derived for the common least

squares identification criterion J1soo and for different model sets.

The different residual types of (i/o/pr)-models PE, OE and EE, as characterized

in chapter 3, are shown to require a different treatment in this respect. Contrary

to the situation for prediction error and output error models, the equation error

type of models do not intrinsically point to a specific way of obtaining discrimina

bility. Therefore, a great number of choices for discriminable equation error model

sets is possible, most of them leading to different optimal models obtained in an

identification procedure.

For prediction error and output error model sets a parametrization problem re

mains when a discriminable model set has been specified. This is illustrated for

polynomial matrix parametrizations, where (strict) identifiability has to be achiev

ed by removing polynomial matrices that induce equal models. For equation error

model sets, the only concern is the discriminability problem. When a discriminable

equation error model set is specified, the parametrization problem is inherently

solved. A discriminable equation error model set directly leads to a parametriza

tion that is strictly identifiable by J1soo'

It has to be stressed that, in contrast with the literature on the parametrization
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problem, the (strict) identifiability of parametrizations should be considered in

relation to the residual-type of models that is taken into account, and not only in

relation to the input-{)utput properties of these models.

An immediate consequence of this result is that nonexpected situations can occur

when parametrizing equation error model sets, based on considerations with re

spect to the input-{)utput properties of the models only; overlapping forms become

nonoverlapping and the use of canonical forms leads to a situation where the

choice for a specific set of canonical forms essentially influences the set of optimal

models obtained in an identification procedure.
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5. ADDITIONAL REMARKS ON IDENTIFICATION
METHODS

In this short chapter some remarks on system identification are collected concern

ing items that are not within the central scope of this thesis, but that are worth

while to pay attention to, because of their relation with the subjects as discussed

in the previous chapters.

Remark 5.1

In the previous part of this thesis, we have been discussing different identification

methods, mainly due to the choice of different residual-based model sets. However

nothing has been said about the related identification algorithms that are required

for obtaining the selected optimal models. As stated in chapter two, this set of

optimal models is determined by the choice of a model set .At and an identification

criterion J. The properties of the corresponding identification algorithm are deter

mined by the identification criterion J and the parametrization M. This algorithm

is of practical importance when applying system identification methods, since it

determines also the effort that is required for obtaining the optimal models.

Properties of algorithms are very often a reason for choosing specific parametriza~ ..

tions and consequently specific model sets.

Polynomial matrix parametrizations of equation error model sets in general show

the property that the residual signal within a model can be expressed as a linear

function of the parameters (the parametrized models are linear-in-the-parame

ters). When quadratic functions of these residuals are considered, like in a least

squares identification criterion, the optimization of these functions over the param

eters, can be executed analytically with simple algebraic operations. This favorable

property is characteristic for these so called linear regression models. Note that

this is actually one of the important reasons for considering equation error models

in combination with a quadratic residual function. In this respect the equation

error residual does not have a direct physical interpretation with respect to the

external signals of the model, but it is a mathematical tool for representing errors

in equations. Equation error type models are very popular, especially by the favor

able properties of the resulting algorithms. 0

Remark 5.2

In this work hardly any attention has been paid to validation of the selected opti

mal models. It has been mentioned that models obtained by identification meth-
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ods, should preferably be validated in a situation that is comparable with the

ultimate use of the model; this refers to a proper choice of the validation criterion.

Note that there may be an important difference between criteria for identification

and for validation. A selected optimal model whose equation error residual func

tion is very small, i.e. represents a good fit in terms of this residual function, may

behave badly in terms of another criterion (e.g. an output error validation criteri

on). Consequently undesired situations can occur if the validation criterion is dif

ferent from the identification criterion. Some simple examples of such situations

for equation error identification and output error validation can be found in

Damen et al. (1985), (1986) and Tomita et al. (1986).
It is a natural requirement that the criteria for identification and validation should

be tuned to each other, in order to arrive at well-defined selected optimal models.

This is especially important for equation error model sets, since in general no

direct physical interpretation can be given to the equation errors. On the contrary,

output error and prediction errors are more directly related to specific model appli

cations, such as simulation and prediction, and therefore are appropriate measures

for validation purposes in several situations. 0

Remark 5.3

Very often the simulation error (output error) of the i/o part of a selected optimal

model is used as a criterion for validation. This originates from the consideration

that, in the case of a white input signal and input-independent disturbances on the

signals, a quadratic measure of this simulation error corresponds with a quadratic

measure of deviation between the transfer function of the original (linear) process

and that of the selected optimal models. For a SISO (single input single output)

situation, this comes down to:

N-l 1 J'If . . 2
Lim -N

l ~ e
oe
2 (t) = - IH (e-lUl\-H (e-lUl\ I dw

2 'If process J model J
N-lOO t =0 -'If

(5.1)

(5.2)
00

- ~ [Ii (k) h (k)]2- process - model
k=tl

with {h(k)}k=tl,.,oo the Markov parameters (impulse response) of a transfer func-

tion. The quadratic functions considered in (5.1), (5.2) give a good insight in the

deviations between a linear process to be identified and a model, measured over

the whole frequency range. Actually this validation criterion is also used in the

examples as presented in chapters one and four of this thesis, where identification

methods are evaluated by comparing the Markov parameters of a selected optimal
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model with the corresponding Markov parameters of the original process.

161

However, unlike the equation error type model, simulation error or output error

type models have the disadvantage that in general they yield complex identifica

tion algorithms, due to the fact that the residual is not linear-in-the-parameters.

In these situations the identification problem has to be solved by applying nonlin

ear minimization techniques with time-consuming algorithms and problems of

possible local minima.

Special parametrizations and corresponding model sets can reduce these kinds of

problems; to this end a model set has been proposed that is based on a sequence of

Markov parameters and a set of coefficients of the minimal polynomial (see Backx,

1987, and section 3.3.4 in this thesis). This parametrized model set has the proper

ty that the output error residual is nonlinear in a relatively small number of

parameters, which simplifies the corresponding output error identification algo-

rithm, at the cost of a reduction in the freedom of choosing model sets. 0

Remark 5.4

The complexity of identification algorithms that have to generate selected optimal

models by nonlinear minimization techniques, has also led to an alternative

approach to the system identification problem. In order to arrive at compact opti

mal models with a low complexity a two-step method can be followed:

1. Apply a relatively simple identification method, e.g. on the basis of equation

error models, to a model set with models of very high order; and subsequently

2. Reduce the order of the selected optimal models by applying a method of

model reduction such as e.g. balanced model reduction (Moore, 1981; Pernebo

and Silverman, 1982), optimal Hankel norm approximation (Adamjan, Arov

and Krein, 1971; Glover, 1983).

In the first step we do not have to arrive directly at a proper model which satisfies

the requirements of the intended application, which means that there is a freedom

of choosing model sets and parametrizations that yield favorable algorithms.

An essential part of the identification method now is moved to the model reduc

tion step, in which model reduction criteria have to be chosen that fit the intended

application of the ultimately selected optimal models.

As a possible third step, the appropriate nonlinear minimization algorithm can still

be applied to the measured data sequence, while the model obtained so far, can act

as a proper initial estimate for starting the algorithm.

This two-step (three-step) method for solving an identification problem is very

often successfully applied in practice, and shows the importance of the relation
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between the problem of constructing approximate models on the basis of data and

the problem of model reduction. This approach has been followed for instance by

Backx (1987) and Wahlberg (1986). 0

Remark 5.5

It has been shown in chapter four that there exists a problem of lack of discrimina

bility with respect to a least squares identification criterion, when using the very

popular class of equation error type models in identification problems. In other

words, a choice has to be made for arriving at discriminable model sets. Since

there are many possible choices for arriving at discriminability and since each

different choice generally leads to different selected optimal models, apparently the

experimenter has a great influence on the optimal models finally obtained, by

choosing a proper discriminable model set. Moreover it is not clear what kind of

effect different choices have on the properties of the selected models. In view of the

well-definedness of the identification results, this is not a very favorable situation.

It has been partly this argument that has brought some people to the opinion that

these identification methods are non-scientific (Los, 1988).

Despite of the fact that in this way selected optimal models to some extent may

become arbitrary, it has to be noted that for a specific class of discriminable equa

tion error model sets, remarkable properties of asymptotic optimal models have

been shown (Van den Hof and Janssen, 1986, 1987). For this specific class of meth

ods it has been derived that, under the weak conditions of white input signals and

input-independent disturbances on the signals, the start sequence of Markov pa

rameters of the (linear) process at hand, is asymptotically equal to the correspond

ing start sequence of the Markov parameters of the selected optimal model. This

shows that the discriminability question in equation err~r model sets can also be

treated in view of these kind of properties of selected optimal models. 0
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis the problem of system identification is considered a.'3 a problem of

deterministic approximate modelling on the basis of measurement data. In contrast

with the classical approach to the problem of modelling systems on the basis of

observed time series, the philosophy in this work shows two important aspects:

- the models finally obtained are accepted to be only approximations of the

dynamical processes underlying the data; and

- in the methodology of constructing models from time series, no use is made

of any statistical assumptions on the data.

This philosophy of deterministic approximate modelling has been followed in order

to arrive at well-defined models, in the sense that these models proceed from the

available data sequence and from explicit users' choices, and not from implicit

(statistical) and hardly verifiable assumptions on the data and the underlying

process. The implicit assumptions on the data sequence, required in a statistical

approach to be able to solve the modelling problem, here have been replaced by

explicit users' choices. Consequently it is important to state clearly the various

choices that have to be made in an identification procedure.

In order to bring these choices to the surface, a fundamental treatment is required

of the problem of constructing models from time series. To this end in this thesis

fruitful use has been made of the system theoretic concepts as developed and advo

cated by Willems (1986a),(1988). Representing a dynamical system in terms of its

behaviour, Le. the space of admissible signal trajectories, we have introduced a

framework in which the identification problem as considered above, can be formu

lated properly. In this framework the various components of an identification

method (model set .At, parametrization M and identification criterion J) are

defined in a fundamental and natural way, and their role in an identification

method can consequently be distinguished clearly.

In the identification framework presented, models are used that exhibit three types

of external signals: inputs, outputs and residuals, where the fictitious residual

signals are incorporated to deal with modelling errors. Existing identification

methods have been characterized within this framework with special attention

being paid to the type of residuals (prediction error, output error and equation
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error type of residuals) that are incorporated in the models.

Chapter 6

In the approach presented, models have been used that are slightly more general

than the commonly applied standard models, that mainly originate from statistical

considerations. Because of this generalization, questions have emerged that do not

occur when dealing with the standard models. The main consequence of this ap

proach is reflected in the introduction of the notion of discriminability, as a prop

erty of a model set in relation with an identification criterion. It can be achieved

by imposing proper restrictions on the model sets and identification criteria taken

into account. Discriminability of model sets has appeared to be an important as

pect for several reasons. The property has been shown to be required for arriving

at a nontrivial identification problem; besides different choices of obtaining dis

criminable model sets influence the optimal models that are finally obtained. Con

sequently the way in which discriminability is achieved has appeared to be one of

the users' choices that has to be specified.

For output error and prediction error identification methods, discriminability has

been shown to be obtained by restricting the model sets in a specific way. However

for equation error identification methods, the formulation of discriminable model

sets has given rise to interesting contemplations. For these methods, the aspect of

discriminability is generally not distinguished as an explicit users' choice, leading

to optimal models that are determined partly by the (arbitrary) way in which

discriminability was achieved. This means that the experimenter - without notice 

can have an essential influence on the optimal models finally obtained.

In view of the fact that the identification methods discussed are required to be

based on explicit users' choices, the statement made ab9ve makes the equation

error approach rather questionable. This is especially remarkable if we take into

account that equation error methods are by far the most popular methods in the

application of system identification techniques.

Discriminability has also been shown to playa role in the problem of parametriza

tion. In the framework presented, the problems of identification and parametriza

tion have been clearly distinguished from each other; however through a redefini

tion of the concept of identifiability it has been shown that the two problems can

not be considered independently from each other. The identifiability of a parame

trization Mhas been shown to be dependent on the question whether the identifi

cation criterion J can discriminate between different models in the model set .At,

Le. whether .At is discriminable by J. Different parameter values can only be dis-
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tinguished from each other if the identification criterion can distinguish between

the two corresponding (distinct) models. In the current literature on identifiability

this latter situation actually is implicitly assumed to be satisfied.

In this thesis the discriminability of model sets has been investigated for a least

squares identification criterion, and it has been shown that the way in which dis

criminability of model sets is achieved generally will influence the optimal models

finally obtained. For prediction error (PE) and output error (OE) type model sets

it has been shown that discriminability by a least squares identification criterion

can be obtained quite easily; a representation of model sets by a unique parametri

zation is the central problem in the construction of identifiable parametrizations.

For equation error (EE) type model sets this situation has been shown to be just

the other way around. The central problem is to obtain discriminability, and once

this has been obtained, the construction of identifiable parametrizations is

straightforward.

In this respect the different situations for PE and OE models on the one side and

EE models on the other side, are specifically remarkable when considering model

sets with models having a fixed model order. What is known as the set of overlap

ping forms in terms of PE and OE model sets, under minor restrictions has turned

out to be a set of nonoverlapping forms in terms of EE model sets.

The identification framework has been shown to give good possibilities to consider

the identification problem in a fundamental way. A clear distinction of the basic

concepts has been obtained, not in the least by the treatment of dynamical sys

tems and models in terms of the well-defined system theoretical notion of "behav

iour" (Willems, 1986a). This notion of model behaviour has appeared to present a

unifying approach to all existing definitions of linear, time-invariant and finite

dimensional models, such as transfer functions, state space representations and

difference equations. These different representations can now be related to each

other clearly; the theories on models described in the forward or backward shift

operator (sometimes called MFD and ARMA models) have been generalized to one

theory on representations in terms of difference equations. Expressions have been

derived for the model order and corresponding structure indices of these models.

Looking over the results obtained so far, the following remarks have to be made,

partially pointing to questions that have to be faced.
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* Discriminability has been shown to play an important role in the modelling of

time series. The notion has emerged because of a treatment of the identification

problem as a problem of deterministic approximate modelling. This philosophy

is more general than the common approach based on statistical considerations

and needs further elaboration. Especially attention has to be paid to a

characterization of the specific approximations that are involved; this topic has

not been paid attention to in this thesis.

* For output error and prediction error methods discriminability has been obtain

ed by restricting the model sets in a specific way. One could wonder if it is

worthwhile to consider alternative ways of obtaining discriminability in order

to explicitly influence the models obtained.

* For equation error methods there definitely exists a problem of obtaining dis

criminability. For a proper application of these methods it is required that the

consequences of different choices of discriminable model sets are clarified, in

order to be able to use these choices as explicit users' choices.

* In this thesis we have restricted attention to models and identification criteria

that are very closely related to the commonly applied identification methods

originating from statistical considerations. Basically there is no reason for such

a restriction, and consequently more general models (e.g. (i/o/r)-models in

stead of (i/o/pr)-models) as well as more general identification criteria need be

taken into account and need a further development.

* An important question that remains is the question which kind of models and

identification criteria are best suited for incorporating intended model

applications into the construction of optimal models.

The framework presented in this thesis is believed to giye good opportunities for a

formal treatment of identification methods and for developing future methods in

which intended model applications (such as control system deSign) should be consi

dered directly within the identification stage.
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APPENDIX

(AI) Proof of proposition 3.2.6b

Because of the controllability of the model, the unimodularity of R in part (a) of

the proposition is equivalent with He(z) = [Hey(z) IHeu(z)] = R-1[P IQ] being

polynomial in IR[Z,Z-l]. Consequently the transfer function He(z) should be analyti

cal in ( except possibly in z=Oj in other words: He(z) should not contain any poles

for finite values of ZE(\{O}. In order to evaluate this we will use a polynomial

matrix descriptions of He(z) according to Rosenbrock (1970) as described in

Kailath (1980). Considering the state space representation:

x(k+l) = Ax(k) + Buu(k) + Bee(k)

y(k) = Cx(k) + Duu(k) + Dee(k)

a polynomial matrix description, representing He(z) can be written as:

[

zl-A Be : 0 Bu 1[ x(z) [0]. -e(z)-e De' -I Du = 0

-0 -1- ~ -0-0 - =~~:~ -e(z)

[
Zl-A Be]-l[ 0 Bu]

with He(z) = [011] -e De -I Du .

The finite poles of He(z) are characterized by those values of AE( that satisfy the

following three conditions:

[
AI-A Be]

(i): det( -e De = OJ

Because of the fact that (C,A) is an observ!l-ble pair, due to the minimality of the

realization, condition (ii) will always be satisfied. Because of the controllability of

the model, rank( [AI-A Be Bu] = n for all AE(\{O}, and due to the minimality of

the realization this also holds for A=O. Consequently all finite poles of He(z) are

represented by condition (i) formulated above. 0
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(A2) Proof of Proposition 3.3.8

Appendix

For this proof the representations of prediction error models will be used as formu

lated in proposition 3.2.2 (a).

(a) Properness of the transfer function p(z)-IQ(z) can be imposed by writing

P(z) = A (z)fh (P) + P(z), and Q(z) = A (z)fh (Q) + Q(z)
P r q r

. . n~l) n~p) . n~l) n~p)
wIth A (z) = DIag{z , .. , z }, A (z) = Dlag{z , .. , z },

p q

and &~)(P) < n(i), i,jE£j &~)(Q) < n(i), iE£jjEm, (see Kailath, 1980).
IJ p IJ q -

Then p(z)-IQ(z) = [A (z)-lp(z)rl[A (z)-IQ(z)]
p q

= [fh (P)+A (z)-lp(z)rI[A (z)-I][A (z)f
h

(Q)+Q(z)]. (A2.1)
r p p' q r

Since f h (P) is nonsingular, [fh (P)+A (z)-lp(z)r1 = f
h

(p)-l + P(z) with P(z)r r p r

proper, and consequently p(z)-IQ(z) is proper if and only if A (z)-IA (z) is prop-
p q

er, which is equivalent to n(i) >n(i), iEn.
p - q I::-

(b) The second condition of proposition 3.2.2.a is reflected by the properness of

[p(z)-lR(z)_L]zk, with LEIRPXP, nonsingular. This condition incorporates properness
I - n(l) n(p)

of P(z)- R(z). Writing R(z)=A (z)f
h

(R)+R(z) with A (z)=Diag{z r , .. , Z r },r r r

and &~)CR) < n(i), i,jE£, it follows that
IJ r

p(z)-IR(z) = [f
h

(P)+A (z)-lp(z)rI[A (z)-lA (z'l][f
h

(R)+f (z)-IR,(z)]
r P p r'r r

= [fh (p)-I+p(z)][A (z)-IA (z)l[f
h

(R)+R(z)] with P(z) and R(z) strictly proper.r P r· r

p(z)-IR(z) is proper if and only if A (z)-lA (z) is proper, and from Lim P-IR=L,
P r z-ioo

nonsingular, it follows that A (z)=A (z). In this situation p(z)-IR(z) equals
P r

f hr(p)-lfhr(R) + H(z), with H(z) strictly proper, and the second condition of

proposition 3.2.2.a consequently is represented by properness of the rational matrix

[p(z)-IR(z)-fhr(p)-lfh/R)]zk. 0

(A3) Proof of theorem 3.4.7

In order to prove the parts a and c, first there will be shown that

I5
M

(P-IQ) $ 1f~u)(T) - 1f~l)(T), with equality if and only if rank(T(A,r1)=p for

all OjAE(. Secondly part a will be proved.
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The following additional notation will be required; let G(Z)EIRPXID(Z), then denote:

tf(G):=the degree of a pole in z=a; (A3.1)
a

!(G):=the degree of a zero in z=aj (A3.2)
a

exc (G):=tf(G)-!(G); exc (G):= E tf(G)-!(G), with C*={u{oo}; (A3.3)
a a a tot aEC* a a

c(i)(G):=the maximum of exc (g(i)(z)) over all ixi-minors g(i)(z) of G. (A3.4)
a a

By definition:

0M(G)= E tf(G)= E max [c(i)(G)] with c(O\G):=O for all aEC*. (A3.5)
aEC* a aEC* i ~O a a

For T=[PI-Q] polynomial in z and G=p-1Q, it has been shown by Janssen

(1988a) that 0M(G) = exctot(T). It can easily be verified that this result remains

valid for TEIRPx(p+m)[z,z'l]. Since T has only poles in z=o and Z=OO, it follows that

0M(G)=exctot(T)~excO<T)+excoo(T)with equality if and only if T has no finite

zeros j-O, or equivalently rankCT(A,A'l)=p for all AEC\{O}.

Using a result of Verghese and Kailath (1981), showing that exc (H)=c(r)(H) for
a a

any rational matrix H with ran~(z)H=r, it follows that 8M(G)=c~p)(T)+c~p)(T).

Let any pxp-minor of T be equal to t(z)=a1zll1+ . +a +lzll2 with nt,n2Ell andlll-ll2

nl~n2, then excoo(t(z))=nl and exco(t(z))=-n2;

consequently 0M(G) ~ 1r~u)(T) - 1r~f)(T), with equality if and only if

rankCT(A,A'l)=p for all OJ-AE{, This proves the relation between the statements a

and c of the theorem.

If the polynomial matrix T is bilaterally row proper, it can be written as:

T(z,Z'l) = diag(zut, . ,zup)f
h

+ T(z,Z'l) + diag(zlt, . iP)f
j

, with u.=v~u)(T),
r r 1 1

l.=v~l)(T), iE~, and T(Z,Z'l) satisfying v~u)(T)< u. and v~l)(T»f., iE~.
I I 1 I I 1

Since f hand f
j

have full row rank, 1r(u)(T)=Eu., and 1r(l)(T)=El., leading to
r r P i 1 P i'

1r(u)(T)-1r(f)(T)=E(u.-i.)= ~ v.(T) = n(M).
P P i I I i=l I

If T is not bilaterally row proper, it can always be brought to a bilaterally row

proper form by unimodular premultiplication. Let T'(z,Z'l)=U(z,Z'l)T(z,Z'l) with U

unimodular with respect to lR[z,Z'l], then any pxp-minor of T' equals det(U)· (the

corresponding pxp-minor of T). Since det(U)=czd, OJ-cElR, dEll, it follows that
1r(u)(T')-1r(l)(T')=1r(u)(T)-1r(f)(T) showing that 1r(u)(. )-1r(f)(.) is representation
P P P p' P P

independent, which proves statement a of the theorem. 0
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(A4) Proof of proposition 3.4.8

Appendix

Let G(z)=P(Z,Z-l)-lQ(z,Z-l) and T = [PI-Q], then, using the notation of (A3),

a) G proper *'* oP(G)=O *'* exc (T)=exc (P) by using lemma P4A-4 in Janssen
00 00 00

(1988a), stating that oP(G)=exc (T)-exc (P) for ae{*. Consequently G proper
or or or

*'* c(P)(T)=c(P)(P) *'* 1r(u)(T)=1r(u)(P)=!u){det(P)}.
00 00 P P

b) Using the same lemma as mentioned above, it follows that ~(G)=O *'*
exc (T)=exc (P) *'* c(P)(T)=c(P)(P) *'* 1r(l)(T)=1r(l)(P)=!l){det(P)}. 0o 0 0 0 P P

(A5) Proof of Corollary 3.4.9

a) If 1r(l)(Tf)=lO then 1r(l)(Tf»O and consequently Tf(,X) has a zero in ,X=O, which
P P

is conflicting with the condition rank{Tf('x)=P for 'x=0.

b) If 1r(u)(Tb)=lO then 1r(u)(Tb)<O and consequently Tb('x) has a zero in ,X=O,
P P

which is conflicting with the condition rank{Tb('x)=P for 'x=0.

c) The statement follows directly from theorem 3.4.7c, proposition 3.4.8, and part

a of this corollary, taking into account that left coprimeness with respect to

lR[z] is equivalent with the condition rank{T('x)=p for all 'xE{,

d) The proof is similar as the proof of c, applying theorem 3.4.7c, proposition

3.4.8 and part b of this corollary. 0

(A6) Proof of theorem 3.4.12

Parts a and b of this theorem are extensions of results of Forney (1975) and

Kailath (1980); for the situation that TEIRPx(p+m)[z], it has been shown that the

set of row degrees of T is equal to the set of left dynamical indices of P-1Q if and

only if (P,Q) is left coprime and T is row reduced with respect to iR[z]. Extension

of this result to polynomials in iR[z,z-l] follows from the consideration that {left

coprimeness and row properness with respect to lR[z]} *'* {left coprimeness and

bilaterally row properness with respect to lR[z,z-l]}.

Part c follows from results of Willems (1986a), and the consideration that the set

of row degrees of T is invariant for postmultiplication of T with a constant

nonsingular matrix. 0
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(A7) Proof of theorem 3.4.17
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The model set .it , as defined, can be parametrized in a set of canonical
p,m,11,.,'YP

forms by a minimal parameter set {d"}'_1 "-1 ,{b" k}'-1 ·'-1 'VOok-l 'IJ 1- ,.,P,J- ,.,m IJ 1- ,·,P,J- ,., 0, - ,.,m

and {a"k}'-1 .'-1 'k-l .. with the integers {oy.·}·-1 .'-1 defined by:IJ 1- ,·,P,J- ,.,p, - ,.,1IJ IJ 1- ,·,P,J- ,.,p

1.. = min('Y.+l,1·) for j<i, and 1.. = min(1-,"") for j>i. (A7.1)IJ I J - IJ I J -

(see Guidorzi, 1981). Consequently the total number of parameters equals:
p P

pm + mn + E E 1.., (A7.2)
i=1 j=1 IJ

P P P i-I P P
with E E 1.. = E E min(1.+1,,.,.) + E E min('Y.,,.,.). (A7.3)

i=1 j=1 IJ i=1 j=1 I J i=1 j=i I J

For evaluation of this expression we will first consider the situation that

11 ~ 12 ~ •• ~ 1
p

' and afterwards generalize the result for the general case.

a. In the situation 11 ~ 1
2

~ •• ~ 1
p

it follows directly that

P P P P P
E E min(1-,1.) = E E 1. = E h.. (A7.4)

i=1 j=i I J i=1 j=i J i=1 I
P i-I

For analysis of the expression E E min(1.+1,1.) we will consider the se-
i=1 j=1 I J

quence (1')'-1 to be represented as:
I 1_ ,.,p

11' . ,'Yt1,1t1+1, . ,1t1+t2, .. ''Yt1+.+td-1+1' . ,1t1+.+td

with 11= . = 1t >1t +1= . = 1t t > .. ; so ('Y.).-1 consists of d groups of1 1 1+ 2 I 1- ,.,p

equal indices. Now we can write:
p i-I d t k P
E E min('Y.+l,,.,.) = E E E min(1t + +t £,1.+1) =

i=1 j=1 I J k=1 l=1 i=t1+. +tk-1+1+l 1 . k-1+ I
d tk t1+.+tk P
E E {E 1. + E ('Y. +1)} =

k=Il=1 i=t1+.+ t k-1+l+1 I i=t1+.+tk+l I
d t k P
E E( E 1i +P-(t1+.+tk+1)+I}=

k=11=1 l=tl+.+tk-l+l+1
P P pdp 2 d
E E 'Y. + E p - E tk(t1+ . +tk) = E (k-1h'k + P - E tk(t1+ . +tk).

j=1 i=j+l I j=1 k=1 k=1 k=1
d 2 d 2 d

Since p= E tk it follows that p = E tk + 2 E tk(t1+ . +tk_1), leading to
k=1 k=1 k=1

d d
E tk(t1+ . +tk) = tp2 + t E t;. Substitution of this expression gives

k=1 k=1
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p i-1 p 1 2 1 d 2
~ ~ min(-y.+l,'Y') = ~ (k-l)')'k + 2"P -2" ~ tk· Together with (A7.2)-

i=1 j=1 1 J k=1 k=1
p 1 2 d 2

(A7.4) this leads to r(.Jt )= 2 ~ k1k + (m-l)n + mp + 2"(p - ~ t k)·
p,m,1'1,·, 'YP k=1 k=1

b. Consider a set of reordered observability indices ey.)'-1 with 1.=')'. for
11- ,.,p J J

j/:k,k+l, 1k='Yk+1, 1k+1='Yk for any fixed kEIC!. The corresponding integers

(1'.).-1 .'-1 are determined by 1..=1.. for i,j¢71ri[k,k+l], 1kk='Yk+1k+1'IJ 1- ,·,P,J- ,.,p IJ IJ ,

\k+1=min( 'Yk,'Yk+1), 1k+1,k=min( 'Yk+l,'Yk+1)'

P P P P
It follows that ~ ~ 1.. - ~ ~ 1.. = 1 for 'Yk+1> 'Yk;

i=1 j=1 IJ i=1 j=1 IJ

= -1£or 'Yk+1<'Yk;

= 0 for 'Yk+1''Yk.

Since 1k+1<'Yk every adjacent permutation of two indices in (-y.)'-1 causes a
11- ,.,p

subtraction of one parameter. 0

(A8) Proof of proposition 4.2.4

Consider two models M1,M2EE with M.=M (T.), T.";"[P.I-Q.I-R.J, andp,m 1 p 1 1 1 1 1

TiEIRPx(p+m+p)[z,z'lJ, for i=I,2. Define the combined dynamical system M1,2 with

variables (y,u,el,e2) such that

(v,e1,e2)EB(M1,2) $:::} {(v,e1)EB(M1) A (v,e2)EB(M2)} (AS.l)

(AS.2)

Now consider two matrices V1,V2EIRP
XP[z,z-1] with V1,V2 nonsingular and left

coprime with respect to IR[Z,Z-lJ, such that Vl1+ Vl2=O. By premultiplication of

T3 with the matrix [ ~1 ~J it follows that B(M1,2)=Bc(Mp(T4)) with
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(AS.3)T4= [ P 11-Q11 -R1 I 0 ]' and Qe=V1Q1+V2Q2'

o I-Qel-V 1R11-V2R2

This T4 shows that

{(y,u,e1,e2)E8(M1,2)} ¢::} {(y,u,e1)E8(M1) A (u,e1,e2)E8
c
(Me)} (AS.4)

with Me:=Mp([-Qel-V1R11-V2R2))' (AS.5)

Since e1 is free in 8(M1), it follows that (e1,e2)E.ge(M1,M2) if and only if there

exists a uEJ such that (u,e1,e2)E8
c
(MJ This proves the result of part (a). The

result of part (b) follows directly by considering that Qe= V81+ V2Q2 and

V1P1+Vl2=O, which leads to p~lQ1=P;lQ2' 0

(A9) Proof of Theorem 4.2.7

The proof of this theorem will be given by considering polynomial matrix represen

tations of the models concerned.

Consider two models M1,M2E..It.e with M.=M (T.), T.=[P.I-Q.I-R.], and
-t 1 P 1 1 1 1 1

TjEIRPx(p+m+p)[z,z-l], for i=1,2, and consider the combined dynamical system M1,2

defined by:

(v,e1,e2)E8(M1,2)} ¢::} {(v,e1)E8(M1) A (v,e2)E8(M2)}. (A9.1)

or equivalently:

{(v,e1,e2)E8(M1,2)} ¢::} {(y,u,e1)E8(M1) A (u,e1,e2)E8p~1p(Te))} (A9.2)

with Te=[-Qe!-V1R11-V2R2]' (A9.3)

Qe=V1Q1+V2Q2' V1P 1+Vl2=O, and V1,V2EIRP
X
P[z,z-1] nonsingular and left co

prime. Denote He~/z) = H~;)(H~;»)-l = -R;1V;lV1R1(z).

Now consider any M1E.J( and construct a data sequence v+ that satisfies

(v+,ei)ES+(M1), with u+ and ei satisfying:

N-1
Lim k E u(t)UT(t+T) = I OCT), TE7I.+, (A9.4)
N-iOO t=o m

1 N-1 T
LimN E e1(t)e1(t+T) = I OCT), TE7I.+, (A9.5)
N-iOO t=O p

1 N-1 T
and Lim N E u(t)e 1(t+T) = 0 TE7I.+. (A9.6)

N-iOO t =0
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Since u and el are free in MI, such a data sequence can always be constructed.

Now considering (A9.2) and (A9.3), and taking account of (4.2.10), it follows from

the special character of the signals u+ and ei that if H
e2Ell

(z) is stable, and

He2Ell(z) = k~--OOM(k)z-k with tr [k~_~T(k)M(k)] ~p, then automatically

tiScxl(e~)~tiSoo(ei)·

If p~IQI=P;IQ2'or equivalently MI t M2, then Qe=O in (A9.3) and

consequently tiScxl(e~)=ttsoo(ei) if and only if tr L~_~T(k)M(k)]=p.

Since in this situation tr[ ~ MT(k)M(k)]=P implies MI=M2, it follows that
k=-oo ,

JtSoo(v+,,,,,={MI}·

If this result holds for all MIE.it, then consequently .it is discriminable by Jtsoo'

which proves condition (i) to be sufficient. 0

(AIO) Lemma AIO

Consider polynomial matrices P I'P2ElRpxPlz] and QI,Q2EIRPXffi[Z], with detlR(z)P IfO

and deit(Z)P2fO, such that p~IQI=P;IQ2.

If rank[PI(O)!QI(O)]=rank[P2(0) IQ2(0)]=P then P l(z)p;I(z) is analytic in z=O. 0

Proof. ,

From p~IQI=P;IQ2 it follows that there exist polynomial matrices VI,V2EIRPXP[Z],

with Vl'V2 left coprime, Le. rank{[VI(A)IV2(A)]=P for all AE{, such that

VIT I+V2T2=0 with TI=[P IIQI] and T2=[P2IQ2]. Consequently

VI(O)TI(O)+V2(0)T2(0)=0, o~ [VI(O)IV2(0)] [T1(0)] =0. Since rank[VI(O)IV2(0)]=
T

2
(0)

rank[TI(O)]=rank[T2(0)]=p, it follows with Sylvester's inequality that

rank[TI(O)]=p, and consequently V
1
(0) and V2(0) both have to be nonsingular.

T
2
(O)

Since PI(z)p;l(z)=~I(z)V2(z) it follows that p I(z)p;I(z) is analytic in z=O, Le.

P l(z)p;l(z) has no poles in the origin. 0
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(All) Proof of thoorem 4.2.11
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(Al1.2)

(All.3)

In order to prove this theorem, the result of theorem 4.2.7 will be applied.

Consider two models Ml'M2E...ft9:(L) with Ml ,M2 having transfer functions

H(l) H(2)E8 Since r (H(l»)=r (H(2»)=L nonsingular there can be written:e , e t" hr ey hr ey' ,

HW(z)=A/z)L+H~~)(Z) j=1,2 (All.l)

. n~j) n (j)
with A.(z) = dlag(z ,.,z P ),

J

n~j) = v~u)(H~~») and v~u)(H~P)<v~u)(H~P), i=l,.,p.

Now considering He2el(z)=H~;)(z){H~;)(z)}-\ it follows that

He~l(z)=[A2(z)L+H~;)(z)][Al(z)L+H~;)(z)rl=A2(z)G(z)Al(z)-l, (AllA)

with G(z)=[L+A2(z)-lH~;)(z)][L+ Al(z)-lH~;)(z) r l . (All.5)

Since A/z)-lH~P(z) is strictly proper for j=1,2, it follows that G(z) is proper with

Lim G(z) = I.
z-too

Writing Hent> (z) = EM(k)z-k for some tEll, and G(z) = EN(k)z-k with N(O)=I,
~vl k=t k=O

it follows with (AllA) that tr[k~_~T(k)M(k)]~Pif and only if

tr [ ENT(k)N(k)] ~p. Since N(O)=I this condition is fulfilled, which satisfies part
k=O

(a) of theorem 4.2.7.

For satisfying part (b), note that tr [k~_~T(k)M(k)] =p if and only if

tr [ ENT(k)N(k)] =p, which is equivalent with G(z)=I. For the proof of discrimi
k=O

nability of model sets we now have to formulate conditions such that H (z) =
e~l

A2(z)1\(Z)-1 = I in situations that H~~)(z)=H~~)(z),with Hyu(z)=H;;(z)Heu(z).

(i)

(ii)

If v~u)(H~;»)=v~u)(H~;»)for i=l,.,p, then Aiz)=Al(z) and H~e/z)=I,

which proves discriminability.

If t v~u)(H~;»)= t v~u)(H~;») then det(A2(z)A l(z)-1)=1. Under the addi-
i=l 1 i=l I

tiona! condition that He~/z) does not contain any poles in z=o it
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follows that H (z)=I. The equivalent condition rank( [H~y1)(OllH~~\O)]=
e2Ell

rank( [H~;)(OllH~~)(O)]=pis formulated in Lemma A10 of this appendix. 0

(A12.2)

(A12.3)

(AI2) Proof of thoorem 4.2.12

This theorem is proved along similar lines as followed in the proof of theorem

4.2.11. Consider two models M1,M2EvNij:(L) with M1,M2 having transfer functions

H~1),H~2)Eet' Since r hc(H~~»)=rhc(H~;»)=L, nonsingular, there can be written:

H~~\z)=LA/z)+HW(z) j=1,2 (A12.l)

_. np) n(j)
with A.(z) - dmg(z ,.,z P ),

J

n~j) = JL~u)(H~~» and JL~u)(HW)<JL~u)(H~~\ i=l,.,p.

Now considering He~l(z)=H~;)(z){H~~)(z)}-\ it follows that

He2El1(z)=[LA2(z)+H~;)(z)\[LA1(z)+H~~)(z)r1=G2(z)A2(z)A1(z)-lG1(z), (A12.4)

with G2(z)=[L+H~;)(z)A2(z)-1] and G1(z)=[L+H~~)(z)A1(z)-lr1. (A12.5)

Since H~~)(z)A/z)-l is strictly proper for j=1,2, it follows that G1(z) and G2(z)

are proper with Lim G1(z) = L-1 and Lim G2(z) = L, and consequently G2(z)G1(z)
Z-lOO z-lOO

is proper with Lim G2(z)G1(z) = I.
z-lOO

In the situations (i) and (ii) of the theorem, it follows that A2(z)A1(z)-1=I, leading

to He~/z)=G2(z)G1(z). In situation (ii) this is caused by the fact that H~e/z) is

not allowed to have any poles in z=o. Since Lim H e (z) = I, and consequently
z-lOO e2 1

H
e2El

(z) =1 + EM(k)z-k, it follows that tr[ EMT(k)M(k)]~p with equality if
1 k=O k==-oo

and only if He2e/z) = I. This proves the results. 0

(AI3) Proof of proposition 4.2.16.

The proof of this proposition is based on the following considerations.

Let M be a dynamical system M EE with variables e1,e2E(IRPl, and M =M (T)
e e e P
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with T=[R IR ], R ,R EIRPXP[Z,Z-1], nonsingular. If H(z)=R-e
I Re (z) is stable,

e1e2 e1e2 21

and if (ei,e~) E S+(Me) then

177

(A13.1)

where IIH(z)1I = sup iT(IH(e
jw

)\), and
L00 wE (-7r, 7r]

(1II11(z)1I (0)-1 = inf E:(IH(ej~I),
L wE(-7r,7r]

(A13.2)

(A13.3)

with iT, E: the maximum, minimum, singular value of a real constant matrix.

71.

If in such a situation tisoo(e~) = c tisoo(ei) for all eiEE +, then consequently

(IIH-1(z)11 )-1 = IIH(z)11 = c, which leads to the situation that q,(IH(~~I)=c
~ ~ 1

for all singular values q" iE~ and for all wE(-7r, 7r]. Consequently
1

HT(e-j~H(~~ = cI. These expressions will be used in the sequel of this proof.

Conditions (i),(ii) and (iii) are sufficient for the scaling-equivalence of M
1

and M2

since (i) guarantees that there indeed exists a transfer function between e1 and e2;

(ii) guarantees that the transfer functions H (z) and He (z) both are stable,
e1e2 2e1

and (iii) guarantees the proper constant quotient of tisoo(e~) and tiSoo(ei)·

The necessity of condition (i) follows from the representation of .ge(M
1
,M

2
) as

presented in proposition 4.2.4. The influence of the free variable u has to be elimi

nated in .ge(M1,M2), in order to be able to satisfy the requirement that ttSoo(e~) =

c tiSoo(ei) for all possible data. In the notation of proposition 4.2.4 this means

that Q =0, which is equivalent with B (M
1
io) = B (M

2
io

), and equivalent with
e c c

condition (i) in proposition 4.2.16.

The necessity of condition (ii) follows from the fact that in order to satisfy

tiSoo(e~) = c tiSoo(ei), both transfer functions He1e2(z) and He2e/z) have to satis-

fy the requirement that they are stable, and moreover that HT
e (z-1)H (z)=cI

2e1 ~1
T ".

and He1e/z-1)He1e2(z)=c-1I. From these requirements it follows that both transfer

functions are not allowed to have any finite poles, except in z=O.
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Necessity of condition (iii) follows directly from the remarks made in the beginning

mtmsproot 0

(AU) Proof of proposition 4.2.17

This proposition is going to be proved on the basis of the results of proposition

4.2.16. Condition (i) of proposition 4.2.16 can simply be shown to be equivalent

with Bc(M~O) = Bc(M~O) (see also the proof of proposition 4.2.16).

We will show that the condition Bc(M~O)=Bc(M~O), together with condition (ii) of

proposition 4.2.16, implies that dO(M1) = dO(M
2

). If dO(M1) = dO(M
2

) then

condition (ii) of proposition 4.2.16 can simply be shown to imply eq. (4.2.29),

which proves the result.

Consider two controllable models M1,M2Ef;p,m' with M1=Mp(T1) and

M2=Mp(T2), where TI=[PII-QII-RI] and T2=[P21-Q21-R2]' If Bc(M~O) = Bc(M~O)

and condition (ii) of proposition 4.2.16 is satisfied then the following equations hold

true:

(AI4.1)

(AI4.2)

(AI4.3)

(A14A)

(AI4.5)

(PI,QI,R1) left coprime with respect to IR[Z,Z-l]

(P2,Q2,R2) left coprime with respect to IR[Z,Z-l]

V1P1 + V2P2 = 0 with V1,V2EIRPXP[z,z-1], nonsingular

V81 + V2Q2 = 0

V1R1 + V2R2U = 0 with UEIRPXP[Z,Z-l] a unimodular matrix

It follows from (AI4.3), (A14A) and (AI4.5) that

[P11-Q11-R1] = _~IV2 [P21-Q21-R2U] (AI4.6)

Using (AI4.1) and (AI4.2) it follows that ~IV2 has to be a unimodular polynomi

al matrix, showing that dO(M~) = dO(M
2

). 0

(A15) Proof of thoorem 4.3.2

The proof of this theorem is given along the following lines. Suppose that there are

two matrices T 1,T2E8p such that T2=UT1 with UEIRPXP[z,z-l] and U unimodular
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with respect to IR[Z,z-I]; then show that U=I.

If T2=UT1 then P2=UPl'

Now write P .(z)=fh (P .)A.(z)+P .(z) j=1,2
J c J J J

179

(A15.1)

with
_. np) nU)

A.(z) - dlag(z ,.,z P ),
J

(j) - (u)(P) d (u)(P-) (u)(P) '-1 . '-12'n. - 1". . an 1". . <I". . , 1- ,.,p., J- , ,
I I J I J I J

(A15.2)

(A15.3)

Then U(Z,Z-l) = P2(z)p~l(z), leading to

U(z,z-l)=[fhc(P2)A/z)+P2(zYI[fhc(P1)Al (z)+P l(z)r
1
. (A15.4)

Because of conditions (i) and (ii) it follows that f hc(P1)=fhc(P2) and Al(z)=A2(z).

Consequently U(z,z-l)=[fhc(P2)+P2(z)A/z)-Ij[fhc(P1)+P1(z)A1(z)-lj-l, (A15.5)

with P.(z)A.(z)-1 strictly proper for j=1,2.
J J

It follows that U(z,z-I)=I+G(z) with G(z) strictly proper. (A15.6)

Now let T2=UT1.

Using (iii) this equation can be written as

f 2A(z)+T2(z) = U[f1A(z)+T1(z)], or equivalently (A15.7)

f 2+T2(z)A-1(z) = U[f1+T1(z)A-1(z)] (A15.8)

with T2(z)A-1(z) and T1(z)A-1(z) strictly antiproper, Le. Lim T2(z)A-1(z) =
z-+O

Lim T1(z)A-1(z) = O.
z-+O

Since rank f 1 = p, there exists a matrix VelR(p+m+p)xp such that f 1V=Ip' leading

to: [f2+T2(z)A-1(z)]V = U[I+T1(z)A-1(z)V] (A15.9)

from which follows that U is antiproper, Le. Lim U(Z,Z-l) exists. (A15.10)
z-+O

Combining (A15.10) with (A15.6) shows that {(i)A(ii)A(iii) ::} U=I}.

For applying condition (iv), let T l' T2 be written as:

T.(z)=,x.(z)f1(T.)+T.(z) j=1,2
J J r J J

with ,x.(z) = zd, de7l., and v~l)(T.»d, l=l,.,p; j=1,2;
J I J

Now T2=UT1 can be written as:

(A15.11)

(A15.12)
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[A2(Z)fl/T2)+T2(z)] = U[\(z)flr(T1)+T1(z)] (AI5.13)

and with condition (iv), A2(Z)=A1(Z)=A(Z), leading to:

[flr(T2)+A(Z)-lT2(z)] = U[flr(Tl)+A(Z)-lTl(z)] (AI5.14)

with A(Z)-lT2(z) and A(Z)-lT1(z) strictly antiproper.

With a similar reasoning as used for arriving at (AI5.10), it follows that U(Z,Z-l) is

antiproper. Combining this with (AI5.6) it is shown that {(i)A(ii)A(iv) '* U=I}. 0
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NOTATION

The symbols that are used in the text are listed with a short explanation and with

reference to the page number on which they first appear.

General notations

32

22
24

33
35

17

18

18

18

17

18

32
24

70

Set of integers {.. ,-1,0,1,2, .. }

Set of nonnegative integers; 71.+= 71.n[O,oo)

Set of negative integers; 71._= 71.n(-00,-1]

Set of real numbers

Set of q-dimensional real vectors

Set of real numbers extended with infinity

Set of natural numbers; IN = 71.+r1[I,oo)

Set INn[l,p] with pEIN

o( r)

c

Set of complex numbers

General set A with exclusion of the element aoEA

Closure of A

Set consisting of the elements at, a2 etc.

Mapping with (a subset of) IN as domain

Union of sets

Intersection of sets

Subset (not necessarily a strict subset) of

Direct sum of two sets; A = Ai (jl A2 means that for every aEA there

exists a unique decomposition a=al+a2, such that alEA1 and a2EA2 25

A Logical and 111

col(wl,w2) = [:~] 77

Ip (pxp) identity matrix 74

1m Image (range) of a mapping 43

arg min f( 0) with f a mapping f: F -+ G

:= {O'EF I f( 0') ~ f( 0) for all OEF}

arg max f( 0) with f a mapping f: F -+ G

:= {O'EF I f( 0') ~ f( 0) for all OEF} 38

dimension 83

Dirac function 0: 71. -+ IN, with o( r)=1 for r=O and o( r)=O for T/=O 110

dim

~

(

A\{ao}

A
{at,a2,.}

(al,a2,.)

U

n
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Signals

18

27

19
19
27

17

17

17

27

48

20

18= w 171. with 71.+= 71.n[O,oo)
+

= wl71. with 71._= 71.n(-w,-l]

0: 71. ...... W, with O(t)=O for tE71. 18

Specific time set T
N

= 71. n [0,N-1], with NEIN 24

= wi 24
TN

concatenation of signals: a map 71. ...... Wwith (WI ~1 W2)(t) = Wl(t) for

t<tl, and = W2(t) for t~tl; it can also be used for signals defined on

some 71.
T

c71. 21

shift operator q: wi wi with (uw)(t) = w(t+1) 18

shift operator q-l: wi wi with (q-1w)(t) = w(t-1) 18

set of all maps w: T W 17

q-dimensional 1
2

sequence (Hilbert) space 40

q-dimensional 1 sequence space 34
00

Residual signal set (=lRf
)

Input signal set (= IRffi)

Output signal set (= IRP)

Signal set of measurable signals: V = y x U (= IRP+ffi)

Signal set of a dynamical system

General time set 1t1R

w: 71....... W General si&,nal or system variable w E wi
Signals YE~, uE cJl, eEFfl, vE vl
state XE(lRn )71.

Signal w restricted to T c 71.

q

q-l

WT

(l2)q

(l )q
00

w

E

U
y

V

W

T

w

y,u,e,v

x

Models, model sets and parametrizations

s
s

c

General dynamical system

Controllable part of a dynamical system

General dynamical input-Qutput system, or (i/o/r)-model

Input/output part of an (i/o/r)-model

General optimal (i/o/r)-model

17

23

27

29

31
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~

~
p,rn

~ (n)
p,rn

E
E

p,rn,r

Set of all linear, time invariant, finite dimensional systems on 71. 18

Set of all input-output systems Sc~ with signal set W= Yx U=IRPxlRrn 20

Subset of ~ of all controllable and causal models with order n 133
p,rn

Set of all (i/o/r)-models 27

Subset of E with W= Yx UxE and Y=IRP , U=lRrn and E=lRr 27

E
Ep,rn

.At

.At
p,rn,r

2.At

11:
11:

s

Set of all (i/o/pr)-models 28

Subset of Ewith W= Yx UxE and Y=IRP , U=lRrn and E=IRP 28

General set of (i/o/r)-models 27

Subset of .At with W= Yx UxE and Y=IRP, U=lRrn and E=IRP 27

Set of all subsets of .At 31

Parametrization 43

Parametrization in (A,B,C,D) state space form 48

11: Parametrization in polynomial matrix form 45
P

e General parameter set eClRd, with dEIN 43

e Parameter set for a parametrization in (A,B,C,D) state space form 48
s

General transfer function 20

Transfer function from output to residual in an (i/o/pr)-model 63

Transfer function from input to residual in an (i/o/pr)-model 63

Transfer function from residual to output in an (i/o/r)-model 63

Transfer function from input to output in an i-o dynamical system, or

in an (i/o/r)-model 63

Transfer function between residuals of two (i/o/r)-models 113

91

90
92
83

83

45

87

87

88

136

Parameter set for a parametrization in polynomial matrix forme
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift behandelt het probleem van de systeemidentifikatie, het modelle

ren van dynamische systemen op basis van meetgegevens. Het identifikatiepro

bleem wordt in dit werk beschouwd als een probleem van deterministisch benade

rend modelleren. In vergelijking met klassieke methoden van systeemidentifikatie

behelst dit twee belangrijke aspekten:

- er wordt bij voorbaat geaccepteerd dat de verkregen modellen slechts een

benadering kunnen vormen van het dynamische systeem dat de meetgege

yens gegenereerd heeft; en

- in de methodologie van het konstrueren van modellen op basis van meetda

ta wordt geen gebruik gemaakt van enige statistische veronderstellingen

omtrent de meetgegevens .

Als een konsekwentie van deze uitgangspunten wordt er van identifikatiemethoden

geeist dat zij modellen opleveren die bepaald worden door de betreffende meetdata

en door gespecificeerde gebruikerskeuzen, en niet door impliciete (statistische) en

moeilijk verifieerbare veronderstellingen omtrent de data en het onderliggende

proces.

Gebaseerd op systeemtheoretische concepten die recentelijk in de literatuur zijn

geintroduceerd, wordt in dit proefschrift een raamwerk gepresenteerd waarin het

identifikatieprobleem, als boven beschouwd, duidelijk wordt geformuleerd. In dit

raamwerk worden de verschillende onderdelen van een identifikatiemethode: de

modelverzameling .it, de parametrisering Men het identifikatiekriterium J op een

fundamentele en natuurlijke wijze gedefinieerd. De modelverzameling .At bevat alle

modellen die in beschouwing worden genomen bij het zoeken naar "optimale"

modellen voor de gegeven tijdreeks; het identifikatiekriterium selekteert, gegeven

de tijdreeks, optimale modellen uit deze verzameling; de parametrisering represen

teert de modellen in de modelverzameling door middel van (reete) parameters om

de bovengenoemde selektieprocedure te vereenvoudigen.

In dit proefschrift staat de vraag ter diskussie welke eisen er gesteld dienen te

worden aan deze drie basisconcepten opdat de uiteindelijk verkregen modellen

duidelijk gedefinieerde benaderingen vormen van de beschikbare tijdreeks.

Modellen voor identifikatie worden in dit werk gedefinieerd door middel van hun

"gedrag"; dit is de ruimte van toegestane signaaltrajektorieen. Het begrip modelge

drag blijkt een overkoepelend begrip te zijn voor aIle bestaande definities van
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lineaire, tijdinvariante en eindig-dimensionale systemen, zoals overdrachtsfunkties,

toestandsbeschrijvingen en beschrijvingen met behulp van differentievergelijkingen.

Dit concept geeft de mogelijkheid om een duidelijk onderscheid te maken tussen

modelverzamelingen en parametriseringen, en vervolgens ook tussen het identifika

tie- en het parametriseringsprobleem.

In het gepresenteerde raamwerk voor systeemidentifikatie worden modellen gehan

teerd die drie typen van externe signalen bevatten: ingangssignalen, uitgangssigna

len en residusignalen. De residusignalen zijn kunstmatig aan de (residu-gebaseerde)

modellen toogevoogd voor de weergave van modelfouten, en om te fungeren als een

basis voor de bepaling van een maat van afwijking tussen een model en een gege

yen tijdreeks.

De gebruikelijke identifikatiemethoden zijn gekarakteriseerd binnen dit raamwerk,

waarbij speciale aandacht is besteed aan de verschillende typen van residusignalen

(voorspellingsfout-, uitgangsfout- en vergelijkingsfout-residusignalen). De specifie

ke gebruikerskeuzen die aan deze methoden ten grondslag liggen worden onder

wcht. Er wordt aangetoond dat voor de populaire klasse van vergelijkingsfout

identifikatiemethoden, de resultaten van de identifikatie in zekere zin arbitrair

kunnen worden, beinvloed veeleer door toevallige situaties dan door duidelijk gede

finieerde gebruikerskeuzen. Dit fenomeen wordt veroorzaakt door het feit dat de

aspekten van identifikatie en parametrisering tot dusverre niet good op elkaar zijn

afgestemd.

Een inleiding tot het identifikatieprobleem, zoals beschouwd in dit proefschrift,

wordt gegeven in hoofdstuk 1.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een raamwerk gepresenteerd voor het formuleren van het

systeemidentifikatieprobleem op basis van residusignalen. Algemeen gehanteerde

begrippen als modelverzameling, parametrisering, identifikatiekriterium en identifi

ceerbaarheid worden heroverwogen en duidelijk gedefinieerd. Discrimineerbaarheid

van modelverzamelingen wordt geintroduceerd.

In hoofdstuk 3 worden de gebruikelijke systeemidentifikatiemethoden gekarakteri

seerd binnen het gepresenteerde raamwerk. Het aspekt modelcomplexiteit komt

aan de orde, hetgeen leidt tot een theorie omtrent de orde en struktuurindices van

multivariabele systemen. Door gebruik te maken van polynoommatrices in twee

onbepaalden, leidt deze theorie tot een generalisatie van de bestaande separate

theorieeen voor modellen gepresenteerd in voorwaartse dan weI achterwaartse

differentievergelijkingen.
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Hoofdstuk 4 presenteert een uitwerking van het probleem van de konstruktie van

identificeerbare parametriseringen voor een identifikatiekriterium gebaseerd op

kleinste kwadraten. Er wordt aangetoond dat, om te komen tot duidelijk gedefini

eerde modellen, de identificeerbaarheid van parametriseringen beschouwd dient te

worden in relatie tot het toegepaste identifikatiekriterium.

In de hoofdstukken 5 en 6 zijn een aantal aanvullende opmerkingen omtrent de

behandelde identifikatiemethoden opgenomen, en worden de konklusies van dit

werk samengevat.
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[1] 
Beschouw een rij van N+l Markovparameters, {M(k)}, k=O,.,N, met M(k)EIRPxm, 

en laat een partilHe realisatie van een dergelijke rij gedefinieerd zijn door eeri vier

tal matrices (A,B,C,D) met AElRnxn, BElRnxm, CEIRPxn, DEIRPxm, die voldoen aan 

M(k) = CAk-1B voor 1 S k S N, en 

M(k) = D voor k=O, 

waarbij n de dimensie van de parti(~le realisatie is. 

(i) De minimale dimensie nmin van een partiele realisatie van {M(k)}, k=O,.,N 

wordt generiek gegeven door: 

nmin = max { p·entier[(N+l) m+ ], m·entier[(N+l)-P-l}. P m p+m 

(ii) Een minirnale realisatie van {M(k)} k=O,.,N is generiek uniek dan en 

slechts dan als N geschreven kan worden als N a mip
, met C de grootste 

gemene deler van p en m, en aEIN. 

Damen, A.A.H., R.P. Guidorzi, A.K. Hajdasinski en P.M.J. Van den Hof (1985). 
On multivariable partial realization. Int. J. Control, 41, 589-613. 

Van den Hof, P.M.J., A.A.H. Damen en A.K. Hajdasinski (1984). Multivariable 
{>artial realization and the aspect of uniqueness. In: J. Gertler en L. Keviczky 
lEds.), A Bridge between Control Science and Technology. IFAC Proc. Series 
1985, No.1, pp. 175-180. Proc. 9th IFAC World Congress, Budapest, 1984. 

[2] 
Het gebruik van een pagina matrix, als alternatief voor een Hankel matrix, bij 

methoden voor benaderende realisatie op basis van Markovparameters, kan lei den 

tot modellen die de gegev~n Markovparameters beter benaderen. 

Damen, A.A.H., P.M.J. Van den Hof en A.K. Hajdasinski (1982). Approximate 
realization based upon an alternative to the Hankel matrix: the Page matrix. 
Syst. Control Lett., 2, 202-208. 

Van den Hof, P.M.J. (1984). Approximate realization of noisy linear multivariable 
systems. Journal A, 25, 21-26. 

[3) 
Het bijvoeglijk naamwoord "suboptimaal" duidt op het ontbreken van optimali

teitseigenschappen en heeft geen andere betekenis dan "niet optimaal". De gewekte 

suggestie dat er van enige optimaliteitseigenschappen sprake is, is derhalve onjuist. 



[4] 
De veelvuldig gehanteerde uitspraak dat bij parametriseringen in een observeer

baarheids kanonieke vorrn wei een a priori bepaling van struktuurindices vereist is 

en bij parametriseringen in overlappende vorm niet, is in het algemeen onjuist 

indien de geparametriseerde modelverzamelingen gebruikt worden voor het toepas

sen van "equation error" identifikatiemethoden. 

Van den Hof, P.M.J. en P.H.M. Janssen (1987). Some asymptotic properties of 
multivariable models identified by equation error techniques. IEEE Trans. 
Autom. Control, AG-32, 89-92. 

Van den Hof, P.M.J. (1989). Criterion based equivalence for equation error 
models. IEEE Trans. Autom. Control, AG-34, No.2, February 1989. 

[5] 
Bij de aanpak van het identifikatieprobleem op basis van het Frisch schema, als 

beschreven in Kalman (1982), worden principieel andere uitgangspunten gehan

teerd dan die welke ten grondslag liggen aan het werk gepresenteerd in dit proef

schrfft. Waar in het Frisch schema het centrale aspekt is gelegen in het exact 

modellenln onder verstoringskondities die ruimer zijn dan gebruikelijk, wordt er in 

dit proefschrift gekozen voor het uitgangspunt dat verkregen modellen in het alge

meen benaderingen zullen zijn van onderliggende processen. 

Kalman, R.E. (1982). System identification from noisy data. In: A.R. Bednarek 
and L. Cesari (Eds.). Dynamical Systems II. Academic Press, New York, pp. 
135-164. 

[6] 
De verschuivingsoperator u: (lRql -t (lRql, gedefinieerd door (uw)(t)=w(t+1), 

wordt in het algemeen aangeduid als voorwaartse of als achterwaartse verschui

vingsoperator, afhankelijk van de mathematische dan weI technische achtergrond 

van auteurs. Teneinde verwarring te voorkomen verdient het aanbeveling om ge

bruik van deze benamingen altijd te laten vergezellen door een formele definitie. 

Gebruik van de notatie "i' voor de inverse operator u-1 dient vermeden te worden 

in verband met een ongewenste verwarring met de z-transformatie. 



[7] 
Voor het vergroten van hun geloofwaardigheid verdient het aanbeveling dat politi

ci, veel meer dan nu het geval is, aan kiezers duidelijk maken dat de_ standpunten 

die zij verkondigen het gevolg zijn van een keuzeproces waarin menselijke eigen

schappen als onzekerheid en twijfel een rol spelen, en die derhalve niet noodzake

lijkerwijze de enige mogelijke en juiste standpunten zijn. 

[8] 
De "Interimregeling ziektekosten ambtenaren 1982", (IZK 1982), benadeelt relatie

vormen waarin beide partners in deeltijd werken ten opzichte van situaties waarin 

slechts een van beide partners een werkkring heeft. Zowel uit het oogpunt van 

vrouwenemancipatie als van een gelijke verdeling van werk is zij derhalve niet 

meer van deze tijd. 

[9] 
Ret identificeren van processen met behulp van de klassieke (statistische) methode 

van kleinste kwadraten kan eenvoudig lei den tot modellen die sterk worden be

paald door onbewuste keuzen van de gebruiker, en die slechts een marginaal ver

band vertonen met de onderliggende processen. Identifikatie op basis van deze 

methode kan derhalve beter worden aangeduid met "identifiktie". 
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